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_ELLSWORTH,
tt.tieoc* JK
THE OLD

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

RELIABLE

ORGANIZED MARCH 17, 1873,
has paid regular semi annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabilities
1/oans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).

$201,811.01
33,305.70
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SCHKKliLt OF Mi 1LS
AT ELLSWORTH rOBT OFFICE.

In

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.
in view of the fact that there Is naturally some inquiry by the assured as t.o
the effect of the recent disaster at Baltimore and the financial condition of
fire insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
will not
we have twen advised by all of our companies that the recent losses
impair their capital ana that a large surplus will lie left for the protection of
We suggest that you look over your policies at this
all their
time, and If in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
office.
Yours respectfully.

policy-holders

C.

The

W.

&

L.

F.

MASON.

Fire!

Baltimore

effect October 12, 1908.

Goino East—7.16 a
Goino Weht— 11.56

The following telegram was sent to the agents of the old Hartford Fire
Insurance t’o., Feb. 8:
"Following the honorable roarer yureurd by the Hartford Fire
Iataranrt Company in all prerinae conltayratione, it ie already

and 6.18 p m.
m, 5Jf and 9.48 p

m
a

m.

MAIL CLOSES AT TOST OFFICB.

Going East—6.S0 a
Going Went—11.20
No

and 5.80 p m.
and 5 and 9 p

m

a m

m.

Sunday trains.

THE AMERICAN is on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. H. Leland, «J. A. Thompson
and H. W.
5
cents;

$1.50

Estey. Single copies,
subscription price

per year in advance.

Eugene Hale

Mrs.

is in

Boston.

James A. Taylor is in Portland visiting
relatives and friends.

CHASE, Prest.
mljaeting and paying ftaltimo-t loeees.—tiKO.
Mrs. 8.
is represented in this vicinity hy O. W. TAPLEY.
daughter,

D. Wlggfn is visiting her
Mrs. A. ft. Coar, in Farming-

The “Hartford"

ton.

The ladles of the Unitarian society will
a supper at tLe vestry this eveuing

have
at 6.

Assistant* Postmaster F. H. Lord, who
seriously ill, is as comfortable as can be
expected.
Mias Kate A. Higgins and George A.
Lynch were married Saturday evening by
Rev. J. P. rtimonton,

DON’T BUY WALL PAPER

is

from sample books, pay double price, and find when you see it in
the roll it isn’t what you want. Each year I have a larger assortment of patterns, this year the tieantiful Crown Effects and
Yon will find the prices right, having
many Combinations.
bought before the price of paper advanced.

William G. Eddie, Capt. Clo? *
son, arrived from Sullivan to-day with
atone for H. W. Dunn.
Schooner

J. A. THOMPSON, 41 Main Street, EllswortLu

Harry C. Woodward left Monday
for New York, where she will visit relaMrs.

tive* for several weeks.
Alfred

A.

Starkey, who baa been emPatten for the past three years,

st

ployed

la home for

short vacation.

a

Harry K. Rowe,

senior

warden of

Eao-

lodge, P. and A. M is attending
grand lodge in Portland.

terlc
the

LADIES’ SUITS

Mills, or atonington,
deliver the eddreee to the Wm. H.
aumner

r.

Wa ter
will

Parker

u.

in

move

purchased the
Laurel street, aud

repaired.

It ia

as soon as

evening.

morrow

Improvements
Interior

of

In

q

a

|

r>

Main street.

uow

Don-qua lodge, K. of P., will have an
old-fa-hioued sociable st Odd Fellows hall
Wednesday evening, May 11. Refreshment*

will be served.

Ksv. David

at

belog made on the
Dirigo athletic club’s

are

the

The club is
sporous condition.

rooms on

and SKIRTS
Received

baa
on

tor of

Kerr,

recently

pas-

church

here, is in
Cleveland, Ohio, the guest of Frank L.
Thurber, formerly of this city.
Mrs. J A. Peters la in Bjston. She will

MORANG’S

L.

v_J
! Of Interest
|
1 to Feminines. |
2
♦

The latest.

t

X
X

and

Sasli

Pins.

Pretty,

and, for quality, cheap

A. W.

Greely,

5 MAIN ST.

♦

packages

For

sale

work.

Crown and

IIridge

Work.
Gas, Ether and
Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

GREELY
DENTIST.
ICIInwortlt.

«

|X

for 25c.
at the

EHsworthGreenhouse
Telephone Mi

FURNITURE
OF EVERY

DESCRIPTION.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES
-AT-

E. J. DAVIS’

Wellesley

at Hancock

House, good, active boy

bell calls and make himself
generally useful. Apply at office.

water

use

the

With

was

transportation

well known in musical cir-

The annual meeting of the Senator Hale
Hose Co. was held at its rooms on Franklin street Monday evening, and the following officers were elected for the ensuing vrar: Capt., R. J. Goodwin; first lieutenant, H. H. Higgins; second lieutenant.
R. E. Murch; secretary, C. W. Joy; treasurer, L W. Jordan.
The farm buildings of Henry A. Pierce,
on the Trenton road, were burned last
Thursday night. The family had a nar-

State, will offer excursion rate* during
the festival.
From Ellsworth the Maine Central will

round-frip ticket, Including one
admission to the auditorium, good during
the festival, for fl.40; the same good any

sell

a

day, but good only to return the following morning, for fl.25; to anyone showing
reserved seat ticket previously purchased,
60 cent* will be deducted from above

prices.

Mabel. Tak^n all in ati it was easily the
beet performance seen in Yarmouth this
season.”

Tbe advance sale is

will run a special
Ellsworth Saturday night—Schu-

mann-Heink
ets

are

night—if Iseventy-two tick-

wearing apparel in the
Pierce’s farming impledestroyed.

ments were

“i-

For the Ren-Hur piny at Bangor, May
9, 10 and 11. the Maine Central railroad
will sell tickets to Bangor and return for
Baventv-flve cents, tickets good going
trip May 10, on anv train, and the morning train of May lKgood for return May
11
The train leaving Bangor at 5 p.m.
will be held fifteen minutes later May 11,
to enable people to take in Wednesday
matinee.

Daring the past week Street Commissioner Newman
crush rocked

has had

Hancock street

Main

to Pine street.

from

roller, it slid off the beaten
A crew of
track and went into the ditch.
the five-ton

CryBtalplex
of May 16.

Walsh’s
the week

“I think,” said

Mary Danham visited re'atives in

Bangor

last week.

Maude Stevens, of Bangor, 1b visit
ing here, the guest of Mrs. E. A. Flood.
Miss

Mrs.

for

is underlined

Fred

spending

Maddocks,

who

the winter in Boston

meditative

boy,

a

get
“Where did you get that idea?” “Why,
day I got a wasp on my band, and
While he was walking around he was all
right* It didn't hurt till he stopped to
sit down.”

been

has

the

wasp would be all right if it didn't
tired.”
“Eh?” replied hie father*

“that

ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Mrs.

daughter

men

and

was

put in

«1x

horses tried

it

to

oot

at

on

sold.

escape, as the lower floor was In
flames before the fire was discovered. All
the furniture and

going

A. Q. Scammon’s successful comedy,
“Tbe Real Widow Brown,” will play their
annual engagement
at
Hancock hall,
Thursday, May 12. This excellent attraction will be presented by a well-selected
coterie of fun-makers.

The Maine Central
back to

now

Wiggin & Moore’s.

row

with rela-

2bbfttiammta.

tives, is home.
gone to Bar Harbor,
where he has employment for the summer.
Fred

Hunton

has

Mary D. Jordan, of Bangor, who
spending the past week with
relatives here, returned home Monday
She was accompanied
noon.
by Miss

f Along

Mrs.

has

been

Frank

Flood,

who goes for

a

few

::

days’

visit.
Mi*a Alice Brown is at home from
gusta for a two-weeks’ vacation.

R. F. D.

i: Routes

Au-

Verne Moore is III with typhoid fever at
the home of his sister, Mrs. James Lynch.
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Friday

the entire

floor space

number,
given over to the playerB.
as

COMING EVENTS.

Asocial

hop will follow the game.

last

Wednesday, May 4, at Odd Fellows hall
Ball by girls of f he Ellsworth telephone
exchange. Invitations.
Friday, May 6, at Hancock hall—George
F. Hall in “A Ragged Hero”. Tickets 35

IQ. A.

PARCHER,::

—

a small party of friends last
nuradsy evening In honor of Miss Emma
A. ii Allen, of Portland. Dainty refresh-

l

ments were

served.

The young ladlee of the Ellsworth telephone exchange will give their party in
Odd Folio a s hall this evening, and it

The officers for the next year were elected
Mrs. C. M. Hodgman, presia* follows:

dent;- Mrs. L. A. Emery, vice-president;
Miss M. A. Clark, secretary and treasurer.

Gsttinovitz, of Bangor, was before Judge Peters in the police conrt this
morning charged with obtaining money
promises to be one of the social events of under false pretences. Myer went to the
the season. Many Invitations have been p 'stoffice the other day and asked for his
Issued, Including several to Washington mail, but the postmaster, not understanding him, gave him a letter belonging to
another Hebrew. The letter contained a
fltmrttianiunts.
check for flO, but as Myer could not read
or write English, he gotSammie Povich to
sign his name to it, and had it cashed at
Whiting Bros’. Myer was discharged on
; condition that he pay the flO. After some
kind advice from Judge Peters he went on
Have you seen the sponge hi* way rejoicing.

A

rack ami si>onge in our win-

L W.

selling like hot
Fifteen cents buys

They
of

are

the

sponges

the rack thrown

JORDAN,! Wiggin
UNDERTAKER,

have

Come

only

a limited

& Moore,

answer

Corner

with

in.

DRUUUISTS.

■LLEWOBTH.

Mver

Hancock hall, one week beginn’ng May
16—M. Henry Walsh’s Cry«taiplex Carnival.
Prices, 10, 20 and 30c. Advance
sale at Wiggin & Moore’s drug store.

opposite postoffice.

meeting of the El Isworth literature
held at the home of Miss Annie
Mullan last Wednesday evening. Being
the last meeting of the season it was celebrated in a very pleasing manner.
Many
members were present, yet all were mindful of the absence of those who were
necessarily detained at home. After an
interesting paper by J. A. Scott, a solo by
Miss M. P. Hopkins, a piano solo by Mrs.
Wiggln, a duet by the Misses Mullan, and
a song by Mrs. Walsh, all adjourned to
the dining-room where the tables looked
dainty and inviting, with the vivid green
of the smilax trailing among wax tapers
that shed their softened light upon food
“lit for tba mortal gods”.

painless extraction of
of teeth when others are
needed. All work guaranteed for ten years.

—

]

The

l»r Harry A. Pike, of 8f* Main street, Bangor,
will be at the Relay house, Franklin, for the
next ten days, and test all eyes free of charge.
Advf.

Dr.

SfWjcrtisrmmts.

F. O.

I
<

i

BROWNE,

Manager,

ELLSWORTH
Dental Parlors.

LOOK!
CASH

FOR

The

club

FREE

Prices 25, 35 and 50^*.
Advance
Brow n”.
sale of seats at Wiggin & Moore’s.

Bargain
cakes.

C808C8C8CC8MiAIIAAlCBX<rB30f*>3C>300

and

who

APOTHECARY.
Thursday, and Saturday
The last meeting of the ladies’ auxiliary
was given a trial spin
down the river. was held at the home of Mrs. L. A. Emery
r\aine.:;
The new Walker engine worked to per;;Ellsworth,
yesterday afternoon. It was the largest
fection.
50
and
cts.
and
an
of
the
season,
enjoyable
gathering
Rev. J. P. S'.monton went to Waltham afternoon passed listening to an interestTuesday, May 10, at Hancock hall—Basher
travels ket ball game between lady teams from
to
on
officiate
at
the
talk
from
Mrs.
funeral of Al- ing
Siturday
Emery
All seats reserved.
and Machias.
fred C. Butler. To-day he went to North abroad this winter. The mite boxes were Lubec
Tickets, 35c. at Wiggin & Moore’s Friday
Ellsworth to officiate at the funeral of a
opened and when all the pennies and morning.
Mrs. Brown.
nickels were piled together it made quite
Thursday. May 12 at Hancock I all—A. |
There was J39 In the boxes. Q. Hcammon’s Co. in “The Real W idow !
M h A F. (light and Mrs. Ella F. Hale a rnoond.
the

early
Supply.

to

his

T. Sow'e’s yacht Genie

B.

as we

BOY WANTED

gor

familiar to all

cles in and about Ellsworth for his fine
violin plaving. Ellsworth friends extend
congratulations.

will be

one

1.1. MORRISON, SK0WHE6AN, ME.
___Semi lor olrcular.

with

Paulette.

Oriental Rug Works.
Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from old
or Velvet CarpeU,

NO i ES.
HERO.”

RAGGED

Sunday

at

dow?

Tapestry, Brussels
Soolen,
irpeti cleaned clean.

Preparations Being

“A

limited

Tuesday evening of next week Acadia
chapter will work the Royal Arch
degree. The regular monthly meeting off
the chapter was held last evening.
C. R. Foster, who is a delegate to the

entertained

Main Street,

Burpee’s Sweet Peas
7

The most up-to-ilate dental

} H.

Mouse and Shirt Waist Sets ♦

X good,

|1

designs

in

Porcelain Inlays.

AM ITSEM ENT

for

Made

grand masonic lodge at Portland this
week, went to Boston Saturday, aud spent

accompanied on her return by her
mother, Mrs. A. W. Cushman, who has
been spending the wiuler there.
R. A

Department Store.

was

Final

No need of running to town
pull
Henry C. Hastings, of Bangor, is spendyesterday afternoon, but could not start ing the week here with his daughter, Mrs.
every time drugs, medicines
it. This morning, with the aid of jack- Ira Hagan.
and household toilet articles
The entertainment and candy sale In
screws and a line of horses the roller was
are needed.
Order by mail,
the vestry on fast Thursday evening was
out.
pulled
well attended and quite a good sum was •The carrier will
bring in your
realized.
Tuesday evening, May 10, an exhibition
order one day, and bring
Mrs S. A. Maxfleld, of Bangor, spent i!
of basket ball will he given In Hancock
Sunday night with relatives here, return- II back the goods next trip.
ha*l by two ladies’ teams—one from Lubec
ing home Monday noon.
Perfectly safe. A great conand one from Machias. These two teams
Henry Moore was borne from Bar Harvenience.
b »ve been rivals all the past season and bor over Sunday.
Many of your
Miss Helen York,of Rockland, who has !!
the game will probably be a hot one. The
are buying that
neighbors
been the guest of Mr-*. A. W. Ellis for
seats will be on sale at Wiggin & Moore’s,
\! way of us.
several weeks, returned home Saturday.
morning. There will be only a

be

C.

FESTIVAL TIME IS NEAR.

dance

Y'*sterdav, while rolling th« street with
until

Baptist

the

I

of

invitations,
some telephone

tbe back of tbe

bouse and all Mr.

The regular monthly meeting of Lygonia lodge will be held tbia evening.
Esoteric will hold Its regular meetlog to-

JACKETS.™

Just

Bice

poet, of Ellsworth, Memorial Day.
Colin F. Davie place

^

win

attractive order
on

An ab*< rblng and thrilling story of lova
(■reat Concerts in Bangor.
nnd life in Now England is unfolded
(be Millie music festival, to be
Jp
’phone, such as:
Waiting, Ellsworth,”
“the line is busy,'* “did you ring three,” held in the auditorium, Bangor, June 2, 3 ! “A R'lffired Hero”, which will be playftl
• *d 4,
fit
Hancock
a
month
hall, Friday evening, MbjtJ,
Just
away. Director-)!?etc.
^ iief William F.
Chapman is now kept with Opo. F Hall, the popular comedian,
Kev. H. N. Pringle of Eastport, secrein
tbe
leading role. As tbe title Indicates,
constantly on th? move visiting the varitary of tbe Maine civic league, occupied
it is a drama that tends to prove that
ous choruses, and making the final prepthe pulpit of the Congregational church
heroics are not confined to Urn highly
arations for the coming of Mrs. SchuSunday morning. In the evening he mann
-Heink, Miss Margaret Lemon and born and wealthy, «nd that brave deeds
preached at the uu(on service at the Bap- the other
great artists who are lo com- may be done unselfishly by the lowly.
tist church.
The play is replete with stirring situapose the list of artist* this season.
Roy C. Haines, of this city, p student
While at first some doubt was expressed tions that are appropriately framed in
at Hebron academy, is manager of the
realistic scenery. The plot is most fascinn regard to the advisability of chang•oademy baseball team. A schedule of ing the dates from October
o June,
ating. “A Ragged Hero” has been prothe season’s work shows a series of seven- Director
Chapman says that now it Btems duced with the greatest success all over
teen games. It began April 16 and ends to be certalu that the move was a wist tbe
Tbe heroic deeds of tbe
country.
June 14.
one, particularly as this is the year for the outcast “ragged hero” form an Important
Rev. P. A. A Killam, of Pembroke, will presidential election, which rattans that part in tbe unfolding of a thrilling and
supply the pulpit of the Baptist church everybody will have little time for any- i terecting story of love and adventure*
The drama contains a number of effects
Sunday, May 8, morning and evening. A thing except politics In the fail.
good attendance is hoped for as Mr. KitThen, loo, if would have been Impossi- which are claimed to be entirely new.
The Yarmouth (N. S ) Herald has the
lam is a candidate for tbe vacancy caused
ble to secure Mine. Scbumann-Heink for
following to sny of the star and the proOctober.
by the resignation of Mr. Kerr.
Comparison with the programme and duction :
The stage connecting at Surry with the
“At the Roval opera bouse *ast evening,
artists offered by the Cincinnati and
steamboats of the Rockland, Bluebili &
Yarmouth’s favorite, George p Hall, apmanagements, perhaps the
Ellsworth Steamboat Co., began runing Worcester
peared in the strong scenic comedy
most famous festivals in the country belast Monday morning. It leaves here at
drama, “A Ragged Hero.” Both tbe play
0 80 a. m. Mondays and Thursday**; re- cause of their long and successful history, and company are by far the strongest that
Mr. Hall has ever brought us, and he was
turning Wednesdays and Saturdays. R. shows that Maine Is again in the lead, awarded curtain calls after ach act
by a
for neither city can equal the programme
G. Taylor is the agent in this city.
large and enthusiastic audience.
Mr. Hall who has always been seen in
prepared by Director Chapman.
Word has been received here that on
One noticeable feature thie year is that light comedy roles in his previous plays,
April 29 George Brown, father of Mrs. there are no “experiments” among the proved quite a surprise in tbe rags and
tatters of “Willie Wildflower” and was
Frank L. Thurber, formerly of this city,
artists; every singer who is to appear has encored attain and again for his songs,
died at Cleveland, Ohio, aged fifty-two
already gained recognition. Headed by “I’m On Tbe Water Wagon Now” and
He
jrsars. Mr. Thurber, who formerly lived Scbumann-Heink, the list includes Miss “Then I’d be Satisfied with Life”.
here, is now the manager at Cleveland of Margaret Lemon, Mme. Charlotte Ma- has a smile and a wink that is strongly
suggestive of the late “Old Hobs Hoey”t
the Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.
conda, Miss Isabelle Bouton, Edward of Evans and Hoey, in his palmiest days.
Miss Lucie A. Rogers, proved a clever
Miss Mabelie H. Shiner, of Long Island, Barrow, the distinguished English tenor,
and prttty “Lottie Saunders” and able
Gwilym Miles and Francis Arcbambault.
N. V and Dr Oscar E. Wasgatt, of Bos
support was rendered by John McMurAs in former years, the Maine Central
J.
Maurice
trie, Lorsine
Westfnrd,
tQn. wp*e married at Long Island last
and Bangor & Aroostook railroads, as well
Holden. William A Gillette, Frank Auweek. Dr. Wasgatt was formerly of BanMiss Florence E'dridge and Little
as other
lines all over the hurn.

expression

1

■

printed

and after each dance

Countv commissioners’ notice.
w»*ntihhc»n dtile convention.
A M Hopkins—FI jut-, Krocerles, etc.
» Clark—Greenhouse.
-*i
Rockland, Btuelitll A Ellsworth Steamboat Co
—»'hangc In schedule
Hancock hall—The Real Widow Brown.
Tkkmont. Mb:
Samuel Moure-Notice of foreclosure.
MISCELLANBOL’S
Banner Lye.

John F. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Hurkill, assistant treasurer.

N. B. Corn, i nor., President,
(’. r Bt it mi. i., treasurer,

wbh

NEW AOVEKTI8EMKNT8 Til IS WEEK.

County Savings Bank,

Hancock

An

county

No. 18.

was

Tea,
pound
1 pound of Coffee,
1 package of Power,
1 package ef Graham,
1

of

U»0»O#OdOdO*O»OeO*<>»OdO**V
EDWIN M. MOORE,
5
*
D

%

dealer In nil kinds of

Frssk, islt, Smoked and Dry

FISH.

All for 50 Cents.

L M. HOPKINS,
S

Main Street, EMsworth.

;

5 Cod, Haddock, Halibut and Kresk
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Seal lope,

a

0

5

Lobsters and Plnnan Handles.

Campbell A True Bldr.,

|

5

4

CHRISTIAN

bfemypr

Meeting; Topic Fop flic Week
Ilea inning May S.
Topic.—Crowns trodden under foot.—Isa.
Bfcviil, 1-7; Rev. iil. 11.

The crown
tnu is worn

is a symbol of royalty
by kings and queens. It
and universal ornament
originated from the til

ti an ancient
•nd “probably
lets used to preveut the hair from b«teg disheveled by tin* wind. Such til
tets are still common. They gradually
dfereleped into turbans, which. by the
•dditien of ornamental or precious
assumed the dignity of in.
material
In the Bible the
fcers or crowns."
Ibonxs that were placed Upon the Sax
lour s brow are called a “crown of
gborna." and I hi ul calls the xvrenth of
laurel given to the victor In the tiredan games a crown. The expression
crown is used In Scripture also to set
terth the supreme blessings that <»<>d
will bestow upon His people in such

depressions
Bess.''

**a

as

**a

crown

cf

of

That ll«*
of pride.
the people of Judah ngaiust
the sins of pride anti drunkenness the
lord, through the prophet, calls their
attention to the faty of Ephraim or
tee ten tribes for the same offenses.
The Lord is to destroy the glorious
beauty of Samaria because of its sins,
and He warns Judah against a similar condition and consequently :i simThis is His denunciation;
ilar fate.
•Woe to the ctowd of pride of the
drunkards of Ephraim and to the fadmay

crown

warn

lug flowers or ms glorious nenuty.
which is on the head of the fat valley
mt them that are overcome with wine.”
■hough drunken and rebellious against
Ood. pride, like a crown, sat upon the
toeads of the people of Samaria, but
Ood humbled that pride. He trod ulifer foot that crown, and this will be
fee experience of all who break the
laws of God and are yet Ailed with a
spirit of self complacent pride.
2. The crown of glory. The unfaitlifel were to be uncrowned, while God
femseif was to become the crown of
fee few who remained faithful. “In
feat day will the Lord of Hosts become
• crown of glory and a diadem of
totality unto the residue of His people.”
fee have a strong contrast that should
Make a de«f> impression upon us. If
fering In sin we still crown ourselves
With pride and boastfulness. God will
Bumble and uncrown us; but if we are
felthful to His laws and commandments He will become "a crown of
glory” to us. It should not take us
long to decide which of these two con-

ditions

we

prefer.

8. The crown of service.
"Hold
tut that thou bast, that no man take
fey crown.” This must be the crown
•r reward for service. It cannot re
ter to the crown of life, for no man
«un take that from us if we hare it.
But If God has a work for us to do,
and we neglect it, and some one else
performs it, he will receive the
mown of reward which we will therel»re lose. "Let us therefore not lie
Weary in well doing, for in due season
We shall reap, if we faint not." We are
saved to serve. Let us serve, therefore,
feat we may have .in time to come
Both the crown of life and the crown
ft service.
BIBLE HEADINGS.

Prov. xi, 12; IX, 1; xxiii, 19-21. 29-

82; I Cor. xv, 58; Gal. v, 10-20; vL
•; II Tim. iv, 7. 8; Jas. i. 12; 1 Pet.
«, 1-4; Rev. ii. 10.
Front Turkey and India.

In Sofia, Turkey, there is a society
feat is practically Christian Endeavor,
totvlng committees, meetings and topidentical with Christian Endeavor
md members of both sexes, though orfe&ized as a Y. M. C. A.
▲ model Christian Endeavor meeting
■as u feature of the annual Missionary
Association of the Cnited Presbyterian
Ctotirrh at Sialkot, Punjab, India. The
febject was "Fellowship,” and greetteff* were sent to the all India eonvenfeui. then in session at Lahore, and an
fetering of (10 made for the Punjab
Atotrict union, that day organized at

fehore.
Bswaitau Christian Endeavor Song.
On Dr. Clark’s recent visit to Hawaii
Hawaiian Eudeavorers sang their
Christian Endeavor song, which is as
IhUow?
Hawaii’s land is fair;
Rich are the gifts we share
This Is our earnest prayer.
O Lord of light:
That as a noble band
We may Join heart and hand
Til! all Hawaii’s land
Stands for the right.
C'oavmtioa History.
Christian Endeavor has made wonderful convention history. At Boston
In USA more than 56,000 registered
delegatee came together in the largest
aailgious uHMcmtdage of all time. To
die s«n Francisco convention 15,000
persons (Tossed the Rockies, and the
Idmdon convention amazed the world’s
WfltroiHdJa by its great size and vigor.
•-Christian Endeavor World.
Irrrrtsry

Vogt's Work.

General Secretary Von Ogden Vogt
Ptrered eighteen convention appointRtents In Illinois In March. He spent
Jdimary In New York state and Febm**7 in Pennsylvania.

W

Chrlitlss Endeavor.
Wot dreaming, but endeavor.
Must m«Tt the world's great
Wot impulse, fair and futile,
But swift, out reaching deed.

never

we

quite

Dear

Friends:

In

thinking

“Lodging”,

over

various

upon life have

come

this poem entitled
views of its bearing
to my mind. The

negative side presented it* elf first. Longing as described above is not discontent;
it is, laiher, a Utei-t element of human
natute w h cb only comes to be recognized
after the inin has come by though:, cap
ab e or studying life as regards its ends
and aims.

Long

ng is

something

more

than ambi-

tion or something different, at least. Ambition aspires to p'ace—position, a recog
nitlon from the world of the heights one
has

been

heart

yearniug

isfying.

‘’Longing”

able to attain.

It

is

not for outward

but for calmness

display,

of mind and peace of
find that

spirit; but whether morta's
longing satisfied seems to be

an

uncer-

tainty, for ui e writer hundreds of years
looked beyond this world for its attainment, when be said: “I shall be satisfied whin I awake in thy Iikene:*.1’

ago

Dear Aunt Hadge:
Here i* a clipping which I came across in an
old paper dated May 11. 1898, under the column
Dame of “Farm and Home” In The American.
from Ego and I had forgotten about it till read*
Ing it over, thought It would be all right to have
it repeated In the column of M. B.
1 want to thank “C’\ of Massachusetts, so
much for the “apple tauce cake” which we all
ANN.
enjoyed. Come again.
1 am very glad to insert
which Ann so kindly sends.

this clipping
**C. of Mass-

achusetts” little realizes how many loaves
of

cake

have been make from her

receipe.

Here are two more “handy things" to use
about the house—a whisk broom and a potty,
kuife. Almost every one has the first, but do
you use them in washing floors to clean out the
cornen*, also to clean corners of windows? Ttie
puuy-kniie Is good for deaoiug corners of
bake pans, scraping paper from the walls in
papering time, digging green** and a dozen
things that have no room for mention at present.
But if you haven’t a putty-knife get one and
try it
South Deer Isle
Ego.

If you would have light cream-of-tartar
three or four times

biscuit, sift tbe flour
before mixing.
Susan

scription

sends
of

us

on

charming

de-

the other side of

She should see the mud
in the shore towns of the old Maine State.
At this date (April 29) no farming has
been done in eastern Maine worth men
the

continent.

tioning.
PASADENA, UAL April 12, 1904.
Dear Aunt Madge:
Slow 1 Iasi wrote you I have been down by—
shall 1 say the sad sea waves? By uo means;
but by the gentle tapping of silver wavelets
against ledges; where they, the wavelets, kiss
the golden sand of pretty beaches and fondly
play with sea froud that cover suuaen rocks, at
Avalon, Santa Cantaliua Island,
Only east winds in storms disturb the waters
of the beautiful bay that is formed In the shape
of a crescent and protected by bold points. The
waters here are very pellucid, and there Is presented the grandest natural aquariam along the
southeastern coast of the islands; and power,
glass bottom boats are In great demand by
tourists, who, by the hundreds, dally cross the
channel of twenty-five miles, on steamers, to
pay a visit to this lovely island gem—this
emerald in a silver setting.
I am thinking of the beautiful lslauds strewed
along the coast of If alne, and what an Important
part they play In the comfort of the Inhabitants
In the summer time; and how, there as here,
city folks especially are now planning for seaside rest and recreation.
I hope every one of your fond readers will
find a place of peace and joy during the coming
summer time. Please give them my best wUbes.
SUSAM.
_

Couches have saved more minds And nervous
systems than all the doctors and medicines put
together
It is the best refuge that the overworked
has, did she but know it* and the
housekeeper
only fault 1 have to find with women Is that, a *
a rule, they do not use their couches half enough
When distracted by the infinite cares of the
household and worried over this bill and that, a
woman
should have a solace where she caD
throw herself down, and, stretched at ease, allow
her troubles to straighten themselves out of
their own accord.
By these means hysteria is avoided, beauty
preserved, and the woman's chances for eternal
salvation are helped tremendously.—Philadelphia North American.

Aunt Madge.
_

Mot prays? alone of longing.
But prayer la action wrought;
Mot dreaming, but endeavor.
With Mcoord fruit Is fraught.
■Bflth H Kinney tn Christian Endeavor

WOMAN SUFFRAGE
Colorado—The State Not Tired of
Experiment—How It Works.
Unfettered by tradition and prejudice,
Colorado baa darei to do right, said exGiv. Alva Adama recently before a congressional committee. She ban given to
woman what Solomon
gave to Sheba—
“whatsoever she asked/’ and the has no
regrets and no desire to recall the gift.
After ten ytarsof experience, equal suffrage in Colorado needs neither apology
No harm has come to either
nor defense.
In

the

Rev. John Reid, Jr„ of Great Falla, Mont.,
recommende ; Ely's Cream Balm to me.
I can
emphasize his statement, "It is a positive cure
for catarrh If used as directed."—Rev. Francis
W. Poole, Pastor Central Pres. Chureh, Helena
Meat.
After using Ely's Cream Balm six weeks I
believe myself cured of catarrh.—Joseph Stewart, Grand Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.
The Balm does not irritate or cause sneezing.
Sold by druggists at 30 eta. or mailed by Ely

Brothers, 36 Warren 8t, New York.

woman

man,

State; justice

the

or

never

harmed anyone.
If Colorado women were not angels before, the ballot has brought no wings.
Suffrage has not elevated her; it has simply placed her where she belongs; hut It
has raised the men who dared to he ju-t.
Woman has not yet conquered Iniquity in
Colorado, nor has it conquered her. Suffrage is not a revolution; it is but a step
and not the end of the journey. The bal-

changed her
recognizes that raising

lot has not

nature.
bread

She still

and

babies

part of (he divine command, but
those duties are not the whole of life.

are

a

She

ttees

the ballot to

her prop
children.
It h«e

protect

erty, her home, her
broadened, not impaired

It
has not taken the flavor from the lips of
It has not darka Colorado sweetheart.
ened the glory of the Colorado mother,
who is
any
a

as

and

sweet and

woman

cradle,

or

who

devotion.

gentle

ever

blessed

he

a

They

woman.

and

refined

as

lullaby
sang
fireside with her love
a

have

over

made

no

effort

They are cleaning
trying to right
the wrongs of a hundred years in a day.
Women have not mired in the pool of
politics. She is purifying it. She ha**
raised the atmosphere of the polls without
Now and then
lowering herself
women may take a man's view of politics,
and use a ballot corruptly, but for every
corrupt woman in politics you can find
100 men equally as foolish, and with more
power for wrong doing.
to

another

scenes

be produced.

a

for that which is soul-sat-

cares

For two
Dear. Mas Piskham :
years, my life was simply a burden. 1
suffered so with female troubles, and
pains across mv hack and loins. The
doctor told me that 1 had kidney
troubles and prescribed for me. For
three months I took his medicine, but
grew steadily worse. Mv husband then
advised me to trv Lydia P. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
brought home a bottle. It »s the greatest blessing ever brought to our home.
Within three months 1 was a changed
woman.
My pain had disappeared,my
complexion became clear, my eyes
bright, and my entire system in good
shape.” —Mrs. Paula Weishlitz. l?ft
15000 forfeit
Seneca St.. Buffalo, N.Y.
If original of above letter proving genuineness cannot
••

to most

r

•.
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T

by T. C. Mellure
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Miss Tromont held Cornelia In her
for a moment as she kissed her.
The figure of the girl was rigid, and
the lilts she touched were eoliL hilt
Miss Tremout did not notice the lark

Read What Mrs. Wrlsslit* Says.

of all.
—A. Maude Cohoon.

What we longed
Boston.
Selec.ed bp Ann.

Oit>vrlah(.

inns

—

acco mpllabed

—

"Uoodbj-.

Of all the diseases known with which
the female organism is afflicted, kidney
disease is the most fat.il. In fact, unless prompt and correct treatment is applied., the weary patient seldom survives.
Being fully aware of this. Mrs. Pinkham. earlv in her career, gave careful
study to the subject, and in producing
her great reraedv for woman’s ills
Lydia E. Pink ham’s Vegetable
made sure that it conCompound
tain'd the correct combination of
herbs which was certain to control
that dreaded disease, woman’s kidney
troubles.

need;

Mot Languorous aspiring.
But climbing, day by day;
Mot Syomathatftc musing.
But hladMS by the way.

World

Why

*

f

"Uoodbj, dear.”

I

Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound.

Oh, lofty a«plratlon*.
Th it come to u* o’er and o’er.
We are Iwtter for your coming,
Stronger than w»* went iiefore.
Ami some day we'll cea-c to wonder,
A# our tin »ndng we recall.

By TEMPLE BAILEY

^

cisslilz. KuttaJo, m. y., «
cured of kidney trouble by LydiaE.

Sometime* H
evening.
After a di»y of care,
W hen the burden ha* seemed heavy,
ho heavy, and hard to (rear.
It come* to tin heart grown weary,
Thl- touch of an u»*een hand.
And we yearn to tell the longing
To one who could understand-

«

f

r Mrs. \v

cornea at

PASSING OF THE
SIMMER BOARDER

£

LOXdIKG.

n

Ice.
1. The

:

How oft we f» el a longing
That come* with a touch of {tain
It enter* the heart unhidden,
A ml leaves hut to come again.
Anti wo long for Mimcthing higher.
Than ha* fallen to our lot.
Ju*t a simple, wistful longing.
For com* thing we know not what.

of life."
In the topical references three crowns
•re spoken of—(i» a crown of pride; »-i
• crown of glory; (3) a crown of serx
crow

Hopeful

and

Th«* i>unm»e« of tht- column nn1 *u.Tclnctly
stated in th title am' motto—It t* for the mutual
i.eneut, w •! a !••»!* •>. i*; nelpiut au»l hopeful
t»«*• common room, It i« for the com
Being f
Inn public servant, a purveyor of
tnon use
formation and sugge-tlosi. a medium for the In
In thi* capacity It nollclt*
ten*hang* of Pleas
ann It* Mice#*** depend* largely
-ailo*
eornmu
Comon
lie support given 11 tu thl* rc*,»ect
in untea iou* mud he signed, hut th** name of
i11 noth** piloted «x--ept i*y permt**lon
writer
( ommunteatlon* will i>e attt'jret to approval »r
jeciho hy the editor of ilw c >lumn, but none
Addrvaa
win t-e rejected without good reason.
all communications to
Th* amekican,
FUsworth, lie

righteous
glory" and "u

crown

“Helpful

Its Motto:

I THE

MADOk”.

KDITKI* Bt “At'BT

jie big, benutifnl roses that were sent
Ber from town so often."
She weut ou Iu a sobbing monotone,
s'blle tbe mans face was white aiul

atnjrrtusnrcrr't*.

mutual Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

upset the universe.

one room

at

a

time,

not

....

TIPPING
Wo

End

to

the

IN

Fee*

LONDON.
to

Servitor*

In

KentaurnutN.

old Londoner 1 have seen
changes In the manner* of the city
which amount to u complete transfor
I remenitier well the time
illation.
when there wasn't really a good restaurant in -all London anil when men
had to be content with dining and supping in the back parlors of public
You got very good food in
houses.
those dark, low cetlinged, stuiTy rooms,
and 1 remember when you were considered to be doing very well when you
handed the somewhat time worn ami
ill clad waiter twopence or threepence
As

an

tip.
Nowadays you go into a restaurant
which is palatial, and you see men, especially If they belong to the Stock Exchange, giving huge tips that in oldeD
times would have paid the price of a
as a

whole dinner for half a dozen friends.
And the tipping never seems to end.
You tip one waiter for one thing and
another for another, and you tip the
carver, and then you tip the man who
gives you your wine, and as you are
leaving you tip the porter who puts on
your coat and the other porter who
calls your cab. It la, in fact, becoming
almost impossible for men of moderate
means to go to most of the restaurant*
of today.—M. A. P.
Mia* Mngley—I always try to retire bemidnight. I don’t like to mtsa my
beauty sleep. Miss Pepprey—You really
should try herder. You oertainly don’t
get enough ol It.
for

“Who ia at the telephone?” “Your wife,
air.” “Whet does she want?" The only
word that I aan understand la ‘mumskull.’
“Let me come there. She probably wanta to talk with me."

of enthusiasm. She was used to conquests, and she was sure Nelie loved
I

her.

She wlil»i>ered in the girl's
1

voice

was

penetrating, and.

tended, the clear

tones

Her
she In-

ear.

as

reached the

ear

who stood close t>j\
of the
When
nre
married. let me
jnu
know, and 1 will come and dance at
jour wedding." was what she said.
Then she gathered up her rustling
skirts anil waved her bunch of Amerl■an Beauties at the pair, ami the couch
drove off.
Cornelia turned to the man beside
man

■

her.

"Kid j'ou hear what she said?”
"You,” he answered absently, his
eyes on the fluttering bit of white veil
far down the road.
"Well, she needn’t have said IL I
shan't let her know."
The man turned, his sunburned face

showing

his

surprise.

"1 thought you liked Miss Tromont.”
"So I did. and I do yet. but 1 tell you
now. Have Clinton, that if mother
takes tsiarders again next summer 1
shall go away and stay.” Her voice
was fierce.
An uneasy look came iuto the blue
eyes of the young farmer.
“And leave me'.'" He tried to ask the
question easily, hut bis voice was not

•steady.
sne

ilia ner nano on

ms arm, wiui a

kind of doubting appeal.
"Would you care If 1 went—If she
was here?"
The man shifted his position uneasily. "I don’t sec that you are called
upon to ask me that question. Nelle,”
be said.
"But 1 do ask it" Her fingers were
locking each other nervously. ‘T did
like her." she went on. “for she is so
beautiful, and she Interested me—until
you began to notice her"—
He tried to take her hand, but she
flung herself away from him. Then for
a moment there was tense silence.
“I love you, Nelle." he said at last.
“You don’t, you don’t! You love her!”
she cried imssiouately. "And 1 wish we
had never seen her." She ran sw’iftly
up the path and shut the door of the
house behind her.
That night the family sat down at a
small table in the big kitchen. The dining room had been restored to Its original position as a living room, and the
parlor was closed. The supper of
warmed over potatoes and eggs, with
one kind of preserve, announced the
return of plain living.
After supper Nelle washed the dishes
In the big pantry Just outside the
kitchen. Her mother was In the milkroom, skimming, so when Dave came
and stood beside her they were alone.
“What's the matter, Nelle?" he said.
“Are you mad at me?”
She raised her blue eyes.
“No, Dave,” she said quietly.
She poured some hot water Into her
pan so recklessly that her fingers were
burned, and she uttered au Involuntary
cry.
Dave reached over and took them,
red and wet as they were.
“Poor little fingers!" he said.
Nelie's eyes blazed. “I won’t have
Her voice
your pity. Dave Clinton!”
was hushed, but vehement.
Without another word the man turned away, but she called him back in a

whisper.
want to see

you woeu
to the orchard

nnisu.

u

seat.”
down
The orchard was spicy with the scent
of apples, and under the moonlight the
great red glolies showed dark in the
shadow of the leaves. Dave sat on u
natural bench made by the gnarled
trunks of two old apple trees and
watched N'elie come down the path,
lie rose to meet her and put bis arm
around her. but she thrust bim aside
with u little, impatient gesture.
Then she sat down and looked up at
him as he stcxxl in front of her.
"It isn't that 1 am Jealous,” she began. as if their conversation of the afternoon had not been interrupted. 'Aiut
it's because I can never be the same
to you. uo matter if you do think you
You have seen Miss Trelove me.
mont. and now. always, she will be
the most beautiful woman in the world
come

■

to

you.”

"She is a tieautiful woman.” he assented gravely.
"Y'es. and before she earns you
thought my bands were pretty—my
little, red, rough hands”—her voice
broke—"and you admired my hair and
the little dresses 1 made myself. I am
not blaming you.” she went ou. "but
you hud never seen a woman like her.
1 hadn't, either, and you were carried
But don't you
sway just as 1 was.
*ee that I want to-lie first with you?”
"You are first, N'elie,” he said grave-

ly.
"But I haven’t wonderful eyes like
hers, and I can't use them as she does.
I can't say the right thing as she does
is her soft voice. And her perfumes!
Will you ever smell a violet again,
Dave, without thinking of her? Will

you?"
He smoothed her hand soothingly and
said nothing.
"Did you ever see such dresses and
beautiful shoes? I was ashamed all
the time, and wore my best slippers every day. She was like a rose sue of

Mother—Don’t yon let uie cetcb
y00
• lie eff.ln, you n.ugbty
boy! t'hyrll,
I won't If lean help It. But
the,, j
haven't bad the exprrlenoe that
pa tm

In

had.

jet.

•*tdon*t ae^m to make any
"And now It wirt- be her that you
Impress^
Of course you will
on your faiher,
love aud not
Myude, {and I’Ve d,Jne
my beat to get on hU right aids.”
marry me because you couldn't marry
But l don't the left, George. He hears better on fry
jer; you are not her kind
that
1 wont
your pity. That’s why I am,go- ; aide.”
She stripped a
to give (tils back.”
In
Mack—Dn you think Bmellne h«d
a
tittle garnet ring from her third finger good time?
Kate—I gums *0.
Mother
tmi handed it to him.
and 1 too* to nur b* ds after she
(eft, 8Ild
He took it aud turned it over and the wr»tos that she took to her
bed as
over in his hand.
soon as she got borne.
Then he walked np and down under
what’a
a
Dlck«y~-P«,
“convincing
the trees, aud she watched the tall,
speaker”? Ph—A "convincing speaker”
strong figure with the steady, firm
la a man who knows
Dickey,
enough to
tread as she leaned trembling against
atop tatktng before his audience gets the
the old gns rlrd apple tree.
backache.
I Suddenly lie came over to tier, and in
spile of her protests he lifted her in his
Abundant Health Is assured when there la
arms to a higher, scat In the old tree
good blood In the v« ins. Hood's Sarsaparilla la
where he could stand beside her and the medicine to make
good blood. Begin iak.
strol l- her hair and watrh tbe mooning It now. It Is just what the system needs at
I ..lit on her face as be had watched
this time and will do jou grcd good.
Sharp.
so many, many times before.
(mis the appetite, steadlea the nerves.
Advt.
“Nelie." be said. “I bought this little
ring for Hie woman who was to be my
fflrtitcal.
wife, and there can never be any
other.”
Both of her hands wore on his big
ones now. and her eyes were searching
his face wistfully.
Done Daily in Ellsworth.
Cit“When she came.” he waved Ills hand
I down the road as if the summer taxirdizens Tell of it.
rr were still a visible presence. "I had
She fasnever seen anything like her.
Nearly every reader has beard of Doan’s
She
cinated you; she fascinated me.
Kidney Pills. Their good work In EllsHis
Is a wonderful dream woman.”
worth still continue*, and our citizens are
voice trailed off Into silence.
endorsement by public
"But I want to be your dream wo- constantly adding
testimony. No better proof of merit can
man." she wailed.
With an effort be brought his eyes be bad than tin experience of friends aud
down close to bers and smiled at her
neighbors. Head this case.
"You tre my real woman,” ho
tears.
John H. Harris, farmer, six miles out on
sold.
tbe West Trenton Hoad, says: “At inter“But sue began.
He lifted vals for at least four yt ars I had been sub"There are no ‘huts.'”
her down, and they stood together t>e- ject to pain in my back, kidneys and loins.
nentli the dark houghs. “She Is beauIt radiated from the area of the loins just
tiful. little girl; but so was the picture
above tbe kidneys, and the first attack
when
thut we saw In the a-t

j

—

Many

gallery

the city, but 1 didn't want
to bring the picture
home, and I
couldn't take her Into my little home
any more than t. oobld the picture. I
want the tenuer. sweet woman who haa
filled my heart since I was a hoy and
who fills It still."
She laid her head down on his arm
with a sigh of content.
“But I can't help wishing you had
never seen her."
Into the blue eyes which looked over
her bowed head and down the long,
long road that led to the city there
came a shadow, but Dave's voice was
ga.v ns he raised her face to bis and
kissed her.
“The summer Is ended, sweetheart,
and the little house Is ready. Wbeu?”
we

went to

Ben Rntler'a Short Speech.
Francis F. l>eapp In the Century ssys
that prolinbly the shortest speech ever
delivered In congress was made by
Ben Butler of Massachusetts. An Ohio
member had fallen a fool of him one
day and poured upon him a torrent of
abuse which would have excited general indignation hut for an unconsciously ridiculous gesture with which
the orator a^ompunled almost every
alternate seuSoce. This tempered the
disgust of his henrers with mirth. He
would raise his nmis Just as high above
his head as possible and then wring
his bands as If he were making a delirious attempt to wring them off. Butler sat through the speech with his
eyes half closed, not moving a muscle.
He rose when his assailant finished and
stood calmly in the aisle. After perhaps a minute of alienee he began,
Another Impressive
“Mr. Speaker!"
pause, and ex[>eotanoy reached nearly
the bursting point.
Suddenly raising
bis arms. Butler reproduced exactly
the awful gesture of the Ohio congressman.
Then his arms fell to his sides,
and for another minute he stood silent. "That la all, Mr. Speaker.” he
“I Just wanted to ansaid finally.
swer the gentleman from Ohio.”
History and Biography.
The whole value of history, of biography, is to Increase my self trust by
demonstrating what man can he and
do. This is the moral of the Plutarch*,
the Cud worths, the Tenneinanns. who
give us the story of men or of opinions.
Any history of philosophy fortifies my
faith by showing me that what high
dogmas 1 had supposed were the rare
und late fruit of a cumulative culture,
and only now itossiLde to some recent
Kant or Fichte, were the prompt Improvisations of the earliest inquirers;
of Parmenides, Heraclitus and Xen-

ophanes.
In view of these students the soul
whisper: "There is a better
way than this indolent learning of another. Leave me alone. lh> not teach
me out of Leibnitz or Schelling. and I
shall find it all out myself.”
Still more do we owe to biography
the fortification of our hope. If you
would kuuw the power of character.
Bee how much you would Impoverish
the world if you could take clean out
of history the lives of Milton. Shakespeare and Plato, these three, and
See you not how
cause them not to be.
much less the power of man would be?
—Emerson.
seems to

may have be*

of

n

caused by the contraction

from heavy work.
When in
the acute stsge 1 could not rest in bed,
a

cold

or

and often arose in tbe morning the opposite of being refreshed, and poorly prepared to tackle the next day’s work. I
knew

from the condition and the action

of the kidney secretions that in some way
my kidney* were upset, but what to do to

complication was a mystery, until I went to Wiggin A Moore’s drug store
in Ellsworth for Doan’s Kidney Pills.
Tbe treatment helped from the first.
As
1 continued the use of them, the backache
gradually ceased, aud when I finis! ed the
Mrs. Harris
fourth box it disappeared.
also u-ed tbe remedy, and from its use received positive benefit.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-MiIburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no subatitute.
check the

Banking.
S
la what your money will
Invested in shares of ihe

earn

If

Illswortb Loan and BuMmAis'ii.
NEW SERIES

A
la

now

open, Shares, $1 each; monthly
payments, $1 per snare.

WHY PAY RENT
when you

can

borrow

on

your

shares, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month
Monthly
payments and interest together

will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, sod In about 10 ye^rs you
will

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.
For

particulars Inquire of

Professional garbs.

BUNKER,

J)R.

OF BAR

HAKROR.

wishes to announce that hereafter be will give
special attention to the treatment of diseases of
the

Eye, Nose,

Throat and Ear.

Office equipped with all the modern instruments and appitaucesfor the examination and
treatment of these diseases.
Easy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

F

PHYSICIAN

and

SURGEON.

OFFICES,
VANNING BLOCK.
Residence, No. # Hancock St.
TB«.Ei-noNe.

ifloritiBtmrnts.
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Who are *he happiest people In the
world?
Undoubtedly the Swazis of
South Africa'. There are about 7U.000
of them, and if you searched the world
over you could not Und 70,000 people
of a happier temperament. They utterly refuse to worry about anything,
they positively decline to work, and
they will not be civilized on any account Unlike most savages, they are
not troubled by any superstitions. A
happy, careless people, loving idleness
and the sun, the Swazis go through
life with the least possible trouble.
They are prodigal in times of plenty,
philosophical in times of want optimistic at all timet.

14 Dover Street,

New York.

BLiIjHWORTB.

STEAM

LAUNDRY

AND BATH ROOMS.
■•NO

FAY, 140 WASH IB.1*

All kinds of laundry wore done at short no*
loo. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. B8TKY * CO.,
Week End Bridge.
Ellsworth. Me-

Pauper Notice.
nnderstgned hereby gives notice that h
has contracted with the city of BHsworth
for the support of the poor, during the ensuing
year, and nit# made ample provision for their

THE

He therefore forbids aU persons firms
to aoy pauper on htsaawithout hi# written order he will pay
goods so furnished. Harmt 8. Jonhl

support.

furnishing supplies

•ount,
for no

as

bounden duty
,,
e this
perfluous pompos.ty.
“This was our plau: Some years
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Charles Aloysius Hall
proulil scarcely have been taken for a
minister of the gospel as he sat in the
of a downtown hotel that
comer
morning. Intent on the columns of a
time table. There was no "Prince Albert,” no high hut, no clerical collar, no
high buttoned vest. Ills clothes, of not
The

Ilev.

the latest cot, yet curefully brushed
and pressed, would have stamped him
business man, and after a
a young
glance at his face—a lirm, clean shaven
face, with the brows at that moment
knit lu a frown—one would have said
that business was not all the gentleman In question could bnve wished It.
It was a favorite remark of the Key.
Mr. Hall that If his drily life and
deeds gave no Inkling to Ills profession
the symbols of the cloth never Would,
For the first time in the long tight the
Rev. Charles Hall was discouraged.
He realised that now Indeed the church
at Ccdarvllle, his church, was lu the
last ditch. The roof leaked and that
cracked the plastering, the carpet was
In tatters, the paint was losing faith In
the chipboards and the spire was so
badly out of plumb that the town
board had threatened to take It down
unless It was given prompt attention.
Some subscription papers, circulated
through the town, had netted returns
pitifully smalL The envelope weekly
offering system uuu ueeu woeruuy inadequate to cover the pastor's salary,
and the Ladles’ Aid society, with
three suppers and a fair, had raised
just $08.37. He smiled grimly as he remembered that last year his salary
had been $200 short and this year bade
fair to be another hundred shorter.
There had remained yet one hope.
Cedarville was quite a suinfiier resort,
and during the hot months numerous
tsrell to do men from the neighboring
city stayed there with their families.
Some of these attended the church.
As a last resort Ilev. Mr. Hall had come
to the clt^ to make personal appeal to
Hut Brother Jones and
these men.
Brother Hayes and Brother Benton
had other channels for their currency,
and when Hall, weary and heartsick,
sat down In the corridor of the hotel,
he had raised but $20 In cash, with

pledges of perhaps $38 more.
He had opened his time table again
when some one touched his shoulder.
“Oh, I say. Spider.” said'a voice in
deprecation, "this isn’t just square,
We’ve been hunting high
you know.
and low for you. Why didn’t you send
word?"
Hall looked up.

us

evidently

Two young fellows,
college men, stood before

him.

"Were you addressing me?” said
Hall.
“That’s pretty good," said the other
young man. "you’re funny when you
have a try at dignity, old boy.”
“There’s no use mincing matters,”
said No. 1. "If you're going to back
down, we want the deposit back; that's
•11.”
"Gentlemen,” said Hall curtly, “I’ll
give yottr seeming impertinence the
benefit of the doubt. There Is evidently some mistake here.”
“Oh, ring off; ring off!” said the first
speaker wearily. “You've led us enough
of a chase already.”
“See here,” said Hall, rising nngrily;
“I've no intention”—
“Have you the nerve to say you’re
not Spider McCann?” said No. 2 while
he favored his companion with a ponderous wink.
“Most certainly I m not, said Hall.
“Would you mind letting us see your
left forearm?” said No. 1, with the air
of a man who has trumped the trick.
“Certainly not,” said Hall, with some
asperity, “if it will ho a means of con-

vincing you."
He bared his left forearm, and the
two bent over it critically.
“By George! There aren't any tattoo
marks here,” said the shorter of the
pair. “We owe you every apology,
air. for a very stupid blunder. Will
you join us?” He nodded toward a
pair of swinging doors from behind
(which the clink of glasses was plainly
audible.
“No, thank you,” said Hall shortly
and turned again to his time table.
Again be felt the touch on his shoulder.
“We don’t mean to intrude,” said a
respectful voice.
Hall looked up and found the young
fellows again before him.
“Well?” he said.
“You see,” began the taller chap,
“we're In the deuce of a fix, and we
thought perhaps—bare chance, you
know—you might care to help us out
and incidentally make a neat bit out
of it There's several hundred in It
for some one.”
Hall thought of the church and his
morning’s wor|g for the $3S.
“I’m certainly open to suggestions,”
he said, smiling grimly.
“Can you box?” said hla Interlocutor.
Hall's face wore a puzzled expres•lon at tile inquiry. “I have In years
past” he admitted.
“Good!” said the other. “If we can
come to terms, you are the very man
we need just at present
This gentleman is Mr. Burns. I am Bobert
Dix.
“Yon see.” Dlx continued, “at the
gym there Is a trainer called Hefty
Burke. He’s put out every man in college who has had the courage to give
him a go, by virtue of which Mr.
Burke has begun to think himself the
whole thing, and it therefore becomes

su-
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“Miss Hastings, we are not going
back,” Oakley replied mockingly.

“What do you mean?”
ago
i
there came to the gym a little fellow
“I mean that I have known and
named Spider McGann. Spider was a
wanted you for a week.
It usually
takes less than a week for me to get
coming lightweight, which truth didn't i
strike Hefty until Hefty struck the
I
want.
You will go home,
anything
floor.
But the affair blew over, and
hut it will be tomorrow—and it will
By Dennet Masson
now he is crowing again.
So we huntbe as Mrs. Oakley.”
ed up McGann, who is a lightweight ±
Florence rose from her seat! “If you
•
O
Copyright, loot, by T. C. McClure
do not stop, 1 shall jump out,” she said.
champion now, and offered him $800
.-O—C'>• yj—O-*®—0-*-®-*®
to go op against Burke.
The mill
Oakley seized her arm, but she strugTeste how good it is, learn how wholesome It la,
comes off tonight at the Macedonian
gled. His grasp on the steering lever
It was a dull day for bulldogs. Puffs,
and you hat e the whole thing in a nutshell—
and
old
thinks
he’s
club,
became unsteady, the machine swerved
poor
Hefty
whose bull baiting ancestors had be- 1
The reason why the world uses all the
up against the Macedonian club's trainviolently, and he gradually brought it
queatbed him a love of adventure, sat to a standstill at the side of the road.
er. It 'll be rare to see his face when
WASHBURN-CROSBY’S
he liuds it’s Spider McGann. Spider f.u the veranda of the villa and
Florence jumped to the ground and
will lay down In the ninth, and Hefty yawned.
started toward home, but Oakley
A green nufrunobile rolled along the
will simply swell. He’ll continue to
j placed himself in her way.
swell until the Annual comes out. This driveway of the house. When it stop- ;
“You shall not go back,” he said. “If
will be In it."
ped at the veranda, a pretty, brown you won’t go on, we can stay in this
He handed Hall a slip of paper. In a haired
girl of twenty laughingly greet- lonely place, and In the morning, when
it is known that you have passed the
scrawling hand was written:
the Washburn-Crosby Mills can make Six
ed her enthusiastic friend, who leaped
This Is to certify that I. Spider Mcnight with me, you may be more willMillion barrels a year, and asks for more. Ask
upon her. regardless of the damage
Gann. laid down In my tight with Hefty
to accept my proposals.”
your dealer for Washburn-Crosby’s COLD
which dllty paws indicted on u white ing
Burke. I could have punched him full of
Florence stopped and faced Oakley.
MEDAL FLOUR.
holes as a sieve if l*d had a mind to,
serge dress.
Her hands weie clinched, but she was
Send us the circular from a package of Gold
same's as I done once before.
"One would think I had been away a
Medal Flour and we will mail you the Gold
SPIDER M GANN.
He smiled and
trembling pitiably.
year instead of u^week,” the girl Bald
Medal
Cook Book—the manual of cookery.
Lightweight Champion of the World.
came toward her.
gayly.
“Now, the point is. Spider’s gone
“Come, now. Marriage is easy in
"Is it only a week since I first met
back on us.”
New Jersey,” he said. “We can go”—
you?” replied her companion. “I seem
“That’s it," said Burns. “We've got
A white, jmnting form shot from the
to have known you always.”
to pull It off somehow. We’ve sold
road and came between them. FlorFlorence Hastings’ face became seriover
1,000 tickets at anywhere from
ence threw
herself on the ground,
ous us she putted the wriggling Puffs,
her arms around a muscular
$2 up. All the old grads Hefty has
"l^iiu afraid your imagination is over- clasped
floored will la? there ready to back
neck and sobbed: “Thank God, you
powerful. Mr. Oakley,” she said. "Anyhim y<s\ see. no one knows it’s fixed
have come. Puffs!
Thank God, you
way, you've saved uie a dismal railbut Pix and 1 and the lK>ard of editors
have comer’
way Journey from the Newtons'. I was
of the Annual."
Oakley drew back. lie was not smilglad to let my trunks take it alone. So,
“And you’re the image of Spider
You don’t think I shall let a dog
whatever your condition of mind, you ing.
m.
mam*
mar
u*
■ Jl
interfere with my plans, do you?” he
McGann," said Pix. “Our proposition must come In and meet
pupa.”
is to give you the $800 to meet Hefty
asked.
he
at
"Is
borne?”
Free
to
Housewives.
lie STcppcu to Trie auTomumic, pim-eu
tonight. If we couldn't tell you from
"He comes on the' 5 o’clock *rellef
Cut out this advertisement and mail to us with name of your
Spider McCann, he couldn’t. You’re express.' That's what he calls any bis hand under tile sent, and when he
GOLD
grocer and we will send you free of charge one of our
due to go out anyway, so It won’t
withdrew it it held a glittering object.
him
from
Wall
MEDAL COOK BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully prepared
train which takes
away
make very much difference when you
Florence gave a low cry. and a white
street.”
receipts. If your dealer does not handle Gold Medal Flour,
do. only we’d want you to stay as
streak flew from the road. The next
"He leaves his office at 4?”
please mention it in your letter. Address
instant Oakley was kneeling on the
Mution tu. p.pu.
BROWN A JOBSELYN, Portland, Maine.
many rounds as you could for the sake
“Yes. Do you hesitate at the ordeal
of appearances."
Puffs’ teeth were tirmly holdof passing the interval with me?” Flor- ground.
for the
Hall WH8 thinking deeply,
ing his wrist, and the useless weapon
ence wns smiling again.
church! For the church!" ran through
was lying in the dust.
Porter Oakley laughed protestlngly.
his head.
Florence looked nt him helplessly;
“I was hesitating because of an impor"Come,
“Gentlemen.” said he, “Spider Methen her eyes brightened.
tant business affair,” he said finally.
Gann pro tem. is at your service.”
we shall go home,” she said,
“Is there a telegraph office in the vil- Puffs,
“You’re a brick!” said Dlx, wringing
"and he will take us.”
The trader whs
lage?”
Hall's hand. "Meet us here at 5, aud
Half an hour later a green automooffers you a Lint*
"There Is, and I will send a groom
And"—
we can talk It over at dinner.
bile drew slowly up the driveway of
ment “Just as goo<
with your message.”
the Hastings country-house. Seated in
fishing In his pocket—"here's fifty to
looked at his watch. “Quaras Lee’s
Is work*
Oakley
v
woman and a sullen
clinch It. We'll give you the rest after
“Will you it were a young
ter of 3,” he murmured.
Ing more for his
Between them, with his
man.
the mill.”
looking
in
the
office
pardon me if I go to the
own
Interests
back to the girl and his eyes fixed on
At 5 Hall was pacing the corridor,
automobile?" he asked. “It will save
than for yours.
the man, was a stolid and dusty bullwhen Burns and Dlx came in. After
fifteen valuable minutes.”
dinner, at which ,Hall was given many
dog.
As the machine puffed along the
When Mr. Hastings arrived on the
valuable points as to Hefty’s style of
Don’t accept
Florence watched It musingdriveway
boxing, the three entered a cab and ly and inwardly resented her feeling 11 o'clock train, he found his daughter
any substitute
in a subdued mood.
were driven rapidly to the Macedonian
it seemed like weakness.
for
of relief
%
"What is the meaning of this?” he
club.
When she first met Oakley at the Newa telegram before her.
It was precisely 8 o’clock when the
nsked,
waving
disshe
tons’ country house,
vaguely
Florence took the paper and read:
Itev. Charles Aloysios Hall, clad In
liked him. As she watched the autome at the uptown ferry. 10 o’clock
Meet
green trunks, faced Hefty Burke. That
the
toward
mobile speeding
village
if you want Lee’s quality (the best) and Lee’s
FLORENCE.
gentleman's face was a study. Beyond she thought of Trilby aud smiled. tonight.
(the most ever offered for 25c).
quantity
a
doubt he was suffering from the Then she
"This is why you stayed in the city,”
grevk serious and felt sorry
Put up by
At all traders.
as she realized
shock of recognition.
said
Then,
she
slowly.
but
to
asked
that she had
stay,
Oakley
7
"Not (julte so easy as last time.” she knew that if the little scene near the meaning of the message, "It must
ML
26 MAIN
CALDWELL
busiclinched
between
muttered
Burke
the veranda were to be reacted she have been Mr. Oakley’s important
For Headache freedom, Sweet’s Headache Powders, 10c.
teeth, and Hall could not restrain a
ness.”
would ask him again.
chuckle.
When Mr. Hastings had recovered a
“Do you belieVe in hypnotic influ“Time!" The referee's voice sounded
degree of equanimity after the story
ence, Puffs?” she said softly, putting
In almost absolute stillness. Then nt an arm around the bulldog's muscular of the automobile, be looked fondly at
It they went.
Puffs.
Hefty was nervous and neck.
It s the place to sleep,
Hall was cool. He could imagine him“I’ll buy one of those machines some
Puffs did not.
Every line In his
self back at the gym In his university
he said, gravely extending his
day,”
It’s
the place to eat
Then
disbelief.
sturdy figure expressed
days. He side stepped Hefty’s sledge- he conveyed sympathy and encourage- hand, into which a responsive paw was
have
shan't
hammer blows; he dodged and ducked
WHEN YOU VISIT THE HUB.
placed, “and when I do 1
ment by extending a few inches of
In a manner that brought the crowd
to look far for a chauffeur.”
tongue toward his mistress'
damp
pink
He would do his utmost to
the:
to its feet.
cheek.
Very Old Church.
stay those nine rounds.
That evening Florence sat on the
Santa
at
In one of the boxes Burns aud Dlx veranda with Porter
The Church of San Miguel,
Oakley. Her fawere hugging each other.
Fe. is claimed by New Mexicans to be
ther did not arrive on the “relief exin the United States. There
“It’s groat, great!” said Dlx. “Hefty
press,” nor had word come from him. the oldest
over the exact date of
will surely think It was Spider.”
Is
much
dispute
waited
for
the
older
man,
had
Oakley
hut it was certainly built
And there was even more cause for had
its-erection.
and
to
an
invitation
dine,
accepted
the
bowdoin
square;.
Hefty to think so when the end came now lie sat with Florence and watched between 200 and 200 years ago by
rather suddenly early In the eighth. the moon creep toward the Orange first Indian converts under the direcIn a central section of tBb
Station.
to
Union
Hotel
First-class
Nearest
Hall ducked a vicious jab and at the mountains.
tion of the Spanish padres—some say
a
The
retail
stores.
same time swung with his right.
and
as long ago as 1545. Inside it is like
wholesale
and
theatres
the
near
"There is still an hour or so of mooncitv,
blow landed with terrific force on light, aud I shall have u bright road
vault, black and crumbling, with
Pleasant rooms $1 and upward; with hath 82 and upward.
a
and
cracked adobe walls anil roof,
Hefty’s neck, and he went down blow- to New York,” he said.
The best hotel table d’hote in America. Cuisine unexcelled.
ing like a grampus. Then the referee
gallery whose woodwork still Rhoxr s
"I thought father would surely be
there
by
The crowd here ou the 8 o'clock
counted off ten seconds.
train,” said Flor- traces of the figures painted
It was some minutes before ence.
howled.
the Indians, designs like those they put
Hall realized what had happened, and
Oakley held the face of his watch to upon their pottery today.
when he did he vaulted the ropes and
But the most interesting thing in San
Fully guaranteed
his cigar tip. "Half past 8 now,” he
are the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors.
broke for his dressing room, while beMiguel is the old bell. St. Joseph.
answered. “When does the next train
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. Woodof
a
mass
like
hind him "the cheering redoubled.
Black with age. it looks
arrive?”
sawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, saila,
At Oedarville two days later Hall reold iron in its dim recesses. But strike
“At 9.”
safe and sure.
of
note
pumps, bilge, cargo, etc. Simple,
ceived the following letter:
It. and it gives forth a mellow
"
lour miner limy ue ou inai.
Rev. Charles Aloysius nan:
silvery clearness, echoing with marveldon’t you run down to the station wiili
tile vaultlike
Dear Sir—You will probably wonder how
ous sweetness through
uie and meet him?” Oakley said.
A card
we know your name and address.
The quality of the bell
church.
old
at
him
looked
Florence
up
quickly.
fell from your pocket in your dressing
PORTLAND, MAINE.
richness of the note,
2i» and .'{15 PORTLAND PIER,
room, and we have guarded it Jealously.
"Why, I—I”— she began, but Oakley metal makes the
Your secret Is safe with us.
and there is a tradition that it was
was leaning toward her, the moonlight
It was because we had the card that
and silver ornaments
shining on his face and lighting his made of the gold
we
let you depart that night without
of the Spanish as a thank offering for
saying more about the money after you gray eyes, which were fixed ou hers.
a victor’V over the Moors.
had refused it because you claimed you
Cl llE FOIl
Five minutes later the automobile
flooring was
had broken your contract by
well? Bowels
At any rate, the old Spanish padres
Is it
running along the country re I.
it;
you
earned
ye
gods,
You
ancient,
Hefty..
the bell, already
If
richly’earned it. The first thing Hefty containing one uneasy and one tri- broughtthe seas from Spain anil o\cr
said when they got him to his corner
umphant person and followed by a across
Mexico.
Pills.
mountains anil plateaus from
was. “Well. I ain't «o much, am I?"
white, four legged creature whose unnot, remember
Inclosed please find check on Third NaThe Moors are gone. Spain’s great emder jaw protruded at the angle of de___—---—tional for $800.
to
still
and
and
sidy
pleasant
j
a
termination and who patiently blinked
pire of the west has vanished,
We have secured from Spider a sworn
< ontalns no in- |
Want your moustache or beard
stands there, older than
bell
old
the
statement that he did not fight Hefty
rloUH
the
dust
the
aroused
druK
by
flying
away
brown or rich black 1 Use
beautiful
This
ibsorbed
7.
It
Burke on the evening of April
^
b*qult kly
American civilization.
monster in front.
iiv«» iwlief at once
will appear in the Annual, with a poem
^eviY^
......——"-'**rs>
«int'iiN and Cleanses I
The hands of the little red faced
on Hefty's fall before the great unknown.
The Fan In Hlwtory.
clock in the tower of the station p> ntGreat unknown! You shall remain such,
of
but permit us to express our gratitude to
As ir ft mirror, the fan, the origin
ed to a quarter of the hour, and they
Kt*htores tht
1-and Protects the Membrane
DIX.
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in the twilight of oriental
lost
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customs,
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before returning to wait for the train.
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owns
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who
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side
disappeared,
lights
There is a south
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and ornamental. Greece was the first
and the moon was hidden by the ov era Gordon setter which she believes is
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which
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human
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sacrifice.
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away the flies from the
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> free report on patentability. For free book, t
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combs a similar purpose
•pared by the Norway Mzuu-ixu Co„ Norway, ?k-.
the many incidents JTom which has kind.
for the
were spread
"We had better turn back,” said Flor- bread and wine
sprung her faith in her dog:
in
lasted
which
a custom
One Sunday, having finished her din- ence as they reached an open stretch sacrament,
the Roman Catholic church to the fourof road.
ner, the lady went into the drawing
Oakley consulted his watch. “After teenth century.
room to read the paper. On a rug near
In this same century the fan made
uidren are troubled with worms,
the window the setter was basking 9,” he said, in apparent surprise. “We
and ir- ated for something else. A few doses of ja
almost simultaneous appearance
an
now.
Shan't
father
meet
The
can’t
lady's
your
drowsily in the sunshine.
in
Engthroughout Italy and France,
we keep on?”
two sons were still in the dining room
most artistic flights
will ex[xd wormsif they exist, and prove a valu- ■
“I prefer to go home,” Florence re- land and Spain. Its
able tonic if thereareno worms. 8Ce attlruaipst*. ■
finishing the repast, and the mothef
not
but
have been achieved in France,
1>K. .1- r. TKUi: A C O., .Vnburn, MeM
plied coldly.
! overheard something said about bones.
its
in
even to France will Spain yield
lever
leaned
over
the
dread
steering
has
mortal
a
Oakley
; Now, the good lady
Then use of the fan as "an important weapas the machine sped on its way.
that her beautiful dog will choke to
I AH!PC Who Have Used Them
warfare of coquetry
he turned and his eyes met Florence’s. on In ihe mimic
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death on a bone some day, so, raising
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flirtation.” Whether the Spanish
and
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don't
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at
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looked
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got up, girl’s eyes.
raised his head; at “bones”
a dagger in one
“Mr. Oakley, will you turn back?" lotte Corday carrying
walked into the dining room and lookhand and a fan in the othcrl
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she said shurply.
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SWEET,

Boston’s World-Renowned HoteL

Revere House

Mianus

Stationary Engines

Marine and

Mianus Motor

CATARRH

Works,

Your Liven
acting

Catarrh

regular? Digestion good?
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Interesting Letter From M»1neN Pop-

PUBLISHED

attended tbe concert and ball wbteh was
given by the Bar Harbor band at the
Casino Monday evening for the benefit of

AT

MAINE,

ELLSWORTH,
BT TUB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Roa,li»9, Editor and Manager.
fenbacription price— **2 00 a year; $1 00 for six
months; Ml cents for three months; If paid
50, 75 and S8 cents
gtrlotly l« advance,
teepectively Ail arrearages are reckoned at
the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Rales—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all monev orders made payable to Tub
Ells
Hancock county Publishing co..
worth Maine.
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First

death of Irving P. Haynes occurred
last Thursday at bla home on Cottage
street, from congestion of the brain,
after

Illness of

an

a

little

week.

over a

forty-nine years old.
Haynes was born in Trenton, the
son
of Calvin T. and
Nancy Newman
He is survived by a widowed
Haynes
mother, a widow, one son, William, and
was

a.m

Full
\& Moon

a.m.

WKIXMSSIJAY, MAY

3:5*

OQ
<6v7

a.m

1W4.

4,

of

edition

|

Republican

j

men

between

ball

game of
and the

the

place Saturday afternoon on tbe
business
Qraud Central grounds, the
men winning by the score of 15 to 9.
The school nine
ened

ita

State Convention

City Hall, Bangor.

June 29, 1904,
Wednesday,O’CLOCK,
AT 1.90

P.

M..

for the purpose of nominating a candidate
for Governor to be supported at the September election, and for the transaction of such
other business as may property come before it.
The basis of representation will be as follows; Each City, Town and Planta ion will
be entitled to one delegate: and for each 75
votes cast for the Bepnblican candidate for
Governor in 1902, an additional delegate; and
for a fraction of 40 votes in excess of 75 votes.
a further additional delegate. Vacancies in
the delegation of any City, Town or Plantatten can only be filled by residents of the
in which the vacancies exist.
County
The State Committee will be in session in
the reception room of the Hall at 11.30 o’clock
P. M., on the day of the Convection, for the
purpose of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates in order to be eligible to
th>- Coavention. must be elected
participate
subsequent to the date oi the call for this
Convention.
Ail electors of Maine, without regard to
past political affiliations, who believe in the
of the Republican Party, and enorse its policies, are c rdialiy invited to
unite under this call in electing delegates to
this Convention.
Per Order, Republican State Committee.
F. M. Simpson, Chairman.
Byron Boyd, Secretary.
Bangor, April 28, 1904?

Srinciples

Hon. William T. Haines announces
that he is out of the race for tiie re-

publican gubernatorial nomination.
With Mr. Manley and Mr. Haines out,
four candidates remain—Mr. Cobb,
Mr. Prescott, Mr. Beal and
Mr.
Fernaid. It wouldn't be surprising
to hear of more withdrawals
the convention.

before

June 29.

POLITICAL NOTES.
Let’s prognosticate!
The Bangor republican convention is scheduled to meet
at 130 p.
m
June 29.
inis means 2
the earnest, it will lake naif au
hour to get to the introduction of Set ator Hale
Senator Hale will
be compelled to “strike a key-uole”. Tois will
take from thirty minutes upward. Theu
there will be committees to appoint. It
will be tbrfe'p. m. before the orators unbutton their weskits and get ready to
There vny be
present t tie favorite sons.
nine miles of oratory. Then there will
be nine
miles
of “seconding”.
Hay!
hadn’t we b* iter make it a two-days session l—LtaUton Journal.
p.

m. at

Fred W.

Rollins,

wno

R&lptt French,

wife and

spending
here, returned

baby,

The

win.

to

|

The remains of Hartley Boynton, who
Centre Montville, April 28, we e
brought here for interment Saturday.
Mr. Boynton was a resident here for about

sixty-five

years, carrying on during most
of that time extensive lumbering opera-

sons.

six daughters and
ninety-four years old.

He leaves

He

was

two

WEST ELLSWORTH.
Miss Gertie Heeds is teaching the Dollardtown school.

on

several candidates.

au

informal

reception

Bishop Codman
o’clock.

Mrs. John C. Meader is seriously ill.
Her son John, wife and daughter Persis

j

school in Dollardtown
meet at 2 p m.

last

Sunday
Sunday, to
a

Mrs. Maria Stanley and son Harry, of
Lynn, Maes., arrived Saturday to occupy
their cottage here through the

summer.

excited twitter
Going on just overhead.
For a newsboy robin shouted,
"Extra i extra! Winter's dead.”

There’s

indigestion

|

Business

teams:

carry a
feat Mr.

at tbe

rectory from 7

to

wilt

caucus

be

9

I

meeting of tbe executive committee
Harbor cborai society was be d
Friday afternoon. It was decided to give
the annual concert Thursday evening,
May 26, it the Casiuo can he secured for
that date.

there

so as

Arrangements for soloists have not been
completed yet, although negotiations are
in progress.
It is probable that Miss

crats

back.

it is hoped that she
again this year.

can

The fifth aud last of tbe

be secured

piano

recitals

the

choir

of

room

to be able to

keep the demo*
The situation in Indiana is

Tbe
crats

St. Saviour’s church

cans

prospective agreement
on

Parker

of

demo-

stimulated republi-

has

here to considerable

activity

and

bis

continue more than ever if the New
convention
next
democratic
York
will

week endorses

presidential

Judge

for

Parker

its

candidate.

David B.
who

came

■

--*
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Hancock
ELLSWORTH

Management of.rhanrs

Odgen aud wife, of New York, ;
Monday morning for the eta- (
tne drat of the summer resi-

ONE NIGHT
THE

—

r.

1-

■<

MAY

FRIDAY,

CHURCH

NOTES.

I

CONGREGATIONAL.
Rev.

I
I

J. M. Adams, pastor.

Friday, May 6—Prayer meeting.
Sunday, May 8—Morning service
10 30.

Sermon

school at 11.45

by

the

at

ONLY.

!

a. m.

METHODIST EPISCOPAL.

Rev. J. P. Simon ton, pastor.
I
Friday, May 6—Prayer meeting.
t
Sunday, May 8—Morning service at
10.30. Sunday sc hoc. at 11.45.; preaching
at 7 p.

m.

Trenton— Preaching Sunday at 2.39 p.
CONG?L,

ELLSWORTH

experienced lady

Pastorate vacant.

Sunday, May 8— Morning service at
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45. Junior C.
m.

Prayer meeting Friday

at

THURSDAY, MAY

party.

7.30 p.

m.

UNITARIAN.

S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Sunday, May 8—Service at 10.30
Sunday school at 11.45 a. m.

I

A.Q Scammon’sCo
in the

spark I mg. three-aet comedy, THE

REAL WIDOW
BROWN.
!
Wholesome Fun!

Rev.

a.

m.

a most

The “R” months are gone and the
Utile clam Is breathing s sigh of relief.

Apply

The Celebrated Patrician,
Prices $3.50 and $4

to

Rich Costumes!

Splendid Singing!

PRICES, 25, 35, 50c.
Advance sale at

Wiggin & Moore’s.

for boots in either lace or button. In widths from A to K: all styles,
all kinds of leather, different kinds of lasts and the most stylish boots
manufactured.
Patrician Oxfords at $3 and $3.50, in all styles and all widths.
We are running a still higher grade of women's boots and Oxfords,
the celebrated Edwin C. Burt make of New York. Prices on these
are $3.50, $4 to $5.
The lines combined, the Patrician and Burt, make two of the strongest lines of lioots and Oxfords ever shown by any dealer in Maine. The
Burt Shoe has been sold by all dealers in the large cities for forty years
and appeals successfully to those who wear fine footwear.
The PatTician is undoubtedly the most stylish shoe ever manufactured, and, for the price, cannot be beaten. It has become world-fam-

F. S'. Smith & Co.,
MAINE.

GARDINER,
1

500 Salesmen and Saleswomen
Wanted
to soil goods In their locality. WE FURNISH
GOODS WITHOUT MONEY. You sell them ;
to your friends and neighbors, then remit us the
money. NO TRASH but late, stylish, salable
goods at prices that you can easily sell them.
>0 OVERSTOCK of any one article but a variety of goods covering ail kinds of merchandise.

}

We Clothe

You and

Furnish

!

Your

ous

homes Free

Unjal

N'oticcs.

To the Honorable Hoard of County Commissioners for Hancock County, MaiDe.
undersigned respectfu ly submit that
fpHE
X common convenience and necessity requires an alteration and Dew locstioo id part
of the present highway leading from the village of Hancock to the city of Ellsworth, in
| said Count) of Hancock; said new location to
follow a course the center
of which is
thus described: Beginning at a point in the
center of the travelled road of the County
;* leading from Hancock to Ellsworth, which
paid point is 1*0 feet from the ceuter of the
Carrying Place Bridge measured along the
| center of the County road leading from said
*
Place Bridge to the City of EllsCarrying
worth; thence running South 61 degrees East
! 128 feet; thence South 38 degrees and 30 u.inutes East 104 feet; thence South 51 degrees
East 74 feet: thence South 78 degrees and 80
minutes East 108 feet; thence South 33 degrees
East 800 feet to a point in the center of the
travelled way c>f said County road on the East
side of the Carrying Place Bridge.
The above described line is the center line
j of said proposed road aud said line passes
] over land of County way for the approximate
distance of 232 feet and over land of Lutnan
H. Stratton tor the approximate distance of
542 feet; total leng h of new location. 772 feet.
v our
petitioners ask that the old County
way e discouiiuued, that a new highway be
located between the termini, and subatan! tially over the route and location described
WHEREFORE your petitioners pray that
due notice be given and proceed! gs be taken
as required by law and that *a d highway b*located os aforesaid
Dated at Hancock, April21,1904
O. W. Foss
AXD SaVKX OTHSUS.
r.

Ur

*]

SUmmisjutmu.
HOUCK OK VUKKCUJSVBK.
i TTTBEBEAS Alblrt. M.
Mag\Y nuasou), of Tremont. county of HanI cock, and elate of Maine, by her mortgage
d.
and
dated
a.
1894.
reSeptember IK,
; deed
i corded in Hancock county, Maine, registry of
deeds, book <90, page 461. conveyed to Samuel
Moote. of said Tremont, the undersigned, a
I certain lot of laud with the buildings thereon
; located at Bouthwest
Harbor, in said Tremont. and described as follows: Beginning
at a point in the east hue of Und of Aivah E.
Foss; thence easterly to the east line of laud
deeded to Ezekiel B. Jackson by Katv Smith:
thence following said east line south 82* east
eighty and one-half (tNHg); feet to a stake iu
line of land formerly owned by Albert Bartlett: thence by said land south 61* west eight
(K> rods and twenty- three (23; links to a stake;
thence north ffUg* west four (4) rods to place
of beginning, containing thirty-seven (37)
square rods, more or less, beinfi[ the same lot
with all rights of ways and privileges as conveyed to me by Ezekiel B. Jackson by deed
dated Feb'y SO, a. d. 1891, and recorded in be289. page 152, to which reference is given; a..d
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now, therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Tremont, Me., April 80,1904.
Samuil Mookb.
Geo. R. Fuller, attorney.

J

to its

superiority

in

style,

fit and service.

who are employed there by giving them so much more work.
Special lines of Boys’, Misses'and Children's School Shoes. Durability and moderate prices are the prominent features in this departwomen

j

j

ment.

Men’s Fine Footwear
we offer what we think are ttie best make of shoes in
America,
the celebrated Curtis >hoe. These goods are $3.50 and $5 per pair.
We ho|>e you will patronize our new shoe store as liberally as you
have our dry goods store. We are making every effort to satisfy you.
The day of ill-fitting and homely footwear is past. From our assortment you have plenty of styles to choose from and once you have given

j

I

us a trial you will notice the difference between what you have worn
and what you are getting from us.
We are not neglecting our dry goods business. .We have made bigger preparations in our old business than ever. Everything more
stylish and up-to-date than ever. We will open, Saturday, April 23,

j
|

|
I

new line of Jackets, Bain Coats, Walking and Dress Suits, Walking
and Dress skirts, also Wash Skirts and Waists.
Besides Carpetings,
Our carpet department is full of new goods.
Mattings, Oil Cloths and Linoleums, we are .showing a full line of Carjiet Bugs, Art Squares, Lace and Mull Curtains. Entirely new line of
a

!

]

colored Madras Curtains, Portieres, Couch Covers and Table Covers.
|

31AI A c..

Hancock as.:—Court of County Commissioners, April Term. A. D. 1904
Upon the foregoing petition the Commissioners being sat i-tied that the petitioners
are responsible, that an
inquiry into the
merits is expedient, and that the petitionerought to be hta.nl touching the matter set
; foith iu their petition; order that the County
Commissioners meet at the Corning Place
Bridge, in said Hancock. ou T jesday. the
Seventh day of June, A. I). 1904. at 830o'clock
M.. and thence proceed to view the route
A.
e
meutioned in said petition, immediately after
; w hich view, a hearing of the parties and wit
neese* will be had at some convenient place
in the vicinity, and such ottier measures
t*ken in the premise* as the Commissioners
And it is further
a hat I judge proper.
Ordered—1 hat notice ol the time, place and
I
i purpose of the Commissioners' meeting aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations
1
interested by serving an attested copy of the
thereon, upon the
: petition and this order
I Clerk of the Town of
Hancock, a like
copy upon O. W. Foss, one of the peti! turners, and by posting uj> attested copies as
aforesaid in three public places iu said
I ! town
before
the
thirty days a* least
1 time appointed for said view, and by pubi lishing the petition and order thereon, three
weeks successively in the Ellsworth Amcrican, a newspaper published at Ellsworth, in
I the County of Hancock, the first publication
! to be thirty days at least before the time of
persons and corporations
j said view, that all
I interested may attend and be heard if they
mink Ct.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton. Clerk.
! A true
copy of the netitk>u and order thereon
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

1

owing

In Men's, Boys' and Youths', for low and medium-priced shoes, wo
are selling goods manufactured by the Union Shoe Co., of Ellsworth.
Prices on these range from $1 to $2. The Union Shoe Co. is a home
industry, and as they are selling their goods in every state in the
Union, we thought it best in order to help a home industry and help
our laboring class, to offer this line to our customers.
Every pair of
shoes made by the Union Shoe Co. that we sell helps our men and

by our plan of selling goods. Write us at once
for particulars and start a profitable business.
WK
FURNISH
EVERYTHING required,
provided you an* honest and a hustler.
Address Mail Order Department. North Sullivan. Me.. lk*x Us.

B 1 A

usually sold for $2.50.

to make alterations

Cir»y'(no*r

12

OXK NIGHT ONLY,

at

BAPTIST.

an

suits, and to made Sk irts and Waists
for stoc'1.
Steady work for right

Wiggin & Moore’s.

r,.

m.

m.

Department

you were in the habit of paying $2 for.
At $2 we offer better boots than are
Our leader in fine shoes.

on

PRICES, 25, 35, 50c.
Advance Sale at

whicli we control ami have exclusive sale on them.

WOMEN’S BOOTS

in

j

FALLS.

Sunday, May* 8—Preaching service
10 30 a.m. Sunday school at 11.30 a.
Evening service at 7.30

E. at 6 p.

with a **»refu!Iy M-lected company
of twenty |**op!e. trader direction
of the Fielding Amusement Co. in
Maurice J. Fielding’* Spectacular
Scenic Comedy drama.

dealer—goods

offer as a leader to introduce to our trade. Women’s Isirf and
which are better, both in style and quality, than
Oxfords at

M. GALLERT.
j

jFor Salt.

!
!

%rttai J.'oticra.
COMMIHHIONKKH- NOTICE.
Hancock s*..—April 16, IBM.

SALE.

FOR

i

TIT'E, tbe undersigned, hiving been duly
u
appointed by the Hon. O. P. funninghau». judge of probate for said county, commissioner* to receive and examine the claims
of the creditors of Bullivau Dunham, late of
Orland, in said county, deceased, whose estate has been represented insolvent, hereby
give public notice agreeably to the older of
said Judge of probate that six mouth* from
and after tbe fifth day of April, 1904, hav*
been allowed to said creditor* to present and
prove their claims; and that we will attend
to the service assigned ua at the office of T.
H. Smith, in Bucksport, in said county, on
the 22d day of June. 1904, and on the 6th day
of October, 1904, at un of tbe clock in the
forenoon of each of said days.
Gcv W. McAlistkk, Commissioners.
Calvin O. Page,
\

!
j

1

EAVOilTK COMEDIAN,

A RAGGED HERO

Sunday

pastor.

|

other

6," j

GEO. F. HALL

Joseph Tilton Bowtu, of Chicago,
expected ihht week for the summer.

Mrs.
is

to

above.

Mias Grace Hayuts
aaug several solos.
read a paper on tbe “Influence of the

Kindergarten
Primary Grades*’.
Mrs. Fred Chandler spoke and
Mrs.
Heman Rchards lead a selection.
Rev.
Stephen H. Green, rector of the Episcopal
cburco, made a short address.

sure

and Youth’s Shoes,

Boys’

Prices ranging from the cheapest to the best
On the better grades of shoes and Oxfords for women, we carry and
have in stock all widths—A, B, f\ 1> and E : aud in men's widths—8, 4
and 5. Something never before attempted by any other dealer in this
city. Every shoe in our store is different from those offered by any

Wanted!

At once in our Cloak

Scratch, scratch, scratch; unable to attend to
evening of last week.
I business daring the day or sleep dutiug the
Miss Alice Eastman and Miss Evelyn
loan's
night. Itching piles, horrible plague,
Btyiey pia>ed a piano duel, aud Maurice ! Ointment cures. Never falls. At any drug
C. Rumsey, a piano solo.
cents
4<fvf.
SO
I store,
H. Warren Fo?s, principal of tbe high
school spoke ou kindergarten work In its
3mu£rmmt0.
relation to school work.
Miss
Bay ley

on

Salt Rheum

Help

gradually

state.

which have been

by

have been

exactly tbe same as lu Illinois.
These wise men of the party, whom the
President trusts, do not tbink tbere is
any danger whatever of Connecticut. In
years tone by Connecticut has had a
whenever
of
democratic
way
going
New York and New Jeasey weut tbat way.
but conditions have been changing tbere
and republicans do not regard it necessary to plaut any big guns in the nutmeg

will be

given during the winter
Maurice C. Huinsey will be given at

President

almost

engaged as soprano soloist.
Miss Monaghan was tbe soloist at tbe
first concert of the society two years ago,
aud

and

Men’s,

we

an*

dwindling and it Is an accepted fact of
politics tbst influences tbst swing New
York one wsy or another have great
weight on voters in northern New Jersey.
The labor vote will decide which way
Illinois will go. Republican leaders from
that state think there is no danger of tbe
state deserting the republican column.
Probably there is no danger but tbe
President wants to throw up fortifications

held at tbe Casino

Ellsworth,

presumption,

republican majorities

A

of

Women’s, Misses’ and Children’s Shoes

We offer to the

Jljtlp CElantrt.

without tbe aid of New York.
Tbe trend towards Judge Parker gives

of tbe Bar

Monaghan,

manent cares of

Accept no substitute, but be
get Hood's, and get K today,

de-

Roosevelt himself does not shut his eyes
Tben New Jersey’s
to tbe conditions.

by dealers In this city. We have gathered
stylish, of good quality and moderate in
trade a full and complete line of

than has ever been offered
which are up-to-date,

goods
price.

Scald Head
Bolls, Plmplaa
All Kinds of Humor Psoriasis
Blood Poisoning
Rheumatism
Catarrh
Dyspepsia, Eto

elected

color to that

into this new business, we have tried, and think we have
gathering a superior, larger, finer and letter stock of

Boots and Shoes

in

Scrofula

must be

Roosevelt

fear that

republicans

venturing

combination the Spring
Medicine par exctllrnee, of unequalled
sire'.gth in purifying the blood as
shown bv unequalled, radical and pels

Forming

of all four, and many well Informed

ceraln

In

succeeded in

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
and Pills

democrats

those states and

tbe assaults will be made there.
New York is regarded as the moat

to

Wednesday evening, and tbe polls will be
open from 7 to 9.

Maoel

the

and headache.

and

Roosevelt, but that republicans
motion such s campaign as
will enable them to bold these states, for

Tbe republican caucus for tbe nominaa candidate as representative to
tbe next legislature pro ises to be lively.
Tbe two candidates for tbe nomination—
Dr. C. C. Morrison and John E. Bunker,
jr—have large followings, and both men
are bustling for votes.
Tbe

Jeet

any alarm

majority of

Saturday, April 23.

appetite,
biliousness,

of

of

and to build np the system that has
suffered from them is to tako

went to set in

Saturday evening
will be tendered

is

there

loss

The sooner one gets rid of them the
better, and the way to get rid ot them

conferences.
It is the part of wisdom for the party to
proceed with its program intelligently
and, as far as possible, to anticipate the
democratic program. Republicans, dose
to the President, are quite agreed that tbe
big guns this year must be planted in four
statea-New York, New Jersey, Illinois,
and Indiana. This does not mean that

tion of

are with her.

The young people organized

feeling, fits

Just now Mr. Roosevelt is looking very
closely to tbe preparations for tbe nattonal convention, tbe detaile for this
convention having, in large part, been
agreed upon as far as it Is possible to agree

!

_

UNION

Frank Higgins moved bis family into
the bouse of the late Alexander Barron
last week.

besides

that tired

tions.

Rev. Robert Codman, bishop of
Maine, will visit St. Saviour’s church Sunday and confer the rite of confirmation

Mrs.

died at

eruptions,

1

leagues in the conference and who knows
vrell the temper of different parts of the
country as to politics and political ques-

Rt.

of North

M a»s., are
Attleboro.
visiting
French’s father, Jeremiah Moore.

tions.

sit

to

|

! upon them in advance. The possibility
Young, who received an injury to one of of a union of tbe democratic factions tbit,
his fingers in a previous game.
year has also been discussed recently at
Tbe boys played a good game and the
the White House at one of these evening
business men bad to put forth their best

has been

few aa>s with his parents
to Bangor Saturday.

pleased

is

evenings,

sou, were
dents to arrive.

LAKEWOOD.

a

some-

larger and more varied experience In campaigns, possibly, than any of bis col-

Wednesday evening, May 18, in&tead of
May 4, as previously announced. Mr.
will be assisted by Miss Mabel
Senator Hale has accepted the invi- Ruinaey
Mouagban.
tation to preside as temporary chairman of the republican gubernatorial
About fifty attended the parents’ meetconvention, which is to be held in ing at tbe kindergarten rooms Thursday

Bangor, Thursday,

are

President relies very much upon
the judgmeol of Mr. Hale who has had a

Bert

catcher,

which

The

weak-

somewhat

was

of

the loss

by

conferences

two others.

one or

high school nine

took

daily

four influential senators are Included
in these evening talks, such senators as
Mr. Hale, Mr. Aldrich, Mr. Lodge, and

formerly part of the Shannon estate.

The third

so

the

OPENED FOR BVSINE88

Come to most

or

The

WILL BE HELD IN

Spring Humors

friends, and at that
time serious questions of party policy
are frequently discussed.
Generally there

daughter.
funeral was held Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clock from his late home, Rev.
S. L. Hanacotn officiating.
A large delegation from Island lodge, I.
O O. F., attended the funeral. Services
Inwere held by the lodge at tbe grave.
termeot was at the new cemetery on what

business

executive offices for

much to the

not

leisure

men—Carter, c.; Frost, p.; Hall, capt., lb.;
Ramsey, 2b.; BernsrciinI, 3o ; Miller, s.s.;
American is
Joy, 1. f.; Roberts, Pendleton, c. f ; Hig2,ti*0 copies.
gins, r. f.
High school—Salisbury, c.; E. Cleaves,
issues
in
for
four
Jan., 2,425.
Average
p.; Newman, capt. 1 b.; C. C. Cleaves, 2
issues
in
for
four
Feb.,
2,594.
Average
b ; Wakefield, 3 b.; Shaw, s. a.; Sumlnaby,
Average for five issues in March, 2,650
Average for four issues in April 2,600. 1. f.; Silk, c. f.; Richards, r. f.

A

the

chat tben with his

The

efforts

This week’s

|

one

5:1:

nn

Quarter

in

no man

are

times held there, but to tbe White House
evenings.
been
More than once, Mr. Hale has
there to dinner, the dinner being followed
by informal discussions of politics and
President bas more
Tbe
legislation.

The

22 23 24 25 26 27.281
i t———

Gallert’s New Store

the views of

Party

over

sought more by President
Roosevelt, than those of Sen. Hale. The

Senate

A fine concert was given by tbe
orchestra of fifteen pieces, and refreshments we e served down stairs by tbe
ladies* aid society.

was

31
29;30 *..——3

2ttrt?rrt isnrunts.

Talk

\
people and cause many
Maine senator has been asked often to
boils and other
I
troubles,—pimples,
Casino come to tbe White House the past winter,

Mr.

1904!

[Sjtectal to Bangor Commercial.]

Probably

the young man who lost
both eyes and his right band last fall by
an accidental explosion at the Blair job.

Ray Higgins,

He

1904

Polities.

the President

And

ular Summer Resort.
Harbor, May 3 (special)—Many

Bar

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

Hbbrrtistmrnte.

the

JOURNAL

A LOCAL AND POLITICAL

He—How I envy that man who Juat tang
solo! She—Why, I thought be bad
He—Ob, It
an exceptionally poor voice.
ien’t bla voice lenvy; It’a bla nerve.

SENATOR HALE

FROM BAR HARBOR.

it now stands with lot four rod* on Main 8L
Per order of trusteeh. II T SOWLB, S. L. LoHD,
M. B. Gkkhisu, Committee.

as

j

"TT1 ARM—-At Cook’s Point. East Bluebill. 3
acres land. it» story house, stable, car
riage house, hennery, good water in house
! and outdoors. Good place for summer rustiI cation. Apply to M. I). Cook, Lamoine. Me.

j
|

sale

or

to

let. my house on
Address C. W.

Ellsworth.
HOUSE—For
High
Franklin, Me.
street.

Oook,

5j)titnl Kolias.

Notice of Dissolution of Partnership.
"VTOT1CK is herebyby given that the parfcJ3I nership heretofore existing under the

-/VV^'VV.'v/^A/wV->

«

NOTICE.
HEREBY give notice that I forbid all perMarsons harboring or trusting my wife.
garet M. Robbins, on my account, as I shall
pttv no debts of her contracting from this
John E. Kobrins.
date.
McKinley. Me.. April U. 1904.

name of Haslem & Buzzell was on the sixth
a. d. 1904, dissolved by matual consent of the undersigned, being the
individual members of said partnership.
A. K. Havlam.
Howard R. Bczzbla.
Waltham, Feb. 12. 1904.

1

day of February,

NOTICE.
title is established to undivided
ray property in Lamoine. cutting
camping, boating, fishing, or taking possession in any way is forbidden.
By order of
Mary C. Frktz Austin.

TAX DEED*.
is hereby given that all property
hoiden
I
by the town of Tret ton by
tax deeds, will be sold at public sale at Evergreen ball, in said town, t* Wednesday, May
5, 1904, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon.
By order of selectmen,
Mark Hayses, Treasurer.
Trenton, March 17, 1904.

LfNTlL
) half of
wood,

CAUL

OF

>yOTIOE
now

THANKS.

extend thanks to the many
rpHIS is to
.1 friends who ho kindly rendered assist-

the illness and
ante and sympathy duriug
sudden death of ray brother, O. C. Donnell.
Also to the Masons who came to the home and
took charge of every detail.
Mas. E. Nrrnii Scott.

Maine,

To Ali Whom it May Concern:
is to give notice that on the date below stated the undersigned ceased to be i
members of Rainbow Grange Store Co. in
every way. and from that date were not entitled to share in any of the profits of the
company or liable for any debts of the comCnee. E. Snow.
pany.
John P. Dooor.
Jan'y 1. 1394.
North Brookavill*. April 18, 1904.

THIS

~

....

...

The Ellsworth American

SPECIAL NOTICE.
in Cuniculocus Park. I
to life aud property
Hancock, the State of
county
and tbe United States of America.
Mary C. Frets Acstbs.

not

trespass
DOdemand
protection
from tbe
of

AMERICAN ADS
PAY BEST

|

TRY

ONE

and have the factory continue
operations, than to tax it and have it
abut down. He said that the amount of
INTERESTING SESSION HELD I business done the past year was as large
as he directors of the
MONDAY EVENING.
company expected,
and that in the future it c« uld do much
SEVERAL PETITIONS PRESENTED FOR more, aa they'drst year was more or less of
an experiment
CRUSHED ROCK 8TREET8 AND SIDEContinuing Mr Peters said that at the
WALKS—ROLLS OF ACCOUNT8.
moment the first dividend was declared,
me ihx«‘b

(JITI MEETING.
■

Good Health
to the
Children

A feature of the regular monthly meet
of the city fathers, which was held in

lng

the

Monday evening,
large number of petitions pre-

aldermen’s
the

was

Mayor Hagertby shortly
and

Children especially are fond of dainties,
and the housekeeper must look carefully
their food.
As good cake

good
ful

eggs,

so

room

sented for various purposes.
The meeting was called
the

full

a

Records of the previous meeting were
also the rolls of accounts were read
and passed.

read,

be made only with
cake that is healthmust be raised with

Insane,
Library,

Text-book,

Georgia Jude,
G les A Hastings,
Chaa I Welch,
8 Scott Estey,
Silver, Burdette & Co,

Sch

light,

school house,

High school,

C C Burr! 11 A Son.
M 11 Clement,
M M Higgins,
Mrs A T Brown,
R E Mason,
Edward Haney,

Irving Salisbury,
B H A U R Power Co,
Campbell Pub Co,
Hancock Co Pub Co,
M C Smith,
John K Eaton.
Harry E Rowe,
Campbell Pub Co,
No Ells Farmers' club,
C W Smith,
Geo H Grant,
A E Moore,
El bridge Mllllkcn,
Frank R Moore,
L W Jordan,

Contingent,

FROM BUCKSPORT.

Held at Kebekah
Dedicatory
Anniversary a Successthe U. of 31., Orono, May 25.
Locals of Interest.
Mrs. E. B. Gardner has been spending
During the summer and fall of 1903 an
addition was built to the station building, the week with relatives in Brewer.
chiefly for the use of the college of agriculThe Crjrataplex Carnival Co. is giving a
ture. The trustees have named the buildweek of entertainment in Emery hall.
Holmes
In
of
Dr.
Ezekiel
ball,
ing
memory
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Bennett are receiving
Holmes, the first secretary of the Maine
a
on
the
birth of
congratulations
board of agriculture. In order formally
daughter.
to dedicate this building to agricultural
John H. Montgomery Is olerkiug in R.
instruction and to rededlcate it to agriculB. Stover’s store while the proprietor Is
tural investigation, a field meeting will be
on a trip to California.
held on Wednesday, May 26. 1904
Miss Margaret Smith has returned to
The programme of the day will consist
of inspection of the grounds, buildings her borne on lower Main street, after
and appliances of the college and the ex- speudlng the week in Wrentham, Mass.
Thomas N. Doutney has lectured in
periment station, a review of the univertown twice during the past week, to small
sity cadets, and the dedication exercises.
The buildings will be open, allowing all audiences, on the subject of resub miss ion.
to see the museums, laboratories, workThe ladies of the XX whist club will
shops, greenhouses, barns, poultry build- entertain the gentlemen
Wednesday
recitation
and
drawing rooms, evening with a‘ spread” at the Robinson
ings,
apparatus and other facilities for instruc- house.
tion. The machinery of the dairy buildHorace Webb and family, of Portland,
ing, and electrical engineering and mewill occupy one teuement of the Stubbs
chanic arts departme its will te in operahomestead cn
Buck street during the
tion.
Exercises Will be

176 25
2 00
4 00
4 00
1 55
25 90
20 0)
72 46
24 50
3510
9 to

Co,

Han Co Pub

Total,

$1,034 78

TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
High school.

$669 00
176 29

Total.

$844 29

COMMISSIONER’S

STREET

ROLL.

$312 82

Rock-crusnlng.

9 35
22*57

Sidewalks.

Highways.

..4

$750 68

Total,

petitions

The

and fast.
that

The first

John F.

of

began to fly thick

then
to

referred

wan

presented

be

Koowlton

others for crushed rock
It

to

and

whs

several

Church street.

on

the

committee

on

streets.
The next
of Dean
street

street for

from

its

Water street.
Then

place.

petition by the residents

was a

continuation of tbe

a

termination to

present

Also

a

caine a

nominal

tax,

and did

not

see

In my handkerchief and
He said there «raa a great deal of
money lost In cotton these days.
She

woman »

Francisco.]

PIERCE—At South Deer Isle, April 25, to Mr
and Mrs Howard Snow Pierce, a daughter.

married!
BURNHAM—OSGOOD—At Blnehlll, April 27,
»>y Kcv Ebenezer Bean. Miss Beulth D. Burnham to Ernes* L Osgood, both of Bluchll!
GRAY—TATE—At Salisbury Cove, April 25, by
Rev J E Whitmore, Miss Agnes Mabel Gray
to Clarence 1 Tate, both of Eden.
HA LLOR AN—HODGDON—At Jackman, April
9. by Rev Joseph Forest, Miss Margaret E
Mailman to Lester E Hodgdon, both of Ells-

guilty by
the same jury of receiving the
stamps
stolen from the pcstoffice.
found

worth.

HIGGINS—LYNCH—At Ellsworth, April 30, by
Rev J P Simon ton. Miss Kate A Higgins to
Gecrge A Lynch, both of Ellsworth.
HILL—CRANE—At Brooklln, April 28, by Rev
E S Drew, Miss Sarah K Hill, of Brooklln, to
Ralph E Crane, of Winter Harbor.
MADDOCK8-PEURY—At Bar Harbor, May 2.
bv Rev 8 L Hanscom, Anna L Maddocks, of
Ellsworth to Harlan A Perry, of Bar Harbor.
STOVER -A8TBURY—At Stonington, April21,
by Rev H w Conley, Mrs Arietta 8 8tover to
George Arthur Aslbury, both of Stonington.

sidewalk in the

days.

▼easels for there

BROWN—At Ellsworth Fa Is, May 3, Mrs Joan
Brown, aged 65 years.
BUTLER-At Waltham, April 29. Alfred C
.Butler, aged 59 years, 4 mouths, 4 days.
HAMOR— At Trenton, April 23, Miss Estella A
Humor, aged 37 years.
HOPKINS-At Isle au Haut, April 24, Justus
Hopkins, aged 33 years, 10 months, 13 days.
HAYNES—At Bar Harbor, April 28, Irving P
Haynes, aged 49 years, 1 month, 7 Uays.
INGALLS—At Hiuehill. April 29, Nahum K
Ingalls, aged 89 years, 6 months. 19 days
JOYCE—At Swan’s Island, April 18, Charles H
Joyce, aged 56 years, 6 months, 4 days.
KENNI8TON— At Bangor hospital. April 22,
Mrs Nellie K Kennlston, of Hiuehill, aged 34
years, 8 months, 11 days.
PHILLIPS—At Brookr-ville, April 26, Susan,
widow of Joseph Phillips, aged 71 years, 4
months, 23 days
[Burial at Belfast J
RICH A RDSON —At Hall Quarry, April 27, Mrs
Almenla Richardson, aged 33 years, It moDths,
5 uays.

are

many of them well

equipped for this kind of trade.
The quantity of maobinery required for
the canal will alone be

an

item

enormous

for shipment.
But the supplies and
stores will be much more, for the government must maintain a small army of men
on the isthmus for the next ten years and
tbe

provisions for feeding them must be
in large part by water from the
United States.
Senator Hale drew bis amendment with
great care and there is every prospect

carried

that it will become law.

shipowners

of

atibtrtisnnnitg.

Representatives

believe

that

Mr.

Hale’s

the work.
The dedicatory exercises will consist of

addresses

by distinguished

men

wbo

iu port last Thursfitted out at once.

111 tons and arrived

day.

She will be

are

REBRKAH ANNIVERSARY.
interested in agriculture, singing by the
The tenth anniversary of Riverview
university glee club, and stereopticon pic
Kcbekah lodge, celebrated on
tures Illustrating the growth of the colFriday
lege and station. During the day there evening, was one of the most eujoyable
will be a parade of the battalion of cadets events in the history of the lodge. The
I
festivities commenced at 5 30 p.m. when
and a sham battle.
All wbo are interested in the work of the steamer Merryconeag arrived, having
the
the institution and the agriculture of the on board sixty-four members of
j
State are cordially invited to attend.
; Aurora Hebekab lodge, of Belfast, includThe Maine Central railroad will sell ing the degree staff.
Ud the 5.30 train arrived the grand
tickets for one and three-fourths cents per
mile in each direct ion and the Bangor & warden and the grand master of the grand
Aroostook at one fare for the round trip. lodge and the president of the Rebekah
On both roads tickets will be on sale May assembly. There were also present repre
24 and 25, good going May 24 aud 25 and sentat Ives from Esther lodge, of Brewer;
Nokomis lodge, of Ellsworth, and Mizpab
good to return May 25 and 26.
lodge, of Wioterport, all of which lodges
River vie * has assisted in instituting durFumotis Singer at Festival.
ing its ten years of existence.
Among the artiste who will ta<e part in
At 6.30 ail sat down to a tine banquet in
the Maine music festival wb ch will be
Emery
hall, after which an adjournment
held this year in June (the 2d, 3d aud 4th)
was made Co Odd Fellows hall.
instead of in October—a change which is
At 8 o’clock lodge was called to order
has met with unanimous approval all over
by N. G. Annie L. Ward well, and after the
the State, is Miss Margaret Lemon, who
openiug ritual the guest* were welcomed
has been one of the favorites of the grand
by D. D. P. Annie A. .1 ocylen. The deopera season in New ^ork', aud who is regree ataf! of Aurora lodge then conferred
peating her success in Boston.
the degree upon five candidates in a manMiss Lemon is one of the younger soloner which called forth the highest praise
ists, and besides possessing a voice which is from all
present.
fast making her famous, has a striking
The history of the lodge by Frances C.
stage presence and charming personality 8. Homer was
very floe and much enjoyed,
that never fail to win her audience*.
were made by G. M.
Other distinguished vocalists who will interesting speeches
Win. B. Littlefield, of North Berwick; G.
be on the programmes of the five conW. Smith, of Bangor; Pres. R. A. Mrs. C.
certs wtll be the peerless
SchumannH. Sturtivant, of Dixtield; G. W. R. A.
Heink, Mine. Maconda, Miss Isabel BouAnnie
of Belfast, and P. G.
ton, Miles, Johnson, Archambault and Samuel Adams,
Adams, of Belfast.
'Kronoid.
Refreshments were served at the close.
As in former years all the
transportation
lines will offer excursion rates during the
Boston Journal’s New Features.
festival.
to the usual custom of news*
___

It

was an amateur play.
The heroine
scheduled to look daggers at the villain. At the last moment,
however, It
was discovered that the property man had
neglected to lay in a supply of daggers.
“Oh, never mind,” said the heroine. “I'll
look hatpins.”
r.as

This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
case
of
Catarrh
that
canuot be cured by
any
Ball’* Catarrh Cure.
s
F. J CHENEY & GO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have kDown F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
perfectly honorable in all business transactions, and financially able to carry ont any
obligations made by his firm.
Walding, Kinnan A Mahvist,
W holt-sale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces of
the system. Testimonials sent free. Price, 75c.
per bottle. Sold bv ail Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
How’s

Contrary
In

papers

their

tailing
duller

reducing their size
news

and

cur-

service during the

of the year, the Boston
has added two pages, and anadditional features and a most

season

Journal
nounces

news
world-wide
comprehensive and
service. Its twelve pages are tilled to the
brim with happenings of the day, well
edited and attractively displayed, and
besides this numerous features which
have been and are making the Journal
the popular newspaper of New England
are presented daily.
Its financial page, one of the best in
New England; its woman’s page, written
by a woman for women; its bright, lively,
snappy republican editorials; its column of

elled

street to continue the

The southern states

furnishing

counting

are

street

Water

in town, exceptipg Main and
streets, and it certainly needs im-

Just what action the street
commissioner will take in the matter is
not known at

Next

present.

Ellsworth
|
Fails for a sidewalk leading from WhitI
Co.’s store up past
comb, Haynes &
the church. It wa< presented by Aid. Mccame

Carthy,

a

petition

from

tleboro, Mass., announces
that city of Jesse Havey,
Hancock

couuty, after
consumption. He had
since last
f

who recommended that it be laid.

He stated that

it

would

be

a

little expense to tbe city,

as

suitable

was on

lor

foundation

matter of

much lumber
the

spot,

and all that would be needed would be the

top planking.

This matter

was

also left to

committee on streets.
Tbe bond of Timothy F. Mahoney for
f5,000 was presented, accepted and placed

rrt-/ A

file.
SCAMM0N8

The matter

MATTER

referring

the rock crusher at
and State afreets

SETTLED.

to the location

the

junction

of

of Oak

temporarily disposed of by the agreement of both parties.
Irving Scamrnons, whose lot adjoins
that occupied by the city, complained
that the blasting disturbed his invalid
wife, and asked the city to move the
crusher. For one reason or another the
city did not move the plant, and this year
Mr. Scamrnons
for

an

was

commenced

proceedings

injunction.

In settling the matter the city has to
pay Mr. Scamrnons f75 fcr the privilege
of using the plant two months. In case
the city should want to run it longer it

| will
pay Mr. Scamrnons f2 per week for

pletely

and

lost

in

a

time at Sorrento.

physician

him

told

it

spend the remainder of his days with his
mother in North Attleboro.
The deceased leaves, besides his mother,
four small children, who are being cared
r

last

by relatives. The funeral was
Sunday; interment ut Mt. Hope

held
cem-

etery.
Shot
A double
train

m in

Wife

on

Train.

tragedy occurred
from

Boston

on

Pul-

the

Bangor

to

last

Thursday night.
by
Osgood
shooting her through the head and then
mmitted suicide by shooting himself.
Both died before daylight.
W.

E.

murdered

his

wife

BLUE HULL.
Thk American is in

receipt

of

a

hand-

Aus-

commencement exercises of the Pbiladel-

Patteu, were instructed to
look round preparatory to making a new
contract for lighting the city.
HARDWOOD CO.’S TAXES.

dental college on Friday, May 6, at
the American academy of music.
Local
interest is lent to this event, as one of the
graduates is Everett J. Hinckley, son of

The electric

tin,

light committee, Aid.

Moore and

Judge John A. Peters, Henry W. CushJohn O. Whitney and Howard B.
Moore appeared before the board, and as
directors of the Ellsworth
Hardwood
1903-4 taxes
of
Co.
asked
that the
the company be abated.
In addressing
the board Mr. Peters gave a brief history
man,

of

the work

done

by

the

factory

since

iia

Judge—How
year

were

old

bottle

J. C. A

Y

-n—r

PARCHER,

A.

G.

APOTHECARY.

Maine.

Ellsworth,

Easy

and

Soap-Making
with

BANNER LYE
To make the very hest soap, simply
dissolve a can of Banner J.ye in cold
water, melt 5){ lbs. of grease, pour the
Lye water in the grease. Stir and put
aside to set
Full Directions on Every Package
Banner lye is pulverized. The can
may be opened and closed at will, permitting the use cf a small quantity at a
It is just the article needed in
time.
It will clean paint,
every household.
floors, marble and tile work, sotten water,
disinfect sinks, closets and waste pipes.
Write for booklet " Uses cf Banner

Lye”—free.
Works, Philadelphia
Richardson & Co., Boston, Mass*

The Pena Chemical
Charles
Alia;-

-1

A

Judge—What
Lady Witness—
Judge—Well, madame, your

For

spent f20,000 for wages, to say nothing of
the money that had been laid out for
personal comment; Its society gossip—are stock—and nearly all to Ellsworth people.
ail features which make the Journal at
Mr. Peters thought it would be a much
j one cent one of the best
papers in New
better investment for the city to abate
I England at any price.

Optimist—Why
plaining at your

are

lot?

you

forever

com-

Pessimist—Why

shouldn’t 1? Optimist—But it isn’t as
bad ate it might be.
Pessimist—What I
Why, my position is a perfect hell on
earth, that’s what it Is. Optimist—But a
hell on earth isn’t eo bad. Just tbink,
you might be dead.

Peptiron Pills
(Chocolate-coated)

to the taste, 50c. or $V
C. I. HOOD CO., Lowell, Mass.
J
Selling Agent In Ellsworth t
G. A. Parcher. H Main Street.
Are

agreeable

————— .-.I ..ini

——■0tm

ioUiltoaDts anil

Steamhc-ir

Commencing May 1, 1904.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
PM

PM

BAR HARBOR. 10 80 *3 30 8 Ip
Sorrento..
4 05
Sullivan...
4 80..
Mt Desert Ferry. 11 20 5 00 9 0
Waukeag 8 Fy. 11 26 5 07 9 It
Hancock.
HI 29 5 17 9 0
Franklin Road. fll 87 5 19 9 19
Wash'gton June. 11 49 fft 28 9ft
ELLSWORTH. 11 66 5 36 9ft
Ellsworth Fills. fl2 01 6 48 9 9ft
Nlcolln. rl2 15 5 65 tlO 09
Green Lake.. tl2 24 6 05 flO 14
Lake House. *12 82 f6 12 fl® 0
Holden. fl2 40 t6 20 19 99
Brewer June.
1 00 6 40 10 09
1 07 6 47 10 0
Bangor, Ex St.
1 10 6 50 Ui
BANGOR, MC.
AM
PM
AM
Portland.
6 86 1 06 4 0
Boston.
906 6 57 70
....—

BANGOR TO BAB HARBOR.
Boston.

PM |
7 4C.

Portland.

10 46.

BANGOR.
Bar gor. Ex St.
Brewer June.
Holden.
Lake House.
Green Lake.
Nlcolln...
Ellsworth Falls.
ELLSWORTH.
Wanh’gton June.
Franklin Road.
Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.

AM

9 9ft
110

a m
a M
pm
*6 00 10 00
6 09
H 05 10 06
6 94
6 12; lo 12 5 U
SVflO 84 t5 0
0
f6 39 tlO 42
5 49
6 47,f10 50
66 110 59
5 59
7 09 11 13 6 0
7 16 11 18
6 12
7 30 fll 27 6 0
t7 38 11 37 6 31
f7 46 11 45 f6 89
7 49 11 48 6 4ft
7 55j 11 55 6 69
g 20.
8 45
9 2j| 12 45| 7 0

Traips leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6.18 p
arriving Ellsworth 11 56 a m, 9.47 p fll,
with Washington Co R R.
fStop on slgual or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with thronftb
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boaton

and St. John.

Passengers are earnestly requested to procure
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F. K. BOOTH BY, G. P. & T. A.
EASTERN

Steamship Company,
SUMMER SCHEDULE.
Six

Trips

a

Week.

Cemetery Work,

fore Decoration Day, and the old
stone righted up, cleaned and made to
look like a new one. We make a specialty of this work. Nothing makes a
lot look so neglected as a tipping
or fallen stone.

II.

W.

Commencing Monday, May 2, 1904, steamer
Mount Desert, Caps F L Wlnterbotham, leaves
Bar Harbor dally, except Sunday, at 1 p m, for
Seal Harbor, Northeast Harbor Southwest Harbor, Stoi iugton aud Rockland to connect with
steamer for Boston.

Quick!

in?

Until his wife is done.

over-

tasked school boys and girls, overworked business and professional men,
and to tiie aged and infirm.

kirYSMltamtUBFime

Biliousr Ts^con^tfprHo.-. prevent recovery. Cure t^e'e w!th Ayer's Pills. !

starting, what it intended to do in the I forget.
Now is the time to place your orders
instinct for self-preservation still seems
future, the amount of wages paid out to work all right.
during the past year, and what a great
Cheap things are found at bargain sales,
benefit it was to the city.
But, oh, the cheapest one
so that the stone may be erected beHe said that the factory bad not been a
Is the man who stands there waiting

paying investment for the stockholders
but that it was a great benefit to the city,
as It employed fifty hands the year round,

worn-

for

remember.

you born

a

KK CO.,

you? Lady Wit-

are

(Chocolate-coated)

blessing to delicate women,
out mothers, tired housewives,
Are

N.J.

County Commissioner Nahum Hinckley.
Mr. Hinckley is regarded as a young man
of much promise. Out of a class of 150
members, young Hinckley was elected a
member of the class executive committee.

ness—I can’t

Peptiron Pills

The Children
I

was

only a matter of time before death would
relieve his sufferings, so he decided to

f

Vineland,

h

He fai'ed

nis

a

■MManMMBWBV*

bed

wife

a

mltarium, hoping to
gradually, however,
and after leaving the sanitarium be spent
one year in Maine, the greater part of tte
Then

f 1.00

formerly of
long illness of

months ago with the same disease.
About two and one half years ago he

ti id relief.

restored me In health
M it;?. K. Bi lkminstur,

At-

somely printed invitation to attend the

privilege.

the

“When 13 yo.tr? old. for many months no
thought I rnii'il live because of thin blood.
But, In ;i lew weeks. Avert Sarsaparilla com-

one

ill

dyspepsia,

it

The ch:rr' is very prompt
and very marked. Ask your
doctorv. ': ir:
He lias our
formula ai.u will explain.

the death in

been

nervous

m, and
connect

«i7u^-aamHsm

Your doctor will tell you that
thin, pale, weak, nervous children become strong and well
by taking A- r's Sarsaparilla.
Small do;;. , for a few days.

on

w

entered the Ruland

tbe

on

September,

a

nervousness,

anemia, neuralgia and sleeplessness.,

—.

enormous

Death of .lease Havey.
Evening Chronicle, of North

The

curing

Sorrento
.'
BAR HARBOR. i

________________

proving.

(Chocolate-coated)
and quiet the who!#
nervous system, aid digestion and
similation, give color, flesh and vigor,

Nourish, strengthen

Sullivan.

provision amply protects their interests
against the owners of foreign shipsIt was regarded as remarkable that such
an
matter was overlooked
important
entirely by tbe Isthmian Canal committee,
which framed the civil
administration
bill.

quantities of stores
High
summer.
and materia's required in the building of
There will be informal addresses by coming
of
crushed
rock
ou
that
street.
placing
the canal. As there are few ships owned
Alvah B. Ames lias been appointed sumembers of the faculty in regard to the
Rock was placed on High street last
the southern coast practically all of
collections, demonstrations with some of pervisor of the following A. O. U. W. year out as far as M. S. Smith’s residence, slong
Calais, Machtas, Cherrytk d, but in building the sewer on Elk: street) those cargoes must go to ships from
the more important apparatus, exhibition lodges:
northern ports.
of Improved agricultural machinery, oper- Bucksport, Castine and Penobscot.
pipes were laid along High street from
It is also notable that a very large poration of the dairy building, and the inCapt. T. M. Nicholson has added to his Col. C. C. Burrill’s residence. The digging ;
tion of the cargoes to the isthmus are
spection of the barns, herds and flocks. Grand Banks fleet Jbe schooner Wm. necessitated by laying this sewer spoiled
I available for sailing ships, which is especThe investigations in the experiment sta- Matherson, which he bought of Provincethat section of tbe road.
ially to the liking of owners along the
tion will be explained by those engaged in town parties. The Mathersjn is a craft of
High street is probably tbe most trav- I Maine coast.
residents of

celery, phosphorus (the

manganese,

great brain food) and other great tonic#,
nervines and nutrients.

AM

BILLINGS—At Little Deer Isle, April 24. infant daughter of Mr and Mrs Philip Billings,
aged 1 month, 3 days.
BRADFORD—At Naskeag Point, April25, Mrs
Lucy D Bradford, aged 89 years, 3 months, 24

Being well aware of the enormous traffic
of this character by sea, beginning with
the preparations, for the construction of
the canal and continuing till it is completed more than tea years from now, Mr.
Hale regarded It important to assure all
this trade to American vessels.
Naturally a large share of it will go to Maine

same

petition from several

__died"

vessels.

(Chocolate-coated)
Are an easily assimilated and remarkably effective combination of pepsin, iron,

Peptiron Pills

LITTLEFIELD—At Penobscot, May 3, to Mr
and Mis Dexter C Littlefield, a daughter.
PELLECELLI —At Stonington, April 26. to Mr
and Mrs Dante Pellecelll, a son. fDoralnlco

years in

Peptiron Pills

efore.

COLLINS—At Washington, 1) O, April 26, to
Dr and Mrs H F 'oiling, a daughter.
COMOLLI—At Stonington, April 16, to Mr and
Mrs Stefa no Comolli, a daughter.
DUNHAM—At Stonington, April 28, to Mr and
Mrs Augu-tus Thurlow Dunham, a son.
FORSYTH—At Ellsworth, April 28. to Mr and
Mrs James L Forsyth, a daughter.

State

was

I

BORN.

any
should

Southwest Harbor Postoffice Burglar
Given Eight Years.
William Huddle, who was found guilty
on both counts of an indictment
charging
him with robbing the Southwest Harbor
prison.
David F. Murdock

as

reason

eight

expectantly)—Fred

live! Poor fellow—It sad
dens me to think how broken up he was
over my
refusal. He (wrinkling tore
head)—Where In thunder have I seea that

ROBBERS SENTENCED.

sentenced to

(flushing

Smitbere,

Adjourned.

was

Sujbrrtiscmcnts,

May—Why

wrapped

money
loat it.

why the hard vood company
not
be used the same.
Follow!* g vlr. Peters, John O. Whitney,
one of
the directors of the company,
made a few remarks alohg the same line.
The following rolls of accounts were
panned and committed to the coilecto
for payment.

po^toffiee,

linen.

are

not? Ids—11 old Ihlm that I had my pin

Senator Hale on Canal Bill.
1370
Owners of ships along the Atlantic
16 42
coast, especially those along the Maine
15
cr»ast, express much satisfaction with the
1 6^
41 25 amendment to the canal administration
2 15 bin, which Senator Hale has been pressThis amendment makeB it incum1( 00 ing.
10 00 bent upon the secretary of war and others
49 15 in authority over the construction of the
27 00 Panama canal to have ail
stores, supplies,
125
machinery, and materials shipped by sea
1 08
the
United
or
States
its
by
contractors for
10 50
the canal to be shipped in American
3 75

Whiling Bros,
Welch,
Whiting Bros,
Chas O Wormell,

dept,

School,

COM NEW YORK.

HOLMES HALL.

Co,

Chat I
Fire

finest cake, biscuit, doughnuts, crusts, etc.,
and what is more important, renders the
food wholesome and agreeable to young
and old.
ROYAL BAK1NQ POWDER

$15 00
45 00
150 00
i 00
37 50
10 00
14 04
11 13
6 87
9 10
38 27
5 25
33 00
71 11

Ginn A Co.
D C Heath A Co,
Atkinson A Meutzer,
Frank R Moore,

supplies,

my handkerchiefs

* e should
exp<ct tlie city to tax the property to its full value. He cited the case of
the Union Shoe Co., which only pays a

AMOUNT

John T Sllvy,
Arthui Brown,
B lift U R Power
Dr F F Slmonton,
Adelaide True,

Electric

Ida—I don’t think Mr. Smart believes

h

3.

NAMB.

Police,

well as dainty
a pure and perfect
baking powder.
Royal Baking Powder is indispensable
in the preparation of the highest quality
of food. It imparts that peculiar lightness, sweetness and flavor noticed in the
as

Austin-

and

answered the roll call.

FUND.

also

Tripp,

board—Aldermen

ROLL OF ACCOUNTS NO

can

order by
7 o’clock,

to

after

McCarthy, Patten

Moore,

to

1

—

r"1

DUNN,

ELLSWORTH.

RETURNING.

From Boston at 5 p m dally, except Sunday.
From Rockland at anout ft.Su a m dally, except Monday.
All freight via this line Is Insured agalnet
fire and marine risk.
K. S. J.

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
H. UANSCOM, G. P. & T. A.

A.

Calvin Austin,
Vice-president
Gen’l Mgr., Foster’s Wharf, Boston, Mass.

and

Mlanfl, Blnehill & Ellsworth Steailrt Cc
^rir'Pni I"—

k

SPRING SCHEDULE.
Four Trips Weekly.
Commencing Tuesday, April '2, l!*r4, steamer
will leave Rockland Tuesday-, Wednesday*,
Fridays and Saturdays upon arrival of steamer
from Boston, not before 5.30 a no, as follows:
TUESDAYS and FRIDAYS for Dark Harbor, Sargent vllle. Deer Isle, Sedi wick, anil
Brooklin. returning same days from Brooklia
at 12 m, via above landings
and
SATURDAYS
for
WEDNESDAYS
above landings, South Brooksvlile, Bluehlll.
and Surry, stage to Ellsworth. Returning will
leave Ellsworth at 6.30 a m (stage to Surry),
Surry at 7.^0, Mondays and Thursdays for all
above landings connecting at Rockland with
steamer for Boston.
Eggemoggin—Will stop Mondays and on any
passage eastward upon notice to purser.
West Tremont—Will stop Thursdays.
Six trips a week schedule June 1 to Sept. 30.
O. A. CROCKETT,
Manager, Rockland, Me.
Rockland, Me., April 9, 1904.

Sbbcrtisements.

TERMS

MODERATE.

Ladies attended at their

Mrs. C. I.
34 Franklin

Street,

own

homes if desired

WELCH,
Ellswortk.

ine

O'

COUNTY NEWS.

subscribers at 106

ABB
:

cts

county:
County coni'

in ancock

other papers in the
bmed do not reach so many. THB AMERICAN is not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and has never claimed to
he, but if is the only paper that can prop
arly be called a County paper; all the
best are merely local papers. The circula*%.' the

IN

9bs additl%tmt

Ocmnt%

clams.

fifty-nine

was

months and

Schools

days. The funeral took place at Waltham
on Sunday, May 1, at the house of bis
daughter Ilatiie and her husband, Lorenzo
Klng*ran, Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellswortq, < ffioating, who spoke many words
of cunifort, sympathy and consolation.
In 1861 Mr. Butler en isted in Co. D, 11th
Maine volunteers, and wa* a brave, manly

pap!*.

id courageous soldier.

a

Those

afternoon.

while be

Seal Harbor,
Mrs. Annie Dodge, of
formerly of this place, has beeu visiting

terrib

was

Bragdon,

A.

carrying
in his

Baptist

his

arms

Dr.

White, of Seal Harbor, came
preach last Sunday, but owing to a

in

R.

25.
_

__

Googins,

!

was

miah

Gilpatrick,
or

daughter,
Kuight.
A. R. Campbell has launched his steamer
Sycamore, and is now ready to begin bis
Capt. Mark Billings sailed for Bucksport from Sedgwck last Monday with a
load of clams for bait.

S. T. Lswe is home from Belfast, where
has been with bis dory None Such,
having a seven horse power gasolene engine put in ber.
M. L
April 30.
he

be

his

Schools in this town began April 25.
bis

borne

palmed.
Eugene Cousins, wbo is at home ill, is

improving.
Marsba'l and wife have returned
to Bar Harbor for the summer.

as serene

Island.

NORTH

She

I

floated and
brought
G. A. Tainter will do tbe

work.

sur-

April

David.

25.

BARGE NTVILLB.
Miss Martha Carrier has returned from
she has been at-

Charles

Simmons

from

came

j
I

Bangor

Thursday.
Frank Grindle, Miles Brown and Warren
Biddle are employed at Brooklln repairing
Crockett’s wharf which was so damaged
by loe.

a

Mrs. Frank Grindle went
Monday to visit her sisters.

to

In town

Bostou

Sunday.

The chapel circle met with Mrs. Groves
Eaton on Thursday.
J. A. Moore and wife visited Charles
Tapley and wife, at West Brooksville, on

DEER ISLE.

Saturday. They

Mrs. Frank Johnson Is home.

who

Louis Ellis is employed by Frank Green*

called

has been very

Mr*.

Avery Gray,

on

j

ill.

■

■

Capt.

Hardy

Les ie

and

son

Thursday

George
the

for

yachting.

John Adams, of Dorchester, Mass., who
a gue-t of Wellington Torrey,

has been

has relumed home.

Mrs. Charles Haskell ha* gone to Boston
to

vi»it

tJusan

Alfred

Lum and

on

the

1

schooner1

N. Picker ng

Capt.
Al.eu

her

Charles

Ellis

j

Gray. Edward Rogers and
to Boston last week to

went

dtn has been found under B. K.
Martin’s barn.
Homer Wilbur shot a
A fox

young fox and Shirley
one in his hands.

Hodgkins caught

May 2.

Ark.

HANCOCK POINT.
C. A. Penney is slowly Improving.
Irving Smith, of Sorry, Is working for
H. D. Ball A Son.
Mr. Cracker, of Bangor, was in town
day last week.
William Crabtree has gone to Bangor to
work at painting.

•ne

George Phillips called
Harbor Saturday.

on

Bar

friends in

Schools commenced last Monday. The
Point school is taught by Annie Houston.
Mrs.

spend

Wing,
a

few

of

Bangor,

days

in

came

her

Monday

cottage

Point.
May 2.

at

to

the

E.
SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Mrs. Mery Powers who has been spend-

ing

a

few weeks with

friends

in

Boston,

is home.

Mrs. Lucy Robbins, who has been visitMrs. Frank Klpg, of
her sister,
Charlestown, Mass., is home.

ing

Howard Pierce and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a daughter, born April 26.
Mrs. Seth Hatch left Monday to visit
relatives in Boscon and Portland, and her
sister Mrs. Hannah Greenlaw, of South
Framingham, who is critically ill.
G.
April 30.

Hoad Commissioner S.

horse in

Sargent-

J. B. Sylvester and eon Edmond
home from Alhambra, Cal.

are

Bernard Co Herat), of Roxbury, Mass., is
employed as plumber on the Nevin cot*
tage.
Mrs. Colby Hooper and little son, of
North Sedgwick, are the guests of her
parents. P. M. Friend and wife.

Oliver McNeil, who has been con lined
to his home by iiiness for several weeks,
is able to ve out, though far from being
well.

April

Substitute.

26.
WEST

The Theresa Wolf, loaded with 6tone for
T. M. Blaisdell, has sailed for New York,
and the Franconia,
paving for S. S.
Scammon, has also sailed.
B.
May 2.

FRANKLIN.

ice left the ponds April 28.
Mrs. George Coombs and children vis*
ited her sister at West Sullivan last week.
The

_

SOUTH BLUEHIEL.
Business at the Thorndike & Hix clam

factory is booming under the manageWhen the
ment
of E. B. Simpson.
whistle blew at 7 o'clock last Saturday

a

ville last week.

Schoouer Hattie Barbour is
loading
for T, M. Blaisdell and W. B.
Blaisdell & Co. for New York.

Eugene Butler left Thufeday for Rook*
land, where he will be employed on the
Sappho.
At the town meeting Saturday Ellery
Pickett was chosen selectman In place of
O. C. Donnell, deceased.
May 2.
Ch’E'eb.
«

,

*

j|

Brookline,

of

and

One

one

or

young

man

seriously

were

bad

a

cut

in

|

Inbis

missionary
chapel Tuesday a (tar noon.
Capt. C. H. Babfon and wife

!

J. J. McDonnell and wife
Bath, where they will

came

from

E. E. Lurvey

Mrs.

Harbor,

Bar

Tuesday

Monday from

she has

spent the

Harry Kane, Char ea Blake end Bert
Marks left Thursday to join their yachts
for the season.
Mrs. Hannah Carter, of Southwest Harbor, wsa the guest of her brother, Isaac
Mayo, last week.
Tin Goddard brothers, who have pura pert of Neakeag Point, arrived

chase

Saturday.

iu town

1-aac Mayo, accompanied by her
husband, went to Portland Thursday for
medical treatment.
Mrs

Chester Smith wav called here iaat week
from Boston by tin death of his grandmother, Mrs. Lucy Bradford.

is

pound

ing regular doses had gained
twelve pounds in weight before
finished.

Eight cents
cheap for such
terial.
less,
their

a

thus

eoUigi!!*

I

James Crockett Is moving into hl«
0at
cottage. Mrs. Crockett 1* agato to chin,
Mine Griudle'e millinery stole,
by Mrs. Annie Lawton.

placed

Milan, who spent the wietsj
housekeeper for Mr*. Gilley, anil will

return iatcr,

her ahare ot

Mr*. Abb

e

Allen,

who

has

spent

tbe

with

her

Haverhill, Mass., is
sister, Mrs. Mary Cunningham.
An interesting and profitable
winter i

is

when

I

plana

;

cessed.

for the

church

lu

health. A

enjoyed, and
repair freely die-

was

Tremont public library bw recently ree gift from Porto Rico
university
tbrougb tbs courtesy ot tbe secretary ot
tbe boerd ot educetlon ot Porto Hieo,
Denlel Haody, en Illustrated volume, tbs
Reg lei er of Porto Rico 1903 edition. Hr.

Heady having bed tbe regulation hospital experience of lllnees, new
consldsr tbemseleae acclimatised, and an
dellgbted with tbe eltuatton. Tbelr let-

teachers’

Dr. E. C. Barrett, of Blush P, will open
office here May 12. Tne office will be
open every Thursday during tbe summer.
an

Emery Bradford, who was called
by the death«of his mother, Mrs.
L’ley Bradford, reiurueJ to Massachusetts Thursday.
Lucy, widow of Rev. Lucius BradRev.

here

ford, who

was

for

many

year*

pa-tor of

Baptist chu ch here, d ed at Naakesg
April 25, re^ed eighty-nine years.

the

Unb Femme.

Ma> 2

ters to borne friends

ere

vary

luteresilng,

Tbe Congregational sewing circle bat
undertaken t beavy task wblcb mesas
much bard work and self denial, Ike
renovating of the Interior of Ibe chink,
newly painted walla, vernleblng ol pent
and bltods.anda new carpel—in outlay ol
□ot mocb leae than fSOO, but If all Interested lu seeing e clean, bright place el
worship will lend a band, tbe committee
will Sad Its work made lighter.
Tke
ebureb bee been built twenty year*, and.
except lor necessary outside repair*, very
little bas been done to tbe building.
Bi-hat.
May 3.
WK-iT TREMONT.

George

W.

Davis movedfto Prospect ihla

week.

meeting wa* held at the library room Friday afternoon. Subject: Reading.

Henry Smith and Helen Clark ^pent
Sunday here.
Lealie K«y and Clarence Smith spent
Sunday at L. W. KuuiiU’f.
Fred D»vi«, who ha* been visiting at
Proape et, returned Saturday.
Mioard Freetby, of Brooklln, is on a
fishing trip with W. H. hunt.
KeUl Wa'lace and children have

Mrs.
been

visiting

relatives thia week.

George Welch *00 family have moved
to Prospect Harbor for tbe summer.
D maid Robbins left last week fir Boa*

join

ton to

hts

father, Cipt.

W.

B.

Hob-

bins.

Quite a number from here attended tbe
.May ball at South weal Harbor Monday
R »v Walla is hone from sea, after an
evening.
ab cnee of nearly a year.
Mi« Cora E. Clark, of Manset, who has
School is iu session, taught by Miss
been spending a few days here, reiurued
Inez Perkins, of Penobscot.
1 home
Sunday.
Capt. Albion Morphy, of West TreBernice Murphy returned Saturmont, visited friends here last week
day from Prospect, where ahe ha* been
Capt. Murphy h*s just returned from -pending a few day*.
Brunswick, Ga., going first mate of
Mrs. Nettie C. Tinker, of Minturn, who
schooner Gen. Adelbert Arne*.
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. L. A.
#
SEAL COVE.

Mrs. Arthur Kumill ban returned from
Dock Island, where she spent a week with
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. N. A. Heed.

Mrs. Cheater Robbins is with her parents, Watson Wall* and wife. Mr. Robbins is at

j

for the

Opeecbe, getting
fishing season.

the weirs

ready

(.lark, of Manset, Is vlaltlnr her mother,
Mrs. Zulnia S Clark, and other relatives.
■May 2.

Capt. Janies Kelley has purchased th
White place at Bass Harbor, and will
move there early in May.
All regret to
have tbis family go, but our lass is a gain
to Bass Harbor.
Mrs. Mildred Carver has been spending
days in Bangor and Charleston.
While in Charleston she visited her
daughter Mi s Evelyn, at the lliggins
classical Institute,
a

few

friends here of William BamSl,

Ipswich, Mass., will be pleased
bis

Thklma.
—

8CKRY.
Frank L. Jordan went to Franklin last
week to join the schooner Franconia as
cook.

Miss Helen Lawson, of West Trcmont.
visited her grandparents, Capt. and Mrs.
L. K. Sprague, last week.
Miss Lawson
has been attending the Brighton, Mass
high school.

The

pound

work

bountiful picnic lunch

end Mrs.

Rev. E. 8. Drew moved into tbe parsonHe entered upon his dutle*
age Tuesday.
yesterday.

was

was

built,

room*.

ceived

move soon.

came

where

B.

winter.

one

the bottle

old-fenhloeu

|

j

week visiting friends.
Eugene Sherman has bought H.
Hooper’s wharf and will rent boat*.

thin and weak and
dollar for a bottle of
Scott’s Emulsion, and by takShe

^

honee tom down

modern etruciure

t be

Woodbury Olnl
**

hen had the
hie

,

appearance at tg,

Miss Millie

In

were

town last

what a young woman paid for
twelve pounds of flesh.

paid

M«». **

Postmaster J. C. Ralph end bis
'ant, Miss Gladys Mayo, who were called
| lo Portland to give testimony In the post.
BROOK LIN.
office robbery c«*e,
have not yet n.
There are many new ea-ea of meaalea In
Mias Grace Carroll, former ati turned.
town.
slatant, has charge of the office.
Jaaon Kane, of West Tremont, was fa
On Tuesday last week the sewing
,
circle
town last week.
Invited Itaetf Into the borne of one ot
;n
j
Bsla Cou*i<is has moved Into Edwin ; shul-ln members, Mrs. Ifenneh H.
Gilley,
Parker’s cottage.
who has been nearly helpless as 1st u
K. A. Bracy and Abira Bridge* are emwalking la concernad, for a year past.
She was vary mneb pleased with this
ployed on the Juliette.
visit,
Woman
circle met in tbe : she being* faithful member, always doing
M.

j. Harper visited naugor last seek
business. Mr. Harper purchased lum
her to tiui*b bis parlors and chambers. J.
W. Obe will do the work.

a

of

b ,F mede bln
Mr. end Mre.

April 28.
George O lley
big chimney In

as

i

May 2.

CELEBRATE.

cents

""*

on

a

alight scalds,

two received

bead.

8ur| anniversaries should be kepi
With thankfulness and joy;
The memories of <h -m treasured up
As gol I, without alloy.
So light upon your future, way
From this bright hour will shine.
In rays of Friendship. Truth and Love
Both human and divine.

Eight

wlni

Brockton,

[of

of tbe workmen

none

a

BLUEHILL FALLS.

stone

bustnes*.

on

w

P. Bracey has

cottage.

Mre. Kele Muon hen gone to
Mc Klt>l»
toepend « few weeks with her psrenu
Mr«. Alice Gilley, who spent the

The schooner N’ellle Urant, Capt. E. F.

od

Brooks Gray bought

Ellsworth.

O. H. Fuller ...d wife bsve
In their new

hoi^
|

l*w

HARBOR

housekeeping

: home

Pearson,
Mass., arrived April 30, and baa opened
her c *ttage for the summer.
Mrs. Truax,
of New York, is the guest of Miss Pear-

The two eocSell* • of I. O. O. F. celeMrs. Lillian Allen, a former resident, brated the eiglity-flfth anniversary of
died of consumption in Haverhill, Mass., that ordsr
April 28, by an entertainment
April 26. Her sister, Mrg. H. L. Morgan,' and supper. A large number of Odd Felleft April 25 to free her, and arrived but lows, Uebekahs and their guests were In
half an hour before she died. Her mother, attendance and the event proved an enMrs. Amanda Hatch’ngs, has been with enj jyable occasion, as is usual with those
her the past winter caring for her as only celebration*. Tue Kebekaha furnished
a mother can.
the following programme:
C.
May 2.
Flano solo—Triumphant March...... Damascus
Mrs Mayo
GOTT’S ISLAND.
Recitation— Another Tea Rebellion,

working on the road.
The Longfellow league had a sociable in
tbe scboolbouse Tuesday evening.
land.
A. A. Murphy and wife entertaiued a
Miss Carrie Blastoff spent a few days at
party Saturday evening, it being tbe
home last week, accompanied by a friend,
birthday of their son Claude.
Mis* K«te Wallace.
They returned to
A party assemb'ed a* tbe home of John
Castiue Saturday.
Richardson, each one oarrying a present,
E.
April 26.
, to
give them a housewarming. A good
ti ne is reported.
FRANKLIN.
25.
B.
The store of W. B. Blaisdell & Co. was : April

Birtlett, foreman for Blalsiell &
Blaisdell, has built a blacksmith shop for
convenience in that section.

|

from

vacation.

two-ne ks’

Ade'atde

jured.

crew

Mr.

j

m ,,,"

the Odd
Fellows ami :
lodges attended tbe morning
Rev. Dean A. Walker wrnt to
Bellut
service at tbe Congregational church, and \ Saturday, end ble
pulpit here wu flu*
listened to the fine sermon on "Truth”, by Mr. Newloo, *
!
seminary student frn»
by Rev. E. Bean.
I Bangor.
Tbe boiler in Elmar Flake’s steam staveMra. Jennie Heraoy I* with Mr*.
WliiUn
milt exploded last week, but fortunately !
Gilley for • few weeks, teklng the

Shepherd is visiting her I
daughter, Mrs. Hosea B. Eaton, of Rock-

turned to

Hinckley

on a

home

1*

Member* of

Mrs. Charlotte

burglarized Saturday night.
Mrs. Emma Morgan, who ha* been vis*
itiug her sister, Mrs. McNeil, has re-

!

NEWS

Item,

—

Kebekab

SOUND.

|

Flora

Miss

_

guest of Mrs. John Billings.
Capt. S. Q. Hatcninson went to Stonlngton last Thursday on business.

Mia*

have been

And since that time, together
You lave walked upon life’s way;
TUI passing years have brought you
To your silver wedding day.
To your fireside, you have given us
A welcome warm and free;
To you we bring glad greetings
And to your children three.

FELLOWH

Omnty

—

BOOTH WEST

Boston.

baa gone to

son.

Henry Gilbert and wife, who are living join the
yacnt Athene.
in Lamoine, visited their borne here SunHolman F Day
Miss Edith Moore is teaching school,
Mrs. Samuel T. Lowe has been enterj
day.
Mrs Fannie Parker
i tainiDg her mother and brother from ! which commenced the 17tb.
Plano solo—Grand Ma*ch... II A Wolienhaupt
Allen McFarland, an aged citizen, is
South Hope the past week.
The whistle of the Frank Jones sounded
Mias Nettle Clay
quite ill at tbe borne of bis daughter,
in
our
first
ears
for
the
time
this
A boiler weig&ug about three tons was
year Recitation—The .liner
Mrs. E. A. Hopkins.
Mrs Lula Greene
and*d here April 28 to be u«ed in the on April 23.
Farmers here are buying cows, preparPlano duet—Golden Youtn.Sidney Smith
mining business at Dunham’s Point.
Tracy Eldridge and Herman Bowden, of
.Holman F Day
ing for the milk business, which 1b to be
Orland, and Irving Gross are helping Declamation—Scratchy
Warren Powers
has returned
from
carried on here this summer. The cream
John F Wood
Moore build bis weir.
Portlaud where be went with William
Philip
Song,
will be carried to Bar Harbor by a naphtha
Kenney, who has had an operatic” perMIm Beulah Burnham
Capt. William H. Harding and son
launch daily.
formed on his eye*. The signt of one eye ; Charles went to Isle an Hau* gunning last
The second part of the programme was
H.
May 2.
is partia ly ;e5tored*
week, and killed fifty-two birds.
announced as the first appearance of the
! April 2 j.
E.
MARLBORO.
Chips
May 2.
cream of the colored race, but to all apGeorge Jeliison aud Gleason Bradbury
pearance the five gentlemen who exhibited
LIITLE DEER ISLE.
INDIAN
POINT.
have gone to Clifton for a few days.
their wonderful talents In music, danca
Andrew P. Eat n
riv d home SaturMr. Stover la improving.
ing and joking would have been taken
Miss Florence Greenieaf, of Dorchester,
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Haynes have returned to for old “stagers” in the minstrel business.
Mass., is boarding at Coleman Hodgkins’.
Mrs. Philip Billings is very ill
Those were J-imes Bedel, t'. 8. Snowman,
with Baytide.
B. K. Martin and wife, of Ellsworth,
the measles.
Foret-t Snow, John Webster, and Albion
Miss Ethel L. Walls has employment at
were the guests of George Treadweil and
] Saunders.
William Weed reiurued from a h-hing Bar Harbor.
wife Sunday.
Mrs. Abble Higgins after spending a
Miss Edith Ray, who has been visiting trip Saturday.
BURNHAM OSGOOD.
Mrs. John E. Billing* returned from few days at her old inrae here, returned
Mrs. S. H. Rumick, has gone to Mt. Desert
The home of Mr. and Mrs. A. M. HerNew York Friday.
to Bar Har Harbor where ahe has spent
Ferry to visit relatives there.
rick was the econo of a pretty weddlug
Harland Billing* returned from Ells- tbe winter with her daughter, Mrs. C. II. last Wednesday afternoon when Mrs.
Mrs. Fannie Bowden and ber two chilNorris.
dren have gone to Bayside to spend the worth i**t Thursday.
H.
April 25.
summer w ith her sister, Mrs. Grace FulMiss Lucy Wescott, of Castine, is the
.Itiuutifiur.nus.
lerton.

Hinckley

L. J. O-eoori and Mtaa Emma Osgood are home from Boston where they

were

ODD

I

were

Mrs.

served.

were

performed

Mrs. Osgood have the beat
many friends for a happy and

M. P.

Jonespoit

Dr. Grlndie made some congratulatory
remark*, and Mrs. W. G. Greene read the
followin' poem, which, by request, bad
been written for Ihe occasion by Mrs. M.
E. Mayo.

taken in charge by the Masons. He leaves
two brothers—Clarence and Julian.

j

Morris

Refresh-

L. L. Perkins has returned from

livery stable.
Prospect, where she visited her sister, Mrs.
Claude Thompson, of Medford, Mass., Fred Dockham.
M.
is visiting relatives here.
May 2.
Andrew Knight has gone to Rockport,
SEDGWICK.
where be has employment.
Rubins A Hooper, a former realCapt.
Montaford Haskell went
to
Boston
dent, died in New York city last week.
Monday to join the schooner Susan N.
The body arrived here the 30th and was
Pickering.
law In hie

went to New York last

a

the

for additional
—

with relatives In

A young man, fine of figure.
And tall and brave end strong.
Is travelling to another town,
But the distance is not long;
Not to cross loo many “Bridges”,
Is his care upon the way;
But one of them, although quit* young.
At his request, turned "Gray".

Mrs. Joanna Durgain, of North Sedgwick,
was

and

in

prosperous future.

So long we’ve been reviewing
The scenes of other days.
That, like clairvoyant mysteries,
Distinctly, In the maze
That settled round the distant past,
Before these two wed.
We catch some fleeting rllmpaca
Of how their pathway led.

_

Bridgton, Mass., where
tending school.

Lodge,

Odd Fellows.

handsomely attired

was

Many nice wedding gifts

Mr. and

Mo now from the mystic “Mo me where”.
That safe In Its keeping holds
The past, until at our bidding.
Its record it unfolds.
We summon happy memories,
Making this a joyful lime
To all save one "Rcbckah”
Who struggles with this poor rhyme.

was

for repairs.

here

heroic in battle.

was

j

Capt. Herrick’s schooner, tbe Florence,
was damaged about flOO In tbe storm of
last week by going ashore on Buckle

tranquil

and

last week.

summer.

She afterwards married

repose be

came

the

present.

were

Hev. E. Bean

wishes of

If memory never existed,
And though\could ne’er turn back.
What a multitude of pleasures
Our human lives would lack.
We e’en.w iald take the shadows
That sometimes cloud the past
Rather than miss the brightness
Old scenes on our way have cast.

with M.

Mouler will go back to hla boms in
and return later for tbe

Mr.

also

sea

la

days.

Pennsylvania,

Adieu, brave
soldier, adieu!” was the last farewell of
every soul as the hearse slowly moved him
away from his home forever.
SPEC.
May 2.
as

peason’s

WEST TRENTON.

lost at

Rockland,

of

few

Prof. Mouler and family

(laughter—Hattie, and
one son—Lewis.
He waa buried beside his
wife in the cemetery near Mr. Pyle’s, in
Marlavllle.

May

are

primary

Rev. W. T. Chapman preached his
first termon here last Suncay.

George Springer

was

a

bride

ceremony.
received.

present enjoyment*,
If the past were dead and sealed:
Behind u« only oblivion.
And Ihe future urreveafed.
While only the fleeting momenta
We could grasp as they hurry on,
And gather naught from thrlr flitting
To treasure when they gre gone.

Lawn

Sunday. They

number of relatives

white silk.

WRDDINO.

Rebeksb

from

Ob, what

The

Alfred leaves one

Mrs. Carrie

business.

who

two later.

Mrs. Levi Knight was called to West
Stonington Tuesday by the illness of ber

having

J. Stinson for

Charles Butler.

Mrs. A. A.

Tilden Bowden is

Alfred

Carabridgeport, Mass.,

married to

Neva

ISLAND.

SWAN’S

in July, 1856, and died April 3,1876. His
mother’s maiden name was Gooeins; in
December, 1829, she was married\o Jereyear

J. H. Adams, of Dorchester, Mass., was
the guest of D. W. Torrey last Saturday
and Sunday.

W.,

beth

!

8.

Capt. Thomas,

His father, Charles Butler, died at East
brook. May 25, 1851. His mother, Eliza-

REACH.

Carter and son, F. A. Carter,
of South Hope, visited Mrs. Myrtle Lowe
this week.

of

friends here

Miss

April 25.

him.

vfves

on

and

the teachers of tbe grammar and
scbooln at Mintum.

his

W. P. Lowe, of Deer Isle, was tbe guest
Of bis parents Capt. and Mrs. W. P. Lowe.
Mrs. Myrtle Robbins and two little sons
visited ber mother at Stonington tbe past
week.

summer

called

ment*

to

be

Bosworth

Miss

youngest brother, Charles Tyler, died
the West, some years ago.
He also lost two sisters a few years since.
misun- [
at the | One sister, Linda, who married George

home.

April

Mrs.
Boston

lost another brother, Orrin A., Oct. 28,
1862, in Co. G, 8ih Maine volunteers, ana

here to

derstanding no fires were built
church, and there was no service.
Mrs. Fannie Spurling, of Boothbay has
returned to remain with her father, William P. Preble, for the season, and Mrs
Itucinda Feruaid has gone hack to her
own

battle.

Mountain
chair

WInterport, will soon
in Fred Joyce’s house.
will leave soon for
Edna Joyce
and vicinity to visit friends.

Hawkes,

settled

comrade, Samuel
from the field of

mortally wouuded Mr. Bragdon, and he
day.
George L. Butler, his brother, of the
same company, died on May 20. 1864, from
in

vice,

of

a

received: among others a silver sergold-lined, from the member* of

were

Sunday.

Vera Trask ha- gone to Clott'a Island
work for Mrs. Philip Moore.

ditd the next

wounds received

tbe

received

were

Vondel Stanley,
Harbor,
la painting the bouse of William D. Stanto
bring
ley, who has gone to Boothbay
home his new yacht.
John B. Steele, jr., has come from Bar
Harbor, and is getting his house in order.
Madam Steele has been in Philadelphia
since last September.
of Southwest

church

In

Seth Stockbrldge and wife spent Saturday and Sunday in Stontngton.

b-tttle, and th^ same ball that wounded
Ylr. Butler in the right arm and left hand

relatives and friends here.

SILVER

scarce.

Emery preached

pop*

COUNTY

married to Ernest

was

Mr. and Mra. Arthur W. Gray oelebraifd their *llver wedding last Friday
About seventy-five
evening, April 29.
and
welcomed
gueat* were cordially
entertained.
Many handsome present*

in session.

Rev. Clarence

In the battle of

wounds

e

are

Fishermen report lobsters very

other

BLUKHILL.

C.

30.

see

The

ATLANTIC.

four

the sick list.

Mr.

as

April

Deep Bottom, Va.t on Aug. 14,1864, he lost
his right leg and r*ceived a severe wound
moved
yesterday in the right arm between the hand and
Augustas Spofford
Fish
Point.
to
from Baker’s Island
elbow, and lost the middle finger at the
hand jo>nt of the left hand; he was one of
Some of the fishing boats have been
doing a good business during the past ten the most seriously Injured soldiers of eastern Maine who came out of the war alive,
day-.
e exception of Eben Smith, who
The ladies' aid will meet with Mrs. May with t1
lost a leg at the hip joint.
F. Stanley by invitation next Wednesday
on

glad to see this business
U gives employment to a large

iV«wi

County

additional

for

born at

four

years,

350 bushels of

Miss Beulah Burnham,
L. Osgood.
Quite

Herrick’s niece.

COUNTY NEWS.

responded,

bands

on over

are

Ea*tbrook,
Dec. 25 1844, and died April 29, 1904
aged

CRANBERRY ISLES.

Mrs. Alta Bunker is

All

work

number

MKMOKIAM.

Alfred C. Butler

CXMJNTY NEWS,
*ee other

pagtt

WALTHAM.

of The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record*s summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed

Arem

*ee other

went to

here

tion

I.

Otmntjf Aetra,

Additional

•nr

morning about forty
and

to learn

of
of

Dodge,
at

of

Ellsworth,

loaded

with staves

Herrick's wharf for Kondout last week.

Capt. H. C. Y’ohng, of the BCbooner
Franconia, catne home l'uenday after an
absence of over live months. His vessel
was loaded In
Bangor late last fall with
lumber for Greenwich, L. 1., but being
detained on the passage out, he encountered ice at t wo or three porta, and finally
spent most of the winter in the ice at
City* Island, being unable to enter the
harbor at Greenwich. The Franconia is
now at Franklin, and will load with paving for New York.
May

2.

G.

LAMOINE.
Lee and Clarence Smith are employed at
Bar Harbor.
They spent Sunday at
home.

Mr. B tnfll
Alton Tripp, wife and son will leave
placed on pie-plates, this week to be absent for the summer.
of which the jnice is
In
by
Mrs. Tripp will stay with her parents.
Some pay more, some the pie while cooking, and it also kept
shapes Rev. W. H. Rice and wife, at Levant, and
the crast. He is now in business at Ip- Mr. Tripp will be employed somewhere
some
get nothing for swich,
and has associated with him a
out of town.
You
H.
get your cousin, Perry Sprague, son of Capt. C. W. May 2.
money.

money’s

valuable

ma-

invented

a

as

an

inventor.

rim to tie

means

worth when you

buy

Scott's Emulsion.
We will send

success

you

a

little

Mr. Bamfll is a
Sprague, of Kockland.
grandson of J. W. Ober and wife, and has
often visited here during the summer

season.

April 30.

j).

free.
Bright Boy—I’m
SCOTT & BOWNE, Chemists,
409 Pearl Street,
50c. and

$1.00;

ain’t -i pa?

Fond

a

chip

of

ths old block,

Parent—Yes,

my

son.

NORTH LAMOINE.
Coleman Hagan spent last week In Boston with relatives.

Capt.
days In

A. B.

Holt and wife spent several

town last week.

Mrs. Edith Beane returned last week »•
Portland where she la employed.

Bright Boy—An’ yon’re the head of the
The school at Partridge Cove begtaa
New York. family, ain’t you, pa? Fond Parent—Yes, this morning. Miss Clara Hodgkins is
my son.
Bright Boy—Then you’re a teaching In this
precinct.
all druggists.
T.
May 2.
I blockhead, ain’t you, pe?

*

out.
A minute's hard work with the
KITTERY TO CARIBOU.
crowbar and the rail lifter;,
"ott to
gw additional County Ne wt, tee other paget
this sl-Ic a bit, boys.
That's right One Week’s Winnowing* of New s
Oh. ohr
Novelty and Nonsense.
SULLIVAN.
Three snits of flame from a lmsh of
John T, Berry, a retired bank president
Miss Helen M. Bmltb, of tbe Bar Harbor
spruce
thirty fort away
"Crack! and railroad owner,of Rockland. died last
Crack! Crack!" Timothy Killian threw j Thursday agdd eighty-six years
He had Record. dedicated her “aun parlor” and
up his arms, collapsed and rolled over, served «g president of the Knox A Lincoln htr renovated dining-room on Thuraday
clutching the gravel. Grayle clapped railroad ten years, of the Lunerock laafc, by entertaining about sixteen of hr r
national bank twenty-six years, of the lady friends in tbe afternoon, and with
a hand to his shoulder, then dashed
Into the undergrowth nfter his com- * Rockland savings hank nine years, and them several gentlemen In the evening.
i tiad been a director for many years of the Refreshments were served, and all agreed
panion.
A woman came cautiously forward, i Camden A Rockland Water Co., the Lime* that a “sun parlor” was a great addition
peered stand and fell upon her knees ! rock railroad, and other large corpora- to a home, even on a cloudy day.
In the ditch. Then she screamed, and ; tions. He had been associated with h*a
Mrs. A'-a D. White and daughter, Mrs.
again the revolver echoed among the I brother, the late Mnj>r Gen. Hiram G. Corr, arrived Sunday afternoon, and have
hills. From the station only a quarter Berry, In shipbuilding and real estate, opened their house on the Franklin road.
of a mile away men came running j Mr. Berry was one of the founders of the
Miss Clara Preble was called to Lynn
I Knox A Lincoln stage route between
with lanterns and cries.
last week by I he sudden death of her sisBath
and
Rockland
which
suspended
Maxey, the section foreman, was In
ter, Mrs. Osborn. She will remain tbeie
He
the van.
Now In the center of the when the railroad was completed.
for tbe present.
was a lifelong resident of
Rockland
and
truck stood a shouting figure.
"Go
Mrs, C. A. Stimson whs called from Kanfor
was
the
Individual
many years
back!
largest
Go back!
Stop the express!
sas City to
Pittsburg, Pa., last week, by
taxpayer.
Stop It. I say!"
the illness of her stater, Mrs. West, who
"It's Rose Copley, hoys!” cried MnxAn unsuccessful attempt was made,
is now recovering from pneumonia. She
ey.
"Something's' wrong. Run; for early last Thursday to rob the Ocean na- will remain
^
there for the present.
heaven’s take, ruu! That's her whis- tional bank at Kennebunkport, the burMrs. W. O. Emery leaves this week for
tle now.”
glars trying two explosions before taking
The roar of the heavy passenger train flight. The damage was confined to the a visit to her father in Newton; thence
will
go to
sobered to a rumble, then to a panting vault door. The savings bank vault is in she
Pittsfield, whore she
will remain for several weeks. Mrs. A. S.
stop not fifty feet from the excited ibe same building. Residents were awakwill
accompany her to Massagroup.
Through the sleepers spread ened about 2 30, by a loud explosion, Cummings
and from there will sail on the
the ominous rumor.
People poured quickly f flowed by a second report. chusetts,
Mediout.
T »ose who ventured out found one mnn steamer Romanic May 4 for
“A doctor? Yes. two of them! Well, working inside the bank and another terranean port8 and from there will go
|
to
Switzerland, France, Holland, Belgium,
hurry up!” There was work for both. watching in front of it. At that time
"Who was the girl? Was that her they had succeeded in wrecking the vault England and Scotland. The party conof six ladies, one of whom is Mrs.
sists
husband?
What was the story any- door, but further efforts were abandoned
C. Emery, of Newton.
when the cracksmen found
way?”
they had Ralph
Capt. Bennis and family have returned
Expressions of horror, wrath and ad- awakened the village. They withdrew in
from their winter in Cambridge.
miration; a fat man busy with a hat; haste and escaped unmolested.
a short speech mingled with sounds of
Miss Helen Bartlett, of Newton, came to
George Wise, of Lewiston, employed as
hammering; “All aboard!" a scramble, a
the summer with her sister, Mrs.
wood cutter, ran onto a saw while work- Mpend
and the great coaches swung slowly
In a lumber mill at Biglow Wednes- W.O. Emery.
ing
on In the glory of the summer night
Several members of tho Episcopal choir
day, and met with a horrible death. His
uml crossed the gap.
was cut lu two.
He was twenty fcroro Bar Harbor spent Sunday in town,
Copley’s first word wns for the train. body
and sang several pieces at the Church of
He fell back, thanking God. Then he years old.
Our Father in the afternoon.
The Maine i)tughters of the American
groped for the hand that had saved.
j
The harbor here is looking tine in its
"He wants to speak to you, Mr. Max- Revolution who were in Washington last
freedom from ice and with its fleet of vesey.” sobbed Rose, gheddiug her first week, attending their Continental Consels waiting for granite freights. Two
tears.
gress, discussed anew the propriety of
The rough railroad man bent down, Maine furnishing another statue of some- have already loaded and gone from tbe
his own eyes streaming. “What is it, one of her distinguished sons for the new wharf here.
The Dunbar cottage on the Franklin
my hoy?”
statuary hall at the Capitol. As Is gener“Can’t—you—take—me—hack? I nev- ally known, each state is allowed to place road is undergoing repairs and improveer touched—the tools.
Tim said you"— there two statues of men distinguished ments. The work is being done by Edgar
"Take you hack! Never thought of in public life. Maine, thus far, has only Kief, of Hancock.
R.
May 2.
letting you go! Why. you're my best one atatue, that of Cov. William King.
Had company; that’s all. Several of the Maine Daughters were at
man. Hud.
CENTER.
You’re quit of it now.”
the National Capitol last week and noted
Will Butler it* driving a market team to
He turned, shaking a savage fist at the lack of Maine’s representation in
Baf Harbor.
the limp form on the hand car.
"Bet- that galaxy. They broached the subject
Mrs. Viola Phippen and
little son
ter for him, I guess, if Rose’s bullet lit their
meeting and several names were
are visiting Mrs. E. K. Ober.
hud struck an Inch lower.”
of a statue of Ralph
discussed. The

COUNTY NEWS.
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“You've something new ou your
mind. Bud; I know It.”
Hose Copley's clinging fingers held
“Killian will do
her husband fast.
you nothing but harm, Bud. Why do
The moonlight
you go with him?”
glinting through the poplar leaves
sparkled on gathering tears,
i
“Pshaw,
ltosie, Timx all right.
We've long worked on the section together. I must see him tonight and
lint! out if Maxey will take us on
agriin. That's his whistle now.”
He shook her off Impatiently and
strode off, turning his head to call: “(Jo
I'll soon bo
In and tend to baby.

back.”
The woman sighed, wiped her eyes
ami stepped up tin* path to the small
She glanced at the
brown cottage.
child siumix*ring peacefully in his crib,
moved about uneasily a ml again stood
at the door, her black eyes straining
Into the darkness.
“I cannot settle down,” she mused.
“Poor old Bud! He never touched the
tools, and it’s tw’o weeks since they
laid him off. Dear me! I wish 1 could
Two nights runforget that dream.
The roar and
ning Pve dreamed it.
tremble and crash and screams.
I
can’t remember the place ami faces,
bur they .were familiar at the time.
Pshaw! I’m upset and nervous n!>out
things, and the 11 o’clock tearing
through was the cause. I guess.”
With her easy, good nattired husband
and the baby. Rose thought herself a
lucky woman. Only recently Bud had
been irritable at times. The mystery
of the missing tools was yet to l»e
cleared up. A wrench had lieen found
In Killian's room, and Bud was with
hitn at the tool house tin* night before.
“Pve no business to bother him,” she

thought repentantly.
Nervously she waited while the minutes crept along, then with sudden
decision picked up her gray shawl and
stepped to the crib in tbe corner. “Baby
will sleep.
I’ve simply got to get him
“It's nearly
home,” she whispered.
half

so?
tel.
8he
the

past 10. What does all me to feel
There’s his revolver on the manYes; I’ll take it Just for company.”
locked the door aud glided down
road.

propriety

Mere f uriosity.
A well known Judge, who Is as famous for his wit ns for his corpulency,
was much disturbed In
mind by his

*******

tendency

"Hnllo. Bud!”
“Hullo. Tim! Who are your friends?”
"A couple of new men. Mr. Luts—
Mr. Copley.
Mr. Copley—Mr. (Jrayle.

companions.
•“The crowbar, Mike.
Grayle. yoti
help him."
Copley, examining the
nearby rails, did not heed- Killian's
voice so full of import. On his knees,
he looked up.
"Nothing spread here,
boys, that I see.”
The
faces.

others came close with hard
"There will be,” spoke Killian
grimly. "You’re In on this, Bud. No
We'll get even and more
fooling!
pickings than would come to us in
No one will suspect
years of slaving.
We chaps will he miles away by
you.
You can take your time.
morning.
Anyway, you're In on it.”
But the t'ther was regarding him In
horror
Tor God's sake, Tim!" he
gasped. “You're fooling! No? You
dirty devil, let me up! Help! Help!
A-a-h”—
“Hit him again, Grayle! There, that
settles the fool!
1 thought he had
more sand.
Why did I bring him?
Thought he might take hold, and I
wanted bis mouth shut. If he didn't
What a yell be let out
Lie low for
awhile. There Is time enough.”
He kicked the senseless form, and
the three worthies secreted themselves
behind a bowlder. Killian whispered;
“Wait ten minutes; then well do the
trick—lay him where he'll get hit, sad
folks ’ll think be done It
See?*'
A
pause, then another whisper—“He pat
the woman 1 wanted, blast hlssf*
Ur. Grayle nmjged Ur. Luts.
About a quarter of 11 the mea Mate

to

ever

Increasing

stoutness.

He tried many remedies, hut without
any

success.

At

length

a

friend sug-

gested that be should take a course of
treatment at certain hot springs.
He immediately set out for the place,
sojourned for a few weeks at It, managed to get rid of a good deal of Ills
superfluous flesh and returned home In
a
most happy and Jocular frame of
mind.
On the first morning after his return,
when he was wending his way to the
courthouse, he came to the butcher's
shop where his fnmlly were supplied
with meat. Marching inside, he said:
“Cut me off twenty pounds of pork.”
The butcher sharpened his knife nnd
at once complied. The Judge looked at
the meat for a minute or two and then
walked off.
“Shall 1 send the pork to your
bouse''" Inquired the butcher, who felt
that the judge hAl overlooked instructions.
“Oh, no,” was the reply, given with
a smile; “I don’t want it. I have fallen
off Just twenty pounds, and I only
wanted to have an idea of how much
it was."—-St. Louis Republic.

My pal. boys.”
The men shook bunds in tbe shade of
the great elm.
“Section work?” Interrogated Bud.
“Yes. Maxey's put us oil. Tim, here,
1 kuowed well In tbe Albany yards.
Cagie on. Mike. 1 guess we can liud
me place.” The strangers sbifted back
from tbe moonlight
"What's up?” asked Copley.
Killian answered him: "Kail spread
Let’s go down
this side of the gap.
and show them.
We’ve nothing on
hand, and it's a dark spot for green
men.
The boss said he’s sent the tools
on
a
hand car, and they're in tbe
ditch.
It’s only a few minutes’ Job.
Come.” He put Ills baud on Bud’s arm.
Vpon the track Killian dropped behind with Copley.
"Bud,” he growled, “we’re dished!”
“What!” The other halted.
Your
“Fact!
I’ve got my notice.
turn tomorrow.”
"It’s an Infernal outrage.” cursed
Copley angrily. "In all the years I've
worked they never hud a complaint
What ’ll 1 do? I'm married and settled
here. 1 can’t move.”
Klllaln begun to swear. “The d-d
I'd like to see 'em in
carp- ration.
•rouble."
topiey mumisy Jove, i noma.
bled along despairingly.
The moon in sudden brilliance glittered upon the sliiuing rails, curving
Ahead and
leto the ravine beyond.
seventy feet below the river brawled
against the abutments of the bridge.
“Good!” mattered Killian. “We ll get
even, eh?”
Bud did not reply.
Ills brain was
whirling. "Bone—the baby—the happy
little home.” He staggered on.
The track curved sharply Just this
There wail A their
side of the gap.

Hamlin

Hannibal

Greatest World

1

Power.

An idea Is the greatest power in the
world.
Ideas have moved armies,
made nations and created civilizations.
Just as strrely ideas tangibly affect our
immediate material surroundings. The
recognition of this truth is destined to
revolutionize philosophies within the
next few generations. Its farreachlng
results will constitute the revelation of
the twentieth century, says Vim.
One in Bethlehem of Judsrii enunciated the truth many years ago when
he taught what faith would accomplish. We of succeeding centuries reiterated the divine message ns the

platitude, utterly failing to comprehend its greater meaning. Now we
find ourselves on the verge of an awakening to the true significance of
thought forte.
This much we already know—that it
is a mystery hovering on the Itoriler
merest

and the
spiritual, to he approached with the
reverent investigation which the inspired man of science always brings
to bear on the wonders of the universe.
land

between

Gallant

the material

Victor

Hutto.

During the latter years of his long
life Victor Hugo was very fond of surveying mankind from the vantage
ground of the top of an omnibus. He

used to make long excursions through
the gay city perched on the top of the
homely bus, which he seemed to prefer to any other vehicle. An amusing
and characteristic anecdote of the
great poet, who was most courteous
and attentive to the lovely sex, is related by a review. One fine day, as be
was enjoying a ride under these condi-

tions. a fascinating young woman
climbed up to the summit of the trum
ear on which he was seated and steered
her way toward the only vacant place,
which happened to he the one next to
him. She was about to take possession
of it when a sudden Jolt sent her instead into Victor Hugo’s lap. As soon
as she bad recovered herself the pretty
girl turned to the poet and, her fair
cheeks sufTused with crimson, said, “I
beg your pardon, monsieur." "And I,”
Be replied gallantly, "thank you, mademoiselle."

though,

vice president,

former

as a

mentioned,

was

of bitn is entitled to

a

place in

one

bust

a

W. J.

al-

of the

The names of SenaFessenden, Speaker Reed, RepresentaDiugley and others were also mentioned
by the daughters last week in that connection and they propose to talk the
matt.r over further when they get back
with
the
to
Maine. It rests entirely
legislature to select the man to be thus

ished

honored and to
for

propriation

make the necessary
the moulding of

with

a

Mn*. Ina

Higgins

apthe

of

assortment

ordered

man

seeds,

ranging from the
.minute pansy

lima-bean to the

common

When he received the
fj«-rm.
ment every package was broken
s'

etls

varied

a

were

consignand the

indiscriminately and hopelessly
couldn’t spare the time to

He

m'xed.

separate them, even if It
hut he has planted them!

were

possible—

When hts gar

gets into full bloom it will afford the
of
being
fearfully and

den

appearance

The timid violet will

wonderfully made.

its bead beside a squash, and the
fragrant honeysuckle will climb acorn

'ear

stalk.

Frank 51. SU-»w died at Newport Saturday morning. The deceased ha-i filled the

position

of town

c

erk

of that town

for

past tew years and was also recorder
of the local municipal court. He had althe

ways been very prominent in local affairs
nd also in several secret societies. In

m

1849, Mr. Shaw
Maine

who

men

one

was

the many
California in

of

to

went

gold, and while there made

search of

con-

money which he invested in
estate on his return. He was at tbe

siderable
real

of t be

largest real
part of Penobscot
county. During the past tew months be
had been busy preparing a history of the
town which be was doing in accordance
lime of bis death
owners

with

vote taken at tbe last town

a

in

one

estate

that

meet-

During his life he has done more or
less work for different Maine newspapers,
doing work chiefly along historical lines.
ing.

Reflections of
A

Bachelor.

a

person is pretty smart not to think he

is smarter than be is.
It’s

just

furnace
in tbe

the

waut

irony of fate to have the
to draw

like

a

whirlwind

Coughs and colds, down lo the very borderconsumption, yield to the soothing,
haling Influences of Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine
Advt.
8yrup

From the way a woman acts when she
goes out in a new spring hat you’d think
Bhe was scorching in a big red automobile.

It Is no use to save mouey by stopping
drinking because of what you have to
give your wife, who believes you save ten
times as much that way as you do.
Pointed Paragraphs.
As silk
the

is

now

made

from wood

indications are that the poor silkwill be forced to bunt another job.

worm

There
comes

“consumption

they all fall down when it
to curing the consumption of beer

cures”,
and

are

numerous

but

whisky.

If all women were blind they would
fewer wrlnklee, or they would cease
to worry about the fine clothes other
have

women

Notices.

LtPON

wear.

Toothache U readily cured by wetting a piece
of cotton with Brown's laslaat Belief and Inserting U in the cavity.

a

“Cyco” Hearing BUSSELL,

ttie finest carpet sweeper made
It will brighten and preserve your
carpets and make sweeping a pleasure
instead of a drudgery. It will outlast

forty brooms.
Note our prices:

“American Queen,”

$3.50
$3.25
$3.00

“ideal,”
“Grand Rapids,” Nickel,
“

“

\

d

$2.50

Japan,

A. M.

Hopkins

ELLSWORTH

1887-1904.

Ti FIRST NATIONAL BANK
of
~l—— I.

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

^

.1.

ANDREW P. WISWELL, President
ARNO W. KING,
Vice-President

Capital,
$50,000.00

I

HENRY W. CUSHMAN,

Surplus,

IIvMOWE

INVITE

THE ACCOUNTS

Deposit

Vaults,
$4 to 20 per
Unnum.

Eugene Hale,
L. A. Emery,
A. W. King,
J. A. Peters,
E. H. Greely.

Deposits,
$630,000.00

Safe

Cashier

■

Directors:
A. P. Wiswell,

$45,000.

OF

Savings Dept.
Next quarter
begins July I.

CORPORATIONS,

I
I

FIRMS

INDIVIDUALS.

means.

1904.

No. 3, North Division,
No. 4, North Division.
Strip N. of No. 3, North Division,
Strip N. of No. 4, North Division,
No. 7. South Division, S. Part,
No. 7, South Division, N. Part,
No. 8, South Division.
No. 9, South Division,
No. 10,
No. 16, Middle Division,
No. 21, Middle Division,
No. 22, Midnle Division.
No. 28, Middle Division,
No. 32, Middle Division,
No. :J3, Middle Division,
No. 34, Middle Division,
No. 35, Middle Division,
No. 39, Middle Division,
No. 39, Middle Division, Tannery Lot,
No. 40. Middle Division,
No. It, Middle Division,
Butter

Island,

Eagle Island,
Spruce Head and Bear Island,
Beach Island,
Hog Island,
Bradbury’s Island,
Pond near Litt e Deer Island,
Western Island,
Little Spruce Island,
M
shafi’s Island,

61
60 61

21 57
21 57
18
28
15
7

18
98 |
84
92
37 84
24 24
24 24
36 87
60 61
54 55
48 49

23
00
61

85
08

50
JO

3 63

TlMBEft AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.
No. 3, North Division,
#2 11
19
No. 7. South Division,
1 06
N .10,
53
No. 16, Middle Division,
1 06
No. 22, Middle Division,
211
No. 28, Middle Division,
'■o. 32, Middle Division,
1 85
2 64
No. 34, Middle Division,
166
No. 35, Middle Division,
1 32
N
39, Middle Division,
2 11
No. I*. Middle Division,
3 16
No 41, Middle Division,
Oramandal Smith,
State Treasurer.
gives notice that
duly appointed adminisof the estate of Henry C. Woo'1,
the
of
late
of
in
county
Surry,
Haucock, deceased, and given bonds as the
directs.
All persons having delaw
mands against the estate of said deceased
ure desired to present the same for settlement. and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment immediately.
Mart E. Wood.
April 5,1901.

subscriber-hereby
rpHE
she has been
1
tratrix

hereby gives notice that
duly appointed adminisestate of Aphia E. Dew,
late of Surry, in the couniy of Hancock,
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCharles M. Coulter.
mediately.
April 5, 1904.

rpHEhesubscriber
has been
of

the

rpHEhesubscriber
has been
L

hereby gives notice that

duly appointed

executor

last will and testament of Mary D.
Henry, late of Brooksville. in the county of
Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
All persons having demands
law directs.
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make
of

the

notice that

subscriber

hereby gives
THEhe has been duly
appointed executor of
of Barah L. Tucker,
the last wili
and testament

of Cranberry Isles, in the county of
Hancock, deceased, no bonds being required
by the terms of said will. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
late

oesired to present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested
to make payment Immediately.
Edward P. Tuckrb.
April 5, 1904.

Success.

style will be done as usual at moderate
We set about all the tires in town now.

L.

S.
SOUT H

Hcgal Kotlas*

HANCOCK COUNTY WILD LANDS.

STo. 3, North Division,
$151 53
So. 4, North Div sion.
151 53
53 93
Strip N. of No. 3, N. Division,
53 93
Strip N. of No. 4. N. Division,
So. 7, South Div. N. part,
59 95
So. 7. South Div. S. part,
45 46
So. 8, South Division,
39 60
So. 9. South Division,
19 80
So. 10,
94 61
So. 16, Middle Division,
60 61
So. 21. Middle Division, Moose Hill,
60 61
So. 22, Middle Division,
90 92
So. 28, Mia die Divisiou,
151 52
So. 32, Middle Division,
136 37
So. 33, Middle Division, Great Pond,
121 22
No. 34, Middle Division,
18183
No. 35, Middle Division,
75 76
No. 39, Middle Division, part of
105 58
No. 39, Middle Division, “Black Tract,
27 50
Tannery Lot”
No. 40, Middle Division,
151 52
No. 41, Middle Division,
212 14
Butter Island,
7 70
13 7A
Lagle Island,
2 75
Spruce Head & Bear Island,
1 66
Beach Island,
4 40
Hog Island,
3 30
Bradbury’s Island,
Pond near Little Deer Isle,
55
55
Western Island,
69
Little Spruce Island,
Marshall's Island.
13 75
9 07
Pickering’s Island,
TIMBER AND GRASS ON RESERVED LANDS.

North
South

Division,
Division,

$528
48

2 64
Middle Division,
1 32
2 64
Middle Division,
5 28
Middle Division,
Middle Division,
4 62
Middle Division,
6 60
Middle Division,
2 64
Middle Division,
3 30
Middle Division,
5 28
Middle Division,
7 92
Oramandal Smith,
State Treasurer.
subscriber

gives notice that

hereby
she has been duly appointed executrix of
THE
the last will and testament and codicil thereto
William H. Wing, late of Casiine, in the
county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds being
required by the term* of said will. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
of

deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Maria E. Wing.
April 5, 1904.

Executrix.

payment immediately.
April 5.1904.

Barab J. Clossom.

subscriber

hereby
she has been duly appointed administraTHE
trix of the estate of Sherman B.
late
gives

notice that

Downing,

Sorrento, in the connty of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
▲11 persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imLuckuhtia E. Downing.
mediately.
April 6. 1904.
of

SHERIFF’S SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock 88.:
this twenty-seventh day of April,
A.
upon an execution which issued on a
judgment recovered a- the term of the Supreme Judicial Court held at Ellsworth,
within and for said County of Hancock and
State of Maine, on the second Tuesday of
April, A. D. 1904, which said judgment bears
late April 23, A. D. 1904, and wherein Henry
M. Hall of said Ellsworth as administrator
ie bonis non of the goods and estate of George
A. Young, late of Brooklyn, Kings
County,
State of New York, which were not administered by Charles H. Drummey, late of said
Ellsworth, administrator of said goods and
estate, now deceased, is creditor, and which
execution in favor of said Henry M. Hall in
his said capacity, and against Frederick J.
Alley of said Ellsworth, for the sum of Five
Hundred and Ninety Dollars, debt or damage,
and Eighty-seven and 14-100 Dollars, costs of
suit, runs against the goods and estate of said
Frederick J. A ley, the following reai estate
as the property of said Frederick J. Alley, to
wit:
A certain lot or parcel of laud situated upon
Bartlett’s Island, so-called, i» the town of
Mt. Desert, in said County of Hancock, more
particularly bound'd and described as follows. to wit:
Beginning on the western side of said Bartlett's Island, at low water mark in the southerly line of lot No. Seven (formerly of Abram
Bartlett) according to the so-called Peters
plan (or Bingham Estate Plan) of said Bartlett’s Island; thence about south forty degrees east, but following the said southerly
line of said lot No. Seven, two hundred and
forty-five rods more or less to the westerly
line of lot No. Nine according to said plan;
thence about south fifty-five degrees west, but
following said westerly line of said lot No.
Nine, to the northwest corner of lot No.
Twelve, according to said plan: thence southeasterly, but following the northerly line of
said lot No. Twelve, to the northernmost corner
of lot No. Thirteen, according to said plan;
thence southwesterly, but following the westerly line of said lot No. Thirteen (it being
also the southeasterly line of said lot No.
Twelve) to the shore at low water mark;
thence by the line of low water mark in Its
various turnings ami windings, to the place
of beginning, containing Four Hundred and
Twenty Acres, more or less, and I shall, to
satisfy said execution and incidental charges,
sell said real estate taken upon execution as
aforesaid, and all the right, title and interest
which the said Frederick J. Alley has in and
to the same, at public auction sale, at the
office of Hale & Hamlin in said Ellsworth, on
Saturday, the 2rith day of May. A. D. 1904, at
eleven o’clock in the forenoon.
D. L. Field,
April 27, A. D. 1904.
Deputy Sheriff.

rpAKEN
j

subscriberhere by gives notice that she
has been duly appointed administratrix of
the estate of Joseph Henry Hutchinson, late
of Swan’s Island, m the eoantv of Hanconk,
deceased, and given bonds as the law dire«.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indeb&d
thereto are requested to make payment *BiSahas B. Hutchinson.
mediately,

THE

April

American:

19*4.

The merchant who does not
a

The

a

legal ITotices.

tTPON

3.
7,
10,
16.
22.
28,
No. 32,
No. 34,
No. 35,
No. 39,
No. 40,
No. 41,

prices. Tire-Setting

ELLSWO RTH

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer's Ofpice,
)
Augusta, April 18, 1904. \
the following townships or tracts of
J land not liable to r>e taxed in any town,
he following assessments for the State tax of
904, were made by the legislature on the 28th
I lay of March, 1903.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Painting

LORD,

STREET,

are

subscriber hereby gives notice that
rpHE
she has been duly appointed executrix
A
of the last will and testament of Bailey R.
t losson, late
of 8edgwick, in the county
of Hancock, deceased, and given bonds as the
law directs.
All persons having demands
against the estate of said deceased are desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make

and

in first-class

72 73
32

30
42
11
60
84
3
5
1

66
1 76
1 32
22
22
28
5 50

Pickering’s Island,

Jobbing, Repairs

#60

payment immediately.
Charles H. Perkins.
April 5,1904.

pulp

by using

corn

I have decided to close out my entire stock consisting of many new and
second-hand Carriages, very desirable styles. Low-down Delivery Wagons,
two-seat Democrats, Surreys, Road Wagons, l’unts, Concord Wagons. Several
repaired jobs will be sold for cost of repair for whom it may concern.
Don’t have your old carriage repaired until you come and see good ones
offered for less than the cost of repairs.
I shall reduce prices lower than ever offered before.
It is worth your while to see if I have what you need, and how much this

STATE OF MAINE.
Treasurer’s Office,
Augusta, April 18, 1904. t
the following townships or tracts of
land not liable to be taxed in any town
th«- following assessments for county tax of
1904, were made by the county commissioners
of Hancock county on the 22d day of March,

trator

not only how to
Tbe
keep those you want, but to get rid of
those you don’t waut.

that back-breaking
broom to sweep their
carpets, we say, avoid this uselef s
waste of energy and unnecessary dust

dust-raising

CLOSINGOUT SALE!

land of

L

warming weather.
servant problem is

using

who are

■»

from

~_

Ecgal

recently been issued to the

Tbomaston

returned

—

Inventors:
H.
W.
fo'lo » log Maine
Chamberlain, Brunswick, for an electro*
rnaguet; K. F. Smith, Newtield, handle.
A

has

Southwest Harbor, where she has been
earing for her sister, Mrs. J. S. Harmon,
who hsH been very ill with appendicitis.
H.
May 2

statue.
Patents have

having his house finview to taking summer
is

ITo All WearyHousewives I

boarders.

niches of the senate.
tor

Harper

aubertf»tmnu*.

dull

season

makes it

more

\ those who do advertise.

advertise

m

profitable for

COUNTY NEWS.
County1 Xews

For tddiiional

WESI

tee

other pnqes

GOULDSBORO.

Frank G. Stevens moved to B*r Harbor

Monday.
Dr. F. L. Wood is in Boston for
weeks’ vacation.

fow

a

Kate Peters, r.f Prospect Harbor,
visiting Mrs. Olive Jones.
Mrs. L ulf-e Ames, of Ma achu*ett«, is
Mrs.

to

F. P. Noyes’ for

at

few week*.

a

Schoo' commenced

April

taught by

25.

Miss Olive Cushman, of Steuben.
Miss L one O cult, of East Sul ivao.
Saturday and Sunday with her
cousin, Mildred Noye
F. T. Wood and t'. H. Wood, of B*r
C
H.
Harbor, were in town Sunday.
Wood went to Gould*boro Poin to join
Mrs. Wood, who ha* been v>*. ing her
parent*, Mr. and Mrs. Joun Shaw.
spent

May

1*

2

GOU LDSBORO.
Dallas A*h who ha b«en visit-ng hi*
brother Andy in Bangor, is home.
Cushman grange celebr*t d the th-rd
anniversary of its organisation Apr 1 26.
A large number of \.i>ior« und menu be.*
was pre-ei.t.
Mrs. A. S.

Rolf

•.

wb

h

>

been

»s

U

winter, is imp oving, which is glad
to her many friend*, who *re
eee “Aunt Jane” out agdu.

nil

new

anxious

t-

Mrs. Flora Sowle celebrated her

first birthday Ap il ‘28.
her friends met with h
very enj
served at

ing

n nety
twenty ol
and all spent a

A >out
r

»y-*ble
Sup
5, and the guest** departed
aftern

on.

many

hippy

Mrs. Sowle

tier

wa
>

w

of

returns

day.
May 2.

the

Jen.
PRETTY MARSH.

Born May 1, to
Robinson, a sou.

wife of James

Hie

L.

H. P. Freeman, who has been in Boston
winter, visited friends ere Saturday
night and Sunday.
•11

V. D. Smith, who has been employed h
Bar Harbor the past few years, will j
the steamer Mt. Desert May 2 for the
summer.

Mrs. E. C. Freeman, who ha* been very
111 at her daughter's In Bar Harbor, is re
ported to be improving. All hope to see
her home

May

soon.

2.

S.
BASS HARBOR.

O. M. Kittredge has been visiting his
daughter, Mrs. Stauley Heath, of Bangor.
L. F. Oott has been having Home altera
tions made in the inte'ior of his house.

Sawyer an*4 Rich did the work.
Benjamin Murphy picked np a can buoy
adrift near Dock Island Wednesday.
Mr.
Murphy has traded his knockabout, the
Frances, with Frank Mticneil for the
sloop Chameleon.

May

X. Y. Z.

2.
_

NORTH LAMOINE.
There will be au ice-cream sociable a
the North Lamoinc sebooih >u«e next Fri
day evening. May 6. All are invited.

aStJtrusnuuus.
Thousands Have Kidney Trouble
and Don’t Know it.
How To Find Out.

Fill
water

a bottle or common glass with your
and let it stand twenty-four hours; a
scumicm

or

set-

tling indicates an
unhealthy condi;jj

tion of the kidneys; if it stains
your linen it is
evidence of kidney trouble; too
frequent desire to
pass it or pain in
tne

djick

:s

also

convincing proof that the kidneys and bladder

are

out

of order.

What

to

Do.

There is comfort in the knowledge so
often expressed, that Dr. Kilmer's SwampRoot, the great kidney remedy fulfills every
wish in curing rheumatism, pain in the
back, kidneys, liver, b.adder and every part
of the urinary passage. It corrects Inability
to hold water and
scalding pain in passing
it, or bad effects following use of liquor,
wine or beer, and overcomes that
unpleasant
necessity of being compelled to go often
during the day, and to get up many times
during the night. The mild and the extraordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
realized. It stands the highest for its wonderful cures of the most
distressing cases.
If you need a medicine you should have the
best. Sold by druggists in 50c. and$l. sizes.
You may have a sample bottle of this
wonderful
discovery
and a book that tells
more about it. both sent
absolutely free by mail,
address Dr. Kilmer &
Home of Swamp-Rook
Co., Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention reading this generous offer in this paper.
Don’t
Mine,

make

any

mistake.

t>ui

rtu

SwampKoot, Dr. Kilmer's Swttuip i.
address, Klngnamton. N. V., o> ©v#

and the
bottle.

C.

A.

PARCHER

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth.

Main

lie has won hi*
of mint at cob eg
way« up front the rank*, has my hero,
IT*
Mtduvma* Covmf%
and he is worthy of any woman living,
even the one my Iiuaginotion has creatBLUER ILL FALLS.
ed for him. He has been abroad, and
I've fitted him up with some of the exptiilip Bum-, has gone fo work for the
White Granite Co.
l>eriew*es 1 had myself while reporting
But he is doom.*n a New York paper.
Thom** Hinckley, of Biuehil!, is at
The Turks say, you
ed to lose her.
"Hello, Cousin Squirrel!” cried Mr.
work on the Nevin cotta**.
know, *He that has many hows hath
"How are you?"
Miss
Rabbit.
'a
Caudagn
by
employed
Peicy
I’ve endowed bint with
! no wires.*
"I am very well, I thank you." re
Met* O -er, of ideal L id*. for the season.
1 oncy and graces of body and mind,
"How are you.
pi id Mr. Squirrel.
Mrx Warren Borns, of North B -ukll*
It was an ideal June morning.
A i but l cannot give him the girl he loves.
Mrs. living Can»ia e
Cousin Rahblt T‘
was the gua*t of
ean
if
I
Miss
Broadhurst.
"And
she.
oho rub of bird songs aroused Cart"Fine! Fine!" answered Mr. Rabbit.
Thursday
icturc 1 ^r as I see her. should make
right at sunup, and, yawning, he walk- I
"You always do look well, cousin."
I thought one so tweet
Mr. sod Mrs. An trews vis t*d IlNdr
tt.e famous.
to the window
From
some prehissaid Mr. Squirrel.
and charming could not exist until I
dnugtii r, Vl• b. H. Kenney, of 8<dgwtok,
his
toric ancestor, who killed
food with
saw you. and you are her counterpart.’*
th b week.
"Yes. and I always feci well, ami
a stone ax while the grass was still wet.
It was no idle compliment, no silly atMr- C«hby Hooper, of Nr.rth Sedgwick,
you would, too, if you livid ns 1 do."
a passion for
had
inherited
the
Oartrlght
girl
flirtation.
M.
at
P.
Swiftly
tempt
who tuts been visiting her pi rent a,
“And bow do you live?" asked the
tramping through the dew. He dress searched Cart right's mind and found
Frs« nd and wife ban returned.
I
squirrel.
Mr.
(.'art"Thank
sincere.
ed
out
for
him
a brisk
you.
quickly and started
Efler Ting ley, of D.rr i"le, who has
"Why. I live on the host of everyright/' she said simply, yet shy colored
walk.
been b*re on business and holding meetthing. While you are hunting around
with pleasure.
Cart right was a literary free la net
ings wires Wednesday, returns to day.
It may seem queer,** he continued, for hard she!lid nuts to crack and pick
Substitute.
who was slowly winning his way.
.,iay 2
He
"but there is a feeling, too strong to be
1 am feasting on the finest vegetables
had awakened that morning with a
I
overcome, that 1 must part them.
GREAT POND.
that grow cabbage anil earrdls and
feeling known to all who disfigure good would give ail I have could they but
beets and celery and tomatoes and
MKs Ev<Scho it conm.ences 10-rtay.
white paper with pen or typewriter
marry, yet they cannot. It is what 1
t»
teacher.
corn and peas, and fruit too.
of
Think of
Boston,
yn Dunoam,
the desire to write and joy in the powl
often
conscience,
call my literary
and pears and grapes!
appli-s
It—rosy
Mrs. Rth l Laughlln and Miss Alts
sell
er to write.
A certain great magazine
would
better
stories
know that my
Doesn't It make your mouth water?"
Laugbltn »*ave litre to dsy for a week’s
were I to change in some cases even a
editor in a kindly letter had asked
visit m Lowell.
"I believe I would rather bnve the
Cartrlght for a story. His request was single paragraph, but I never do It."
N R Cellar, of Franklin, was In town
His companion nodded. "I Inow the nuts." said the squirrel.
the m
ic password that admitted" ouc.
M- v ard Linton purchased of
this w *ek.
"Oil. my, that's Just like you!” reclad In purple and fine linen, to the feeling. When I was a little girl my
Mm the old liiilsr homestead.
mother gave me the task of sweeping plied Mi. Rabbit.
"Now. why don't
society of the truly elect of the liter
first
at
like
and
it,
the parlor. I did not
Mr Carry’s remains were brought frot
ary world.
the
But inspiration refused to come at j 1 dhl It hurriedly, leaving unswept
Bt-ngor Saturday. Funeral services were
I---1
be dlaeovMl-s GsrUod paid a fitting
held Snr: *y.
Cartrlght'* bidding. With nn ins tine ! places I thought would not
to
ered.
When mother came
Inspect
J. K. Bbumsi
iributu to his memory.
live grasp of the magazine** style he
j
conducted the funeral. The bearers were
had sketched the principal characters j ti e room her tone of mingled reproof
shame
with
Albert Ha.\nee, Charles
Emery, James
of his story.
There must be two -a j i.ml surprise filled me
Colburn and
Maynard Linton. There man and a woman. The former must i when she said, 'And my Ituth did not
were beautiful flowers.
be fine and sincere ami honorable, a sweep behind the door!* That was all.
E.
May 2.
to shirk or
gentleman in every respect, who had j yet whenever i am tempted
do anything which is not right I think
in
made
a
the
world
his
own
place
j
by
EAST LAMOINE.
The girl must be sweet and j 1 must sweep behind the door.*
efforts.
Pied Reynold*, wife and little non, of
Her naive simplicity delighted Cart
with
hair
true,
and wide,
curling
softly
Connecticut, are visiting Mr*. Reynold*’
and he led her to talk of her
right,
blue
The
frank,
innocent
char
eyes.
j
parent*. Asa Hodgkins, and wife.
her friends and her daily
actors must be ideal companions, warm j home town,
Mrs.
ElizYet there was never n
Twenty-four lady friends of
friends, but not lovers. Cruel ctrcuin j occupations.
abeth Swett met with her yesterday to
nor the man who had
stances and their own ideals of honor j word of tlie ring
her finger, and Cart
ce*ebr«te tier seventy-seventh btrih«)*y
must send them through the world i placed It upon
"BKLLO, cousin SQUIRREL!"
A bountiful supper was served by the
the fine delicacy of her
apart, even though their very souls, ns ! right respected
n change of food?
Come with
you
try
ladle*. She was kindly reinemoered by
if alone in the wilderness, cried each nature.
mo. and I will show you how to oat
ran.
uiusi
come 10 mi
token* from loved ones from afar, wAo
Kveryuiing
unto the other.
bwdn’r forgot that Msy 1 was “grindand this incomparable day was draw- and what to oat to enjoy life.
v.uui'1 p.1-1 uu iui tun
> win nr« ui'
With a start of surtnaV’ birthday.
“Just as l expected! Some man has
would. Cartright could find no reason ing to a close.
H.
May 3.
prise the girl noted the slanting sun. put a big lium-h of lettuce in tills box
to separate the children of his brain,
for safe keeping.
He didn't think 1
The characters became almost as real j "I had no Idea It was so late,” she said.
HOUTH OF THE RIVES.
"How the time has flown.”
to him ns living personages.
would find it.
Look in there. Cousin
A regret
Rlanrhe Stone is visiting relatives in
Cartright helped her to her feet, Squirrel, and
grew up within him at the necessity of |
you will be able to see
at the touch of
Bangor.
parting them, but to preserve the value ] every nerve thrilling
it”
her
little
hand.
the
Seth
Allen Webber baa moved into
of the story separation was inevitable.
“Sure enough, there It is!" exclaimed
He lu-ld It between bis own. and bent
Whitmore house.
He hud been mistaken in his feeling
"Need we the squirrel as he looked in.
her.
toward
impetuously
W. L. Thomas has returned from Bar that morning that the plot was about
"Now, I am going to let you have It
gay goodby?” lie said. "May I not call
to disclose itself, for after breukfast
Harbor to attend to his farming.
just io show you how good it is," said
it still eluded him. He could not think tonight?”
Harvey Alley and wife, of Belfast, ae
She raised her eyes to his.
They the rabbit
The free,
effectively in his study.
visiting bis u«*re»t*, Capt. George Alley
his
"lint I don't want it," replied the
wind swept porch and his easy chair were both glad and troubled at
and wife.
an
and pipe were not the solaces and aids words, yet wltliln their depths was
squirrel.
George Ray has moved to Bartlett’s Is- to thought he usually found them. In appeal lie could not mistake—an ap“Well, then, if you act that way
to his chivalry. “It must he goodland, where he ha* work. He will live lu
despair he seized a fishing rod and peal
•bout it I'll get it and eat it myself."
be
am
to
and
"I
the John Dlz boose.
she
then,
said,
started for the river, a half mile away. by,"
said the rabbit, and Into the box be ran.
Mrs. John Ray wit called to Bsngor
There, sprawled on a grassy bank, the married in September."
Click, clack! A little door of the box
He
dropped her hand. "And so am
Wednesday by the illness of her sister, noon sunshine filtering through the
I,” he replied gloomily. “I suppose sprang shut as quick ns you could
Mrs. Eugene Edwards.
trees and dappling the velvety carpet
al»out him, he set himself anew to his after the 12th of September I must not wink, and poor Mr. Rabbit was tightly
more.”
caught In a trap that had been set for
task. Situation after situation, plot on even think of you any
DANGER SPOTS IN A STORM.
"Wednesday, the 12tb? Why. that 1* him that very morning.
plot, passed through his brain, each to
Places to Avoltl When the l.ltchtninit
be* rejected In turn as impracticable. my wedding day.”
Over the fields run a man. and up InIs riimhinK.
“And mine."
At the end of an hour the obstinate
to a tree sprang the squirrel, and as
she
turnsmiled
as
Itroadhurst
Miss
Out of doors trees should Ik* avoided characters were still together and
Mr. Rabbit was carried away the
haped away. “Mr. Cartright. there is the poor
In a thunderstorm, and if from the ra- py in their companionship.
squirrel shed a tear and declared:
plot for your story."
pidity with which the explosion folA log bridge for the accommodatioivof
"1 believe I'd rather have the nuts
"Need It be written?” he asked paslows the llash it is evident that elec
the rare pedestrian* and the rarer ve
trie clouds are near at hand a recum- hides crossed the stream a few yards sionately, pleadingly. “That story is to eat after all.”—Pittsburg Dispatch.
so
sad; the saddest I have ever
bent posture is the safest. It is seldom from where he lay. Squirrels chatter
known.”
dangerous to take shelter under sheds, ed in the trees, birds flitted overhead
The sweet lips were tremulous, hut
carts or low buildings or under the
Only a faint hum from the bustling lit
the eyes were brave and steady now.
arch of a bridge, and n distance of tie city readied him.
An Anirpal Story For
It was an ideal
"It must be written.” she said softly.
twenty or thirty feet from tall trees or spot.
Little Folks
Bweet.
and
"Your heroine was true
houses is an eligible situation, for
A splash in the water and a little cry
to
Help her to 'sweep behind the door,’
should a discharge take place these awakened
Cartright from the reverie in remain true to herself and her
promelevated bodies are most likely to re
which he had fallen. A girl was standise*. And, oh, believe me. though they
ceive it.
ing on tjf bridge. Her sailor hat had
It is well also to avoid water, for it blown into the river and was floating parted, those two in the story, she always remembered him, and,” breathis a good conductor, and the height of
“Waller, where's the bill of fare?
lazily toward him. The fishing rod was
lessly. “was sorry, perhaps, that—that
a human being near the stream may
8ame old dishes. I declare:
brought into requisition, and a moment
even
Hat tail soup and fresh mice slew.
determine the direction of a discharge. later, bowing, he was presenting the they were not to tie together, nor
see each other again.”
Can't you bring me something new?"
Within doors we are tolerably safe in dripping hat to its owner.
t
“And he—the man in the story—was
the middle of a carpeted room or when
She was the girl of his story personr—-----1
more than sorry. He would have said
on
a
The
thick
hearth
standing
rug.
ified.
He had imagined his heroine
honor forbade. She gave
chimney should be avoided on account with wavy hair curled softly about her much, yet
him a rose which he always kept. And
of the conducting power of the carbon
temples, just as this young Indy's did. this is the end of the story.”
deposited in It, and gilt moldings or She was very young, and in her wide
The girl unpinned a rose at her
boll wires are sources of risk. In bed blue eyes were the fearlessness of a
breast. She kissed it and handed it
we are tolerably safe, since blankets
child and the soul of a woman.
Her
to Cartriglit, and went her way unseeand feathers are bad conductors.
lips were scarlet, and in the creamy
lngly. for her eyes were filled with
It is injudicious to take refuge in a cheeks the color came and went.
In
turned once and looked
tears. She
cellar, because the discharge Is often slight details perhaps she was differ
back. He stood upon the spot where
from the earth to a cloud, and build- ent. Yet so
quickly did Ills bruin child they had parted. The rose he held to
ings frequently sustain the greatest merge with the eliarming personality
his lips.
Injury in their basements.
before him that on the instant they b*
came one.
To Cartright thereafter sb**
Art Criticism.
THE PORCUPINE. BXt £23 was the "girl of the story.”
his half closed hand the
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The Owl at Dinner

Through

A

'Only Known Creature Thai Kata <li»
Foliage

of th«'

Hemlock.

“You don’t have
skirmish around
much to get feed to fatten one of these
hemlock porcupines on.” says an old
woodsman. “Just sprinkle some salt
over a stick of cord wood or saw log for
that matter, and he’ll eat the whole
business and enjoy it as you would
mince pie.” The customary diet of
these animals is hemlock browse. They
make themselves a home in a hollow
log or under the roots of some old tree,
but afways within reach of a big hemlock.
The hemlcK*k is their pasture, and
they make beaten paths goiug to and
fro between the tree aud their home.
Once up in a tree the porcupine goes
out on the big limbs and, pulling the
small branches in with one paw.
browses on the pungent leaves. In going through the woods you will ftn<j
little piles of these fine leaves on the
ground under hemlock trees. That
means that a porcupine is feeding in
the tree, the leaves on the ground being dropped from his feast.
Sometimes a porcupine will remain
in a hemlock tree for a week at a time,
hugging close to the trunk at night
and feeding during the day. This curious little beast is the only known living thing that eat: the foliage of the
hemlock.
The good steamer Mt. Desert, which w»s
to be sold by the Eastern
Steamship Co.
and placed on another
route, Is still
running between Rockland end Bar

Harbor;

single glance

ann sue Knew

mm tor

gentleman. Soon they were seated
fide by side talking like old friends.
a

He discovered that her name was
Ruth Hroadhurst and that she was vis
iting at Banker Lawton's. Miss Broadhurst knew of John Cartrlght—had
read some of his stories.
The young
man's character and achievements had
l>eon highly spoken of by the Lawtons
and although the irregularity of their
meeting at first troubled her the lack
of a forma! Introduction soon ceased t<:
make itself fell.
That will ever he a golden afternoon
In Cartright's memory.
At times he
read aloud from the book of poems
with which Miss Broadhurst had planned to while away an hour alone by the
fiver. More often they chatted of many
things—plays, books, mutual acquaint
And then long siances. themselves.
lences would fall—silence more eloquent than words—in which each seemed to read the other's unspoken thought.
It was wonderful to the girl, this perfect sympathy and companionship with
a man whom she had not seen until a
few hours before.
Two little clouds
occasionally darkened Cartright's sunHe was plighted to another,
*hiue.
and on Miss Broadburst’s slender, pink
tipped third finger a splendid diamond
flashed.
He banished these thoughts
whenever they came. "This one afternoon shall be ours,” he said to himself.
Quite naturally be fell to talking of
his story and the plot that would not
"The man is an athlete, a splencome.
did fellow in every way. Him I have
modeled after Philip Lotridge, a friend

with the eyeglasses and the high
forehead was studying a picture at
the art store.
"I wonder what the title of this
painting is,” he said. "It is a magnificent work of—oh. yes; here is the
name, written rather indistinctly at
It
the bottom—'Following the Hero.’
represents, you perceive, a lot of cattle—Texas cattle, 1 should Judge from
their appearance. At their head is a
splendid specimen of the breed, evidently the victor in many a hard fought
battle on Ills native plains. Observe
•the gland sweep of his horns as he
holds his head erect and marches along
In the pride of his great strength. See
the merely secondary and subordinate
position allotted to what may be called
the human element in the composition,
the Insignificant figure of the man in
the background, presumably a hireling.
The cattle pay no attention to him.
They are 'Following the Hero,’ the majestic leader in front of him, whose
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Buffalo, X. Y., writes:
X'eruoa MedicineCo., Colombo*, Ohio.

(SonIlenten:—“A few years ago 1 had
give up social life entirely, ns
my
health wna completely broken down.
The doctor advised a complete rest f- »
y> ar. As this was out of the question
for n time, I in-gan to look for some other
iii. -msof restoring my health.
“I ha<l often heard of Benina as an
excellent tonic, so I bought a bottle to
•ce what it would do for me, and it certainly took hold of my system and rejuvenated me, and In less than two
months 1 was in perfect health,and now
w hen I feel worn out and tiled a
dice or
two of Coruna is all that I need.”—Mrs.
J. E. Finn.
to

Address Dr. Hartman,President
ot The Hartman Sanitarium, Columbus, O., for free advice.

Geo. A. Parcher,
Apothecary.
Ao

Ellsworth.

Aoirpal
Little

Story

For
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Mr.Pigeon’s Sad Mistake
“Now that you have such tine* Sun

day riotin'*. 1 should have a new hat,1'
said Mrs. Pigeon to Mr. Pigeou.
“What

kind of

a

hat?**

asked

Mr.

Pigeon.
“A Imt with ostrich feather*,” said
Mr*. Pigeon.
“Where can I get them?’* asked Mr.

Pigeon.
“From the tail of that ostrich walk
across the held.” said Mr*. Pigeon

Ing

I-1

“1*1* TKY," SAID UK.

FIOEON.

man

proud"—
“But, Mr. Guyfus,” interposed

one

of the young women, “here is the name
of the picture in the catalogue—‘No.
t27, Following the Herd.’
“Er—so It Is. I,et us look at this
charming bit of still life a little farther along.”—Chicago Tribune.
SaSdca Tr.nal.tio..

Unsophisticated Cook—If you please,
mum, the butcher
per cent on all the

says I shall get 5
orders I give him.
What does that mean?
Mistress—It
means, Mary, that we shall have a
new butcher.—Chicago Journal.

“Oh. he would not let me pull the
feather* from Ids tall!” cried Mr. Pi-

‘■WHEHE'S

THE

BILL

OF EAJtE

Then the waiter scratched his head.
"Chicken's very good." he Said.
"That's the very thing to fetch up!"
Cried the owl. "And lots of ketchup.

"Bring it

I have a date
At the club at half past eight.
When X speak. 1 always feel
Better if I've had a meal."
—Detroit Journal.
soon.

The Dog In Carls.

The "elilen uiouton” is especially the
family dog with the fairly well off and
holds u very dear place in the feminine
heart. Lucky la Ills lot if his mistress
lie wealthy, fpr he will he fed on the
best of everything; he will have his
wardrobe, Including coats for all occasions, even to that for automobiliug;
he will woo sweet sleep on silk covered
cushions and in the end be buried de
eently In the cemetery for dogs, his
memory being perpetuated by a monument over a bower covered grave.
When this love of the dog Is understood, the Importance of bla appearance and the necessity for the "toudeur" are at once apparent. A lady baa
been seen to stop her carriage on the
“quai” above and send the footman
down with the dog to the barber. And
while the lady waited and dreamed
above the footman waited and fidgeted
below, saying things that were not for
other ears.—Windsor Magazine.

geon. “Oiil$ men cnn do that.”
"You surprise me!” cried Mrs. Pigeon,
“Why. with that high hat and polks
dot tie and standing collar and striped
trousers you look so much like a man
that the ostrich will think you are a
man.
Hun ulong over there now like a
good husband and get me the feathers."
"PH try,” said Mr. Plgeou, and off he
went.
He got up real close to the ostrich and made a dive for u feather.
The ostrich turned his head and dealt

Mr. Plgeou a fearful whack with his
bill. The high lmt was split clear In
two, and Mr. Pigeon rolled over on the
a heap half senseless.
Then
Mi* Ostrich walked away as if nothing

ground in

had happened.
“He didn't think I was a man,'' suul
Mr. Pigeon to his wife as ahe bathed
his head.
“You silly goose!” said she.
“You
should have told him you were a man.
Then it would have been easy.”—
Worcester Post.
“Onr newspapers have been declaring
tor several days,” raid the loyal Buraias,
“that we won a great victory on the
Vain.” “WellT” eald the other. "Welt,
the anthorttlee at Toklo claim it waa a
Japanese victory. How do yon account
for that?” “Oh! that’s euily accounted
tor.
They probably can't read onr

papers.”

